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CHAPTER I

THE ORIGIN ANO DOCTRINE OF COUNCIL>mNAGER GOVERNHENT

Comparative Studies and Council -Manager G^vei^nment;

Research in the field of local government and politics for many

years has consisted of primarily disconnected and unrelated IndivlduaN

I Stic studies with little or no attempt made to orient the research

within a common conceptual frameMoric and methodology through which par-

allel findings can be extracted and a theory can be developed which will

hold true In a majority of circumstances. The Idiographic or case study

approach, while producing a great amount of data about the (^>eratIon of

government, does not taico into account the possibility of discovering

typologies of situations, institutions, and actors or common sets of

variables beyond the particular study. Also many of our individualistic

studies have suffered from the fact that they have been "culture bound"

In the sense that the researcher was unaware that the Implicit values

e;q>re5sed in the behavior under study were particular to a specific

time, place, and culture.

Con4}arative studies attempt to fulfill the need for causal the-

ory by discovering interrelations among factors ordered within a specific

frame of reference which go beyond the single case study and attempt to

provide some explanations in understanding political phenomena under de-

fined circumstances* times, places, and with values explicitly Identi-

fied. By using the comparative approach it becomes possible to test

I



many of th« concepts and hypothatas Mhlch hava baan accunulatad ovar

many yaars regarding government. In this manner, by holding various

factors constant, other variables may be Introduced and evaluated as to

their effw:t upon the system being studied. Under this empirical and

comparative approach, cause and affect relationships may be hypothesized

and tested, and it is possible to move beyond propositions that are waalt

because they »r9 based on a single case.

Studies In local government appear especially suited for compar-

ative studies since a great amount of writing in local govamaant until

relatively recent times has been based more on the assumptions and nor-

mative desires of those writing on local government than on empirical

data. While some of the other political science disciplines were gradu-

ally being affected by new developments in research methodology, the lo-

cal government field, for the most part, remained tied to the views and

assumptions of the normative or "traditional" school of writers. The

"traditionalist" view that problama in municipal government could be

solved through the application of an undefined principle of "efficiency**

In administration has been generally accepted.' Foremost In the desire

for "efficient" government is the assumption that "politics" are bad and

can be eliminated from the adminittrative branch of government, thereby

permitting the solution of local government problems by an efficient

Hh9 following sources represent the prevailing view of the
'*traditionalist" or "machine-model" school; Fredericic W. Taylor, The
Princioies of Scientific Management (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1911); Luther Guiick and L. Urwick, Papers on the Science of Administra-
tion (New York: institute of Public Administration, 1937)* Owight
Waldo in The Administrative State (New York: The Ronald Press Company,

19^) gives an excellent analysis and critique of this school.



nonpolitical •dmini strati on, free from any interference by vested inter-

ests in tiie community*

A comparative approach to the study of local government can be

quite useful In examining the assumptions of the traditionalist writers.

Local government politics and administratlmi can be studied empirically

in a variety of viays. The amount and level of political activity and

hoM it operates in certain typologies of communities cam be examined.

Local administration can also be examined as to its organization and op-

eration and liow factors in that type of governmental structure affect

that operation. Carried a step further, the structure can be examined

in certain typologiec^ of local communities^ By fol lowing this approach,

the assumptions of the traditionalists with reqT^ to so-called '*prlncl-

ples," such as the "necessity" for separation of politics and adminis-

tration, nonpartisan elections, etc., can be tested empirically and

either sustained or refuted.

In view of the widespread adoption of council -manager government

for cities and the rather clearly articulated Hodel City Charter and op-

erating principles, this particular form seems an appropriate focus for

ttie development of comparative studies that can be applied to a similar

structure of government. The council -manager plan grew out of an over-

all consensus among political scientists and local government reforraars

earlier in this century that politics p^r se were bad in local govern-

ment and that the best way to deal with urban problems was to remove

politics from their resolution. The method usually talcen to accomplish

this goal was through the requirement of nonpartisan elections. However,



counci I -iMn«9«r 90verninent, which incorporated the nonpartisan feature

among others, was ideally suited to the political sterilization of local

government and went beyond the mere electoral process in structuring ad-

ministration nonpolitically.

In general, the counci I -manager form of government places all ad-

ministrative authority In a manager who is supposed to eschew politics

and be selected on the basis of his qualifications as an administrator

and who may come from anytdiere in the nation. All policy-maicing is

given to an elective council, the members of which run for office on a

nonpartisan basis. The council is forbidden by the Hodel Charter, which

incorporates this form, from interfering with the manager in his admin-

istration of the city. This form of government arose during the Pro-

gressive Era of reform, and no empirical research had been undertalten

prior to Its development, and little has been done since to test the

various Idnds of relationships and phenomena under this plan.

The National Municipal League changed its Model Charter for city

government to incorporate only the counci I -manager plan beginning in

1915* The League has since been one of the main promoters of this form

of government. After the League endorsed counci I -manager government the

number of cities with this form of government rose considerably. Today,

1,17s cities of over 5,000 persons have this form of government and they

constitute 39 par cent of all cities of this size. The bulit of them, or

37 par cent, fall within the 10,000 to 25,000 population range, although

an additional 32 per cent fall within the 5,000 to 10,000 range.

^

agers

>The Municipal Year Book (Chicago: The institutional City Man-
• Association, 1964), p. Qk.



Intsrestlngly enough, 30.2 per cent of alt cities In the 5»000 to 10,000

cless* ^2.2 per cent In the 10,000 to 25,000 class, 52.4 per cent In the

25,000 to 50,000 class, 51 •& P«r cent In the 50,000 to 100,000 class,

49.4 per cent In the 100, (X>0 to 250,000 class, 38.7 per cent in the

250,000 to 500,000 class, and 20 per cent In the class over 500,000 have

this council -manager form of government. These figures show a peaking

of relative popularity for the form in the 25,000 to 50,000 class.

The fact that counci I -manager government has become so popular

in so many of the smaller size cities as to represent a significant pro-

portion of such cities, and the additional fact that little or no empir-

ical testing has been undertaken to determine the validity of the as-

sumptions and conclusions about counci 1 -manager government offered by

the framers provide a sound enough basis to undertake an empirical study

of this form of government. Furthermore, the lack of any empirical

testing of the varices kinds of relationships and phenomena under the

actual operation of the counci 1 -manager plan make quite clear the need

for an empirical analysts of this form of government, in order to im-

plement such a study it is first desirable to set forth some facts about

the origins Und structure of this form of government In order to under-

stand in what sense actual operations may represent a "departure^* from

theory. Then we can look at actual operations.

The Oriqii^s of Cpupcf i^T^ai^er Government

The rise of the counci 1 -manager form of government is embedded

in the municipal reform movement initiated by civic and business inter-

ests of the American city, aided and abetted by various political reform



groups, against wasta, axtravagance, and fraquant corruption which char-

acterizad "political machine" governnant of the last century. Party

politics were dominant with emphasis on Iceeping the party In power rather

than on good administration. Host Influential citizens were preoccupied

with their own business and whan they thought about politics they looited

on It as a disreputable game unworthy of their participation.' Opposi-

tion to bossism and machine rule was centered primarily among business-

men and professional men. Such business leaders were an elitist element

committed to the desirability of systematizing administration.^

It appears as if the nature of the opposition to "political ma-

chine" government took on a "class" basis derived from the socio-economic

composition of the two opposing groups. The reformers were mostly busi-

ness and professional people of middle-class mewis who were more Inter-

ested In bringing about "good^' government, "efficient government, based

On their values and mores, than In profiting personally by providing the

personal services to segments of the population which had been the hall-

mark of machine politics. On the other hand, the political parties,

through the machine, had Its roots firmly In the lower class, i.e., it

depended for its support on the lower-class, blue-collar, ethnic, and

•MMtlmat racial groups In the city. The political parties, by confin-

ing nomination to public office to party politicians, each of them

^Harold A. Stone, Don K. Price, and Kathryn H. Stone, CItv Man-
aaar Government in the United States; A Review After Twentv-five Years

(Chicago: Public Administration Service, 19^), pp. "i-^.

Leonard 0. White, The CItv Kanaaer (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1927), pp. ix-xi.



beholden to the organization, were able to pull all the diverse threads

of urban government into a reasonably unified chain of conniand. One*

such unity was achieved, the parties Mere able to carry out policies de-

signed to meet the problans of urban growth and, at the sana tine, to

confer benefits upon the various groups, business included, who supported

and financed the party machine* The machine, by serving as a broker—and

for a broiter's commission—provided personal services to these people;

services such as helping them to register and vote, finding them employ-

ment, helping them to achieve social recognition, and providing them

with welfare services v4ien necessary. The brolcer's commission was singly

the support of the machine at the polls by tlie accommodated segments of

the population.' White In many cases the political support of the lower

classes for the machine was largely through a "manipulated" vote, it also

was the "pay-off by the lower classes to the machine for services

rendered.

For many years political scientists, among others, have uncon-

sciously acquiesced In the view that the American society is a classless

society, that there are no really significant dividing lines between

socio-economic levels in our society. The rise of the reform movement,

iiowever, sugs<3Sts that this myth might well bear further investigation

due to the class orientation of the reformers and of the opposition

forces. Social classes do, in fact, exist and »f Important factors in

governmental matters. The seemingly apparent classlessness of American

Ifred i. Greenstein, The American Party System and the American

People (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prent Ice-Hal I, Inc., 1963), pp.

41-45. Also see Ouane Locltard, The Politics of State and Local Govern-

ment (New Yortc: The Macmlllan Con^any, 1963)* pp. 218-226.



»oci«ty, as v(«w»d by many political scientists, may be no more than a

reflection of the fluidity of movement up and down the class ladder.

Demand for reform was expressed in two ways: drawing attention

to the quality of leaders and to the nature of the structure of govern-

ment. The first effort concentrated on moves to remove the "rascals"

from office and replace them with "good" men and the second one on moves

to improve the structure of municipal government by simplifying it and

thereby Increasing a<teinistrative efficiency. The first of these, how-

ever, was severely handicapped as a solution by the existing fragmented

structure of government. Most cities had a "weak<-mayor" form of govern-

ment where the mayor had little or no administrative power and where ad-

ministration was dispersed and spread over the entire system of govern-

ment through use of independent boards and commissions and a great num-

ber of minor Independently elected city officials to a degree that no

single official or governing board could be held responsible. The minor

administrative officials elected by the people were not subject to ef-

2
factlve control by the mayor or the council.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the reformers came forth

with some structural changes which they believed «N>uid alleviate these

conditions. In 1898 they developed a Hodel City Charter which embraced

what today is referred to as the "strong-mayor" plan. The mayor was

given broad controlling power over administration and authority to ap-

point his principal subordinates without legislative interference. Thus

'stone. Price, and Stone, p. k.

^Ibid .



the rsfornwrs, through their organization, the National Municipal League,

concentrated all administrative power under a single official and by cen-

tering responsibility in tlie mayor they lx>ped for a renewal of good gov-

ernment. At the same time they also hoped that the strong mayor would

tlien turn to more professionally trained people as technicians and de-

partment heads.

Soon afterward In Galveston, Texas* In 1901. another plan was de-

veloped which embodied to a greater degree a simplification of structure,

the "conanission" plan. This form completely abwidoned the system of sep-

aration of poiMrs, which both the weai(-mayor and the strong-mayor plans

considered basic, and concentrated all authority in a single small gov-

erning body, members of »^ich were the only officials elected by the peo-

ple. Administratively, however, the analogy made by reformers with the

corporate form of business organization was not valid i>ecause the com-

missioners, unlllta corporate directors, ware required to take full-time

administrative duties. Each was the head of a department. Included In

this plan was an electoral system calling for the election at-large of

commissioners on a nonpartisan ballot.^ This represented a radical

change and restructuring of local politics from the partisan ward elec-

tions which viere characteristic of the mayor-council plans.

Both the strong-nnayor and the commission plans failed to hold

the favor of reformers after one of the reformers, dedicated to promoting

the short ballot, conceived an entirely new plan. This was Richard S.

' ibid ., pp. 4-5.

^Ibld .. pp. ?-6.
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Chtlds* Mho wrote of the strong-neyor plan In I9I3: "A plan of govern-

ment which permits the whims or failings of a single man to swing such

vast interests, even temporarily, is not thoroughly sound,"' Other

handicaps cited by Chi Ids Included:

1. The independent elected executive destroys any con*
tinuity of administrative policy.

2. The election of an administrator is unsound in princi-
ple. Administration is an expert's job, and the best
e)(perts are not necessarily the best vote getters.

3. The Independent executive, ^art from the other branches,
creates a cost mns of red tape.

4. The independent executive destroys unity in government.

The commission plan also fell under his criticism. The main wealoiesses

cited regarding the commission plan was that it failed to bring about an

adequate coordination of activities.^ Often times each commissioner be-

came Jealous of his own separate department and would guard any preroga-

tives he could obtain even at the expense of cooperation with the other

coRRiiss loners. There also was no head administrator who could coordi-

u
nate the many administrative functions.

Another possibility had suggested itself in 1906 as a solution

to munitipal government organization. Staunton, Virginia found itself

with problems derived from having a bicameral legislative branch and no

Ulchard S. Chi Ids, 'The Theory of the New Controlled Executive
Plan." national Municipal Review. II (1913). 78.

^JLkilo PP- 80-81.

3lbld . Also see Clarence E. Ridley and Orin F. Nolting, The Citv
Manaoer Profession (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 193^). p. 2.

Sterner. Price, end Stone, pp. 6-8.
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$up«rvisor of city affairs. Soraaon* In tlie council suggested that the

city employ an engineer not only to take charge of the streets, but also

to perform "such other duties which may be properly required of him by

the council."' Since Virginia general state law made it in^wssible for

Staunton to adopt the commission plan, with its unicameral legislative

body, which also was recommended, a Joint committee further recommended

that a "general manager" plan (meaning an engineer-administrator) would,

with the exception of the blcwneral legislative branch, preserve the es-

sential features of the commission plan. The general manager would be

the executive and administrative heed, appointed and removed by and di-

rectly responsible to the council which would exercise a constant super-

vision over hlm.^ This plan was adopted in 1908*

Richard S. Chi Ids, liowever, performed "the marriage ceremony" be-

t«MMm the clty-^aanager plan as first thought of in Staunton and the com-

mission plan of Oes Holnes.^ Des Moines had adopted the commission plan

of ualveston and added to it nonpartisan elections and the initiative,

referendum, and recall. Chi Ids, as the principal leader and executive

secretary of the National Short Ballot Association, had as his major

goal the adoption of a short ballot for the election of members of the

legislative body and saw the possibilities of the Staunton improvisation.

He, therefore, proposed a unicameral small council elected at large (for

' ibid ., pp. 8-9.

^Ibid .

3* 'Professional Standards and Professional Ethics in the New Pro-

fession of City Manager," National Municipal Review. V (1916), 210.



It

MMlUr cities) and • oawMhat larger group alactad by districts (In

large cities). All elections Mere to be nonpartisan.' At the same tiiae«

Chi Ids and others were Interested In designing a new charter which v«ould

produce "denocracy"--control by the people--a government that would ea-

gerly cater to and anticipate their slightest wlsh.^ Of the opinion that

the strong-fuyor plan and the conmission plan would not truly accomplish

these goa1s» Chi Ids called for a "business manager** In municipal govern-

ment. He called for a council cix>sen singly from districts (at-large

elections would not woric in large cities because It would make the ballot

too long) and with no salary. This council would hire a business manager

for the city who would perform all the "business" of the city, i^e would

appoint all subordinates* subject only to the usual civil service rules*

creating or abolishing offices where needed. His term would be indetermi-

nate, and he would be reaovable by the council only by a two-thirds vote

on written charges of Inefficiency »ind after a full hearing.^

The reasoning behind Chi Ids' view that this is a worlcable system

Is seen In the following statement by Chi Ids In 1913:

Upon a state legislature or city legislature, that ts, a
group of man vAh> act in group, we willingly confer greater power
than we dare give one man, and all these large powers can, with-
out diminution, be boldly and flexibly administered through a

cqntrolled
,

executive.^

'Stone, Price, and Stone, pp. 14-16.

^Richard S. Chi Ids, "What Alls Pittsburg?" American Cltv. Ill

(1910), 9.

3lbid.. p. II.

\hilds, 'Theory . . . ," p. 79.
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In r««lity the thaory of the "controlled executive, according to Childs,

filters everything through a group, the elected council. Without the

loss of administrative unity, it abolishes one-nnan poi«ar.' It Mas a real

strolce of salesmanship which somi led Chi Ids to change the name of the

executive from "controlled executive^' to "city manager."

Chi Ids incorporated his Ideas of city manager government into a

charter for {.ocltport. New York in 1911. But Loclcport failed to adopt the

proposed charter. Nevertheless, this "Loci<port Plan," as it came to t>e

called, represented the formalized design of all the features since asso-

ciated with counci I -manager government. Chi Ids hastened to Sumter, South

Carolina in 1912 when that city was facing the problem of a new charter

and "sold" his Uoclcport Plan plus an Inspiration he had on the spot. His

special recommendation was to advertise nationally for a manager to fill

the new position in Sumter.

We have now seen the development of Ideas which led up to the

formulation of the plan and Ideology of counci 1 -manager government. Dis-

cussed have been the predecessor weak-mayor, strong-mayor, and commission

plans of government as well as the Sumter plan which utilized the first

"manager." Finally, some of the weaknesses of each of these plans have

been suggested and the attempts to eliminate these deficiencies have been

outlined. It now becomes necessary to view the synthesis of these ideas

as embodied In the counci I -manager plan*

' ibid ., p. 80.

^Richard S. Chi Ids. Civic Victories (New York: Harper and

Brothers, 1952), p. ]k6.
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The Doctrinal Ten«ts of CouncI 1-H«naqer Government

The outstanding identifying mmrk% of the counci 1 -manager plan

nodal are a small council of laymen responsible for policy-making and a

professional administrator appointed by and responsible to the council J

The small council Is elected at-large on a nonpartisan ballot and Is the

only elective body in the municipal government. The single chief execu-

tive or administrator Is to be a professional man. The council Is re-

sponsible for all legislative power while the manager Is responsible for

all administration,^ As KaMnerer and her associates point out in their

Florida study, this pollttcs-actaiinlstratlon dichotomy was embraced as

sound causal and normative theory by both reformers and academic scholars

and supported the central provisions of the counci I -manager plan.^ The

early managers themselves in some of their initial meetings entered some

of the first dissenting notes to the idea that a clear division of poli-

tics and acfanlnistration was possible or desirable. The first scholarly

study of counci 1 ^nanager government, by Leonard 0. White in 1927* re-

vealed that politics and administration were almost always found together

In council -manager cities. White thought, however, that It oueh^ to ba

possible to separate these two elements, but he offered no solution to

Charles R. Adrian, Governing Urban America (New Yoric: McGraw-
Mlll Boole Con<>any, Inc.. 1961), pp. 220-221.

^Gladys M. Kannerer, Charles 0. Ferris, John M. OeGrove, and
Alfred B. Clubok, Citv Managers In Politics; An Analysis of Manager
Tenure and Termination (Gainesville; University of Florida Press, 1962),
p. 6.

3j|hld.
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this problem. it appears that the idea of the feasibility of a separa-

tion of politics and administration reflected more of the values of those

who formulated the counci l<-manager plan than a clear picture of fact:

the picture that they ought to be separate without any empirical verifi-

cation as to whether or not such a separation could be effected in

2
practice.

Of utmost importance in comprehending the reasoning bacic of the

assumption that this separation is feasible is an understanding of the

underlying tenets of the formal structure of the plan. Stone, Price, and

Stone point out three crucial tenets of counci 1 -manager governments:

!• The Idea that the most capable and public-spirited citi-
zens should serve on the governing body to determine
policies for the benefit of the community as a titfwle,

rather than for the benefit of any party* faction, or
neighijorhood.

2. Ttie idea that municipal administration siiould be dele-
gated to a thoroughly competent, traincKl executive, who
should get and hold his Job on his executive ability
alone and should be given a status and salary commensu-
rate with tiiat of an executive of a fairly sizeable
private corporation.

3. The idea that the voters should hold mily the council-
men politically responsible and should confer on the
manager a state of permanent tenure and neutrality in

political controversy.

3

The first tenet is incorporated in the nonpartisan ballot and the at-

large election of a small council. The second idea is achieved through

the concentration of administrative authority in the mMiager. The third

tUhtte, p. 301.

^Kammerer, et. al .. Cltv Managers . . . . pp. 6-7.

3stone, Price, and Stone, p. 236.
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concept is accompl I sh«d through the council constituting the only repre-

sentative body elected by the people. The nanager in return for the

recognition he receives es a nonpolitical officer is expected to restrain

himself from political participation as such* Thus the model was con-

structed and all the component parts Mere assigned a specific and presum-

ably nonconflictual role.

In keeping with the reformers' fear of a strong executive force

In city government that carried the potentiality of political power* the

structure of counc 1 1 "manager government downgraded the office of mayor*

Significantly, proponents of counci l-m«iager goverrenent suggested that

the mayor should be no more than the chairman of the council with little,

if any, higher status than that of any other councilman* ^Chllds cites

two major reasons for this proposed eclipse of the office of mayor:

1. To preserve the unification of powers in the council
whose final determinations of all issues ^r^ colleglal
rather than by any single

2. The elevation of one councilman over the rest may tend
to align him against the others and against the manager,
thereby creating the conflict and drama so desired by

press and public.

Along with the selection of the mayor from among the council membership

the use of nonpartisan elections In the selection of counci Imen weatcened

the political significance of the mayor's office and reduced the politi-

cal significance of the council as a whole* The expectation was that

nonpartisanship would sterilize the two seats of power in a way not at-

tained under the two mayor-council forms of government. In general, the

Richard S. Chi Ids, "Quest for Leadership," National Civic Re-
view. L (1961), 527.
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mayor is overlooked with regard to any type of function which might place

him In a more powerful position vis-a-vis the council or the manager.

The International City Nwtagers' Association (ICMA) has never clearly

outlined the role of the mayor In tern» of political leadership. In one

instance they describe the mayor in this fashion: he '*. . . represents

the city on all public occasions and assumes the position of leadership

in questions of public policy," and in another instance one of their

writers cites the futility of the mwuiger trying to woric through the

mayor on policy proposals.^

In clear contrast to the vagu«iess characterizing the several

roles of the mayor, the roles of the manager in administration are more

explicit. The Hodet City Charter clearly delegates to the manager con-

trol oviar the administrative departments Including the appointment and

removal of department heads and personnel.^ Furthermore, the council is

prohibited by the Model Charter from Interfering with such administrative

actions by the manager.^ Additional Importance is given to the manager

by the Hodel Charter through the delegation to him of the responsibility

for the preparation and submission of the budget to the council.' Here,

iRidley and Nolting, pp. 31-32.

2ciarence E. Ridley, The Role of the CItv Manager In Policy For-

mulation (Chicago: International City Managers' Association, 1958), pp.
27-28.

3Model CItv Charter (6th ed. rev.; New Yoric: National Municipal
League, 1964), pp. 23-24.

^Ibid .. p. 7.

^Ibid.. p. Zk,
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It nay be noted. It an example of a clear delineation of separation of

powers insofar as the Manager's control over administration is concerned.

At the sane time It is Important to note that the major writers

on council -manager government argue vehemently that there Is no separa-

tion of powers In counci l-manager government. On the contrary, they

claim, the plan in its formal provisions consolidates powers under the

council. They state that this Is evidenced by the fact that the manager

Is always responsible to the council; that even though the manager may

have a free rein in administering the city, the council may, at any time,

dismiss him should a majority of Its members believe he has not been

carrying out his duties.' This may be inferred from the fact that the

Model City Charter provides procedures under which the council may ef-

feet the removal of the manager.

In this section the formal arrangement of the government under

the counci l-manager plan has been considered. For reasons idiich will ba

detailed later in this chapter, discussion has not centered greatly on

the manager himself. Also, nothing has been said about the Informal op-

eration of government. Policy leadership has t>een alluded to only from

the standpoint of the council and the mayor, for It Is In these offices

that the doctrine has placed such responsibility. The following section

will discuss In more detail the roles of the manager in this crucial

sector of government.

'Stone, Price, and Stone, p. 179* For a more recent discussion
Ridley, p. 1.

»WDdel Citv Charter, p. 22.
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The Hwaqer; PoUcv Initiator and/or Political Leader?

A separate consideration of the manager Is necessary because of

the unique position delegated to him under the doctrine of councll-

nanager government. The Manager is. In effect, a chief executive re-

sponsible not to the people directly, but rather to the council. He Is

given, according to the doctrine, a free hand in administrative duties

as Mall as In administrative pollcy-malclng. The question remains to be

answered as to whether or not the manager, in his administrative duties,

both ackninl strati ve pollcy-maidng and direction of city operations as

such, is also instrumental In li^lslative policy-making as well. Fur-

thermore, If the manager Is an active participant in legislative policy

determination. Is he also, in reality, a political leader? These are

the questions to be discussed in this section.

Alongside the politlcs-a<k(ilnlstratlon dichotomy discussed ear-

lier, a second and even more crucial semantic game is played by the tra-

ditionalist theorists of counci 1 -manager government; that dealing with

policy and pplitlct . In general there has been tittle question among

managers themselves as to their role in policy initiation . Leonard 0.

White discussed the fact that m«iy managers toolt an active role in policy

Initiation. He wrote in the twmtles that it was hard for the manager to

divorce himself from policy-making functions because of the expectation

that he would make suggestions and plans in connection with any recommen-

dation. The manager's office had become the great center for Initiation

and proposal of public policies, as well as the responsible center of

administration.

'white, pp. 208-210. For the views of the managers themselves on

this subject see Douglas G. Wei ford, 'The Changing Role of the City
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This pr«ctic« of policy initiation doscribed by Whit* fits m»1I

into the moid which Child* originally nade for the manager. Chi Ids al-

ways identified the city manager with policy initiation. Chi Ids de-

scribed the manager's job* in pert* as being "called in to give as good

an administration as he can persuade the commission to stand for."^

Throughout his writings Chi Ids often referred to the manager's responsi-

bilities in connection with policy initiation, in 1933 he stated that

tite "city manager should provide the council with facts for determining

policy and should encourage the council to decide the policy positively

Instead of passively accepting his recommendations."'' in his boolc* Civic

^tictories, . published In 1952, Chi Ids again pointed out the necessity for

the manager to have a major role in policy Initiation.^ in 1963* Childs

•gain stated his viewpoint more specifically^ ". . . strictly speaicing

there can i>e no complete separation of policy and administration."^

Not all managers or academic writers, however, considered that

policy initiation was the proper responsibility for the manager to take.

Manager," Public Management. XXXVi (193^), 171-172, and Henry H. Waite,
•The Commission Manager Plan," Mational Municlpai tlevlew. IV (1915). M».

l^sslafi C. Carr, 'The City Managers' Association," National Mu-
nicipal Review. Vii (1918). 45-W.

^'Profes%\ona\ . . . ." N.M.R .. V, 198.

^Richard S. Childs, 'The Best Practice Under the City Manager
Plan, Mational Municipal Review. XXil (1933). V*.

Childs, Civic Victories, pp. 169-171.

Hest Practice With th«. Ma^ieaer Plan (New Yorit: Mational Mu-
nicipal League, 1963), p* ^.
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In contrast to the view of Chi Ids and others, who saw no connection be-*

tween policy initiation and politics, still others considered that such

activism in policy development on the part of the manager could not fail

to propel the manager into politics. The main influence for this view

caMa from those idto saw a direct relationship between the position of

manager and that of the British civil servant of the Administrative

Class. I. G. Gibbon, an assistant secretary in the British Ministry of

Health, wrote in 1925 that "the future of the city manager form of gov-

ernment Is imperiled ... by the Incursion of city managers into pol-

icy."^ By espousing the notion of similarity between the city manager

and the British Administrative Class civil servant. Gibbon >1 so called

for the manager to become, in reality, a policy "nautral," taking no ac-

tive part in promulgating policy proposals or defining Issues. That this

view did not ultimately prevail is evidenced by the action of managers,

especially since World War II, in openly espousing policy initfatlon.^

Why would the proponents of the manager as a policy initiator be-

lieve that he should play such an important role in policy initiation?

Clearly the conc^t of a professional manager (in terms of educational

bacicground, public as opposed to nonpublic career line orientation, and

appointment from outside as opposed to local recruitment) is important

to their argument* The well -trained, educated manager is considered

Uee A. R. Hatton as quoted in Stone, Price, and Stone, p. 73*

2stone, Price, and Stone, p. 2^.

^Kammerer et al .. City Managers . . . . p. 7.

^As defined in Kammerer ^t al .. Citv Managers . . . . p. 8.
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b«ttar qualified to s«e objectively Mh«t i» best for the coflmunlty.' As

« full-tlMe eNV»loyee of the city, he is able to keep up with the iseny

facets of government. Including those functions vdiich make him aware of

the connunlty's needs, present and future. The lack of any set term of

office also makes the manager more stable as policy initiator. He can

see ahead toward the future and make plans for the future without any

fear of being voted o«it of office after a term has expired. A third

factor Is the method of appointment of the siana^er. Chi Ids set the

pattern for the future when he persuaded Sumter, South Carolina, the

first council -manager town (so listed according to Chi Ids' ov«i account

and National Huniclpal League records), to advertise for a manager on a

nationwide basis. Since then the doctrine has stressed that appointments

should be made without regard to whether or not the man Is a "local" or

an "outsider.**^ Implicit In this doctrine is the Inference that an out-

sider Is to be preferred because of his nonidentification with local fac-

tions.^ Also, this lack of Identification with local factions Is con-

sidered as enabling the manager to be more objective regarding policy

matters for the cotnrounity.^

What, than, about politics and political leadership? Wherein

does the political nature of the community find its expression in the

governmental structure: Political leadership, according to the doctrine,

I Stone, Price, and Stone, p. 73*

^Hodel City Charter, p. 22.

3KaMMrer aLjKIo Q!W WffKWfn r f , > p. 8.

^:hilds, "Quest . . . ," p. 529.
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Is to coow from the council as a grmjp. But has this been functionally

reproduced In practice? Leonard 0. White said that problems developed

even before the roembers of council were selected. He questioned the

lilcelihood of developing effective leaders out of amateurs who were cut

off from the power that control of office might give and vrtio were forced

to appeal to the voters on the basis of personality or policies*' Fur-

thermore, White saw a problem in iceeping civicmilnded people interested

in government,^ one of the icey necessities for the success of the plan,

thereby Inferring that some less civlc-mlnded" council mswbers might t>e

elected who did not have the comnunlty's laenefit at lHMrt« and who would

represent "Interests and factions. The attendant result might be stale*

mate and inaction.

Thus* if tlie council Is not willing or able to lead, where does

the power to lead reside? Certainly not In the mayor or in the mmager,

or so the doctrine states. As stated earlier, the mayor Is at times iier*

aided as a policy leader, and in practice this occasionally does occur,

but in the main the mayor does not lead. Chi Ids stressed that he was

merely primus Inter pare^ with no special leadership functions. Leader-

ship at the council level should be collegiate, according to Chi Ids. At

the same time, a study of the actual practices of managers accumulates

evidence which tends to linic the manager to political leadership.

Let us see what roles the manager is supposed to play—In terms

of leadership in policy—«tfhich might be construed as being political.

'white, pp. 165-166.

^Ibld .. p. 298.



EvMi In th« foriMtlv* y««r« of iMn«9or govorrment th« pronirMnt position

of th« manager in ti>a public «ya was notad as a dangar to tha nonpolltl-

cal raquiranants of tha offleaJ RIdlay and Nolting in \9lk co—awtad

to ttia affact that tha manager did not allow himself to be driven or lad

into appearing to be a leader in or in any way responsible for matters

of policy. The council, on the other hand, v«as to receive all criticism

of policy and prevent the manager's becoming a target for such criticism.^

Later they stated, in affect, that the manager might suggest policy or

procedural matters without acquiring "political'* community leadership.

It Is this, the "political ' type of leade ship, which he must try to

avoid.

3

But, Ridley, writing twanty«four years later, produced evidence

«ihlch tended to show a relationship between the manager and political

leadership. He stated thet the managers from whom he had received data

•greed that the councils expected the manager to be an "Idea" man and

that he should not have to be pushed for si^igestions.^ In fact, Ridley

stated: *The manager and operating personnel are the major source of

Initiating policy for council manager cities. The mmager has an ines-

capable responsibility to the council and to the people to participate

and even to assume some leadership In shaping municipal pot Id at."^ He

'Walte, p. kk,

^Ridley and Nolting, p. 30.

3ibid.. p. 31.

Ridley, pp. 18-19.
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cautioned the manager, however, against going too far in such a process*

Ridley found that managers desired the council to take the Initiative In

policy. If, however, the policy had strong partisan political ramifica-

tions, the manager should seek to remain aloof. Finally, the manager

should seek a manner of operation whereby he did not distract from the

prestige of the councilmmi.^

Others have alluded to the leadership function of the manager.

C. A. Harrell, in a speech to the ICNA In I9AS, stated that at times

circumstances made it mandatory for the city manager "to seize the ini-

tiative by taking the government directly [to the people] and by pre-

senting It In symbols they know and understand."^ Chi Ids, In 1961,

stated that policy and leadership Intertwine—a new policy begins with a

leader and, conversely, a man with no policy is not leading.^

Considering the evidence above, the tone set by Ridley, In his

book on the manager's role in policy formulation, that while the manager

is a part of the political life of the community, he should avoid as

much as possible calling attention to the fact, appears to be correct.^

A softening of the "official" line of ctoctrine regarding the man-

ager's activities as a leader has been taking place since the end of

World War II. This softening has come about through anothei' jar.4>ntic

' ibid ., p. 21.

2lbld .. p. i»7.

3Welford, pp. 171-172.

^hllds. Quest . . . ," p. 529.

5Ridley, pp. 18-22.
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g«M, this tlim cttnt^rfng around th« vords cowwunl ty l«ad«rthtp m\6 ^jji*

Utical teadarahtp. Within conmunity leadarship is includad tha fol low-

ing: kiorlcing with sarvica clubSf charltabia organizations, churchas,

civic affairs; explaining the workings of tha city govsrnmant; proposing

new policies for it» to council manbers and tha general public, either

in private conversation or public speaking. It Includes negotiations

with private citizens and conmunity organizations in order to get support

for particular aspects of the work of city government. Under political

laadershlp we find the managar forbidden to do the following: to partic-

ipate In political campaigns for the election or recall of councl Iroen, to

promote any policy by offering special favors or threatening political

punishment or opposition, and to go to the voters over the heads of the

councilman.' By these definitions we are given a rather narrow view of

politics, a view which. In actuality, permits the manager to be a policy

leader, with whatever results this might have for the community, k^l le

forbidding his having any connection with electoral politics or with fac-

tions or parties. One might con^Mire this view about the manager's par-

ticipation in community leadership with what Leonard 0. White outlined In

1927 when he said: "law and authority unite to advise the manager that

his duties do not Include community or 'political' leadership."^

This mellowing of attitude toward policy leadership can be seen

in the Manager's Code of Ethics as it has been revised over tha years.

As adopted in 1924, the Code cited the primary responsibility of tha

'Stone, Price, and Stone, p. 243.

^hite, p. 224.
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council In policy detarmlnatlon and enjoined managers from taking an ac-

tive part in politics.' A. L. Hatton warned of the consequences of the

manner becoming part of the policy-making process when he predicted

that should the managers become active they would rise and fall with

each council election. Nevertheless, changes since 1924 have tcMided to

tegltlroize the manager's policy leadership role, at least from the man-

ager's standpoint.^ in the 1933 revised Code no separate prohibition

was stated against politics. The Code merely stated that the manager is

In no sense a political leader. In order that policy may be intelligent

and effective, he may provide the council with Information and advice*

encouraging positive decisions by the council on policy, rather than

passive acceptance of his reconmendations.^ Finally, In 1952, the Code

made no direct reference to the manager's activity In politics, stating

In article four:

The city manager as a conmunlty leader submits policy proposals
to the council and provides the council with facts and advice on
matters of policy to give the council a basis for making decisions
on community goals. The city manager defends municipal policies
publicly only after consideration and adoption of such policies
by the counci I.^

^"Clty Managers Adopt Code of Ethics," National Hunlcloal Review.

XI 1 1 (I92M. 663-664.

^Welford. pp. I7O-I7I.

Gladys M. Kammerer and John M. OeGrove, Florida CItv l^^qaeers;

Profile and Tenure (Gainesville: Public Administration Clearing Service,

1961), p. 24.

^The City Manager's Code of Ethics," Public Manaaewent. XX

(1938), 304.

^Hugo Wall, "Changing Concepts of Managerial Leadership, Public

XXXVi (1954), 50.
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Th« Ust s«ntance «bov« also represents a major change from the 1938

version of the Code wherein the manager vms to leave to the council the

defense of policies which may be critlclzedj Finally, the Model CItv

Charter of \%k tmk»% only a brief but rather s««aeplng statomant regard-

ing the manager's duties In policy. In item nine of section 3»0k the

Charter provides that he (the manager) "• . . shall make such recommen-

dations to the council concerning the affairs of the city as he deems

necessary."^ Politics, as an aspect of managerial behavior is not men-

tioned once*

gffff9<"»l9n

This chapter has dealt with the development of the councll-

manager form of government from the theory lying b^lnd it to the form

which these Ideas tool( in the official doctrine. CouncI l-manager gov-

ernment as developed provided for a dichotomy between politics and ad-

ministration, but left vague the exact responsibilities of the manager

as to policy matters. Especially notewortiiy in the development of

councI I manager government has been the question of whether or not the

policy leadership of the city manager is to be Interpreted as political

leadership in the sense usually attributed to that term. The remainder

of this study is concerned with an effort to determine, on the basis of

empirically derived data, «4iether or not the practice of councI l-manager

government Is consistent with the doctrine and, if not, where and possi-

bly why such Inconsistencies have come about.

Mbid .. p. 51.

^Madal CItv Charter, p. 2k.



CHAPTER it

THE METHOOOLOGiCAL APPROACH: BACKGROUND AND PROTOTYPE

A discussion of the methodological framswork within which this

comparative examination of counci l<nRanager government is conducted

involves:

1. The methodological approach followed and the con-
siderations which entered Into its choice.

2. A suimiary analysis of the assumptions, hypotheses*
and findings of relevant studies conducted within
the same methodological approach as the present
study

.

Of great utility to a discussion of methodological approaches is

the classification of methodological typologies established l>y Fred W.

Riggs.' A summarization of these definitions Is, therefore. In order so

that an understanding of the alternative methods of research Is facili-

tated. These definitions are helpful In understanding the choices avail-

able for research not only In local government but also <n the study of

state or national government. The methodological typologies defined by

Riggs embrace two distinct approaches: normative and empirical. Within

the anplrical approach Riggs further defines additional subcategories

which identify the variety of ways In which the empirical approach may be

implemented.

^Fred W. Riggs, Convergences in the S^udv of Comparative Public
A<^mlnistration and Local Government (6al neavi 1 1 e: Public Administration
Clearing Service, 1962).
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Mttff—itiv aooroach.—An approach in which th« chief aim Is to

prascrlba "ideal," or at least "letter," patterns of adnini strati ve

structure and action. Examples of this approach would be found In the

writings of those who ^itomize the scientific menagenent movement with

Its Stress on the "one best way," and also those writers who described

counci l^iiianager government as the cure-all for local government

problems.

3

ilgff''f'rff l approach.—An approach focused on a growing concern to

discover the facts," to lay bare the empirical foundations of adminis-

trative behavior, perhaps to explain causal relationships as a basis for

reform.^ Some writers who would represent this i^roach would include

Herbert Simon in Administrative Behavlof as well as the authors of the

case studies of decision-making published by the Inter-University Case

Program. 5

The fol lowing two methodological approaches represent subcate*

gories of the empirical approach. They are defined In relationship to

the manner in which they further define the empirlcel approach.

l.dtoqfaphic approach.--An empirical subcategory which concen-

trates on the unique—the historical episode or case study," the single

Mbld .. p. 5.

hm fiulick and Urwick, p. 92.

Hee Chi Ids, Civic Victories, and Ridley and Molting.

L
KIggs, p. 7*
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•gsncy or country, the biography or the "culture aree."' Methods of at*

tatning this approach may differ: from Leonard 0. White's historical

^iproach in his four-volume survey of American public administration^ to

ttie sociological studies of Bendix, Sel»ilcl(, and Blau.^

Nomothatlc approach*—An empirical subcategory which seaics gen-

eralizations, "laws," hypotheses that assert regularities of behavior,

and correlaticms between variables. A recent example of this apprpadh

may be seen in the study by iUmnerer et al . on city manager tenure in

Florida.

5

The next two methodological approaches represent subtypes of the

nomothetic approach, each of which seei(s generalizations, etc., as called

for by the nomothetic approach, but doing so in two separate manners.

Homoloqical approach.--A methock>logy which is a subtype of the

nomothetic approach and which deals primarily with similarities and dif-

ferences of structure.^

I jbid .. p. 9. -

^Leonard 0. White. The Federalists; The Jeffersontans: Thf VfCK*
sonians: and The Repui^llcan Era (New Yorti: The Macmlllan Company, \9^,
1951. 1954. and 1958).

^fteinhard Bendlx. Higher Civil Servants tn American Society
(Boulder. Colorado: University of Colorado Press. 19^). Philip Selznicic,

TVA and the Grass Roots (Bericeley: University of California Press,

19^9), and Peter M, Blau, The Ovnainics of Bui^eaucracx (Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chica^ Press, 1955).

^Igg». p. 9.

5Kammerer et a |,.. Cltv Hanaoers . . . .

^iggs. p. 16. For examples see Samuel Finer, "Patronage and the
Public Service: Jeffer$onian Democracy and British Tradition," Public
Administration (i.ondon), XXX (1952), 329-360 and Robert A. Oahl, 'The



Analpqtc^l appro«ch . "-Another nomothetic subtype which deals

prt«arMy with functions and related variables.'

The last approach defined by Rigys is the most sophisticated ap-

proach offered under empirical research methods. This final approach

attempts to pull together some of the other empirical approaches.

geological approach.—An empirical subcategory which mattes an

effort to trace specific Interdapendencles bet¥ieen environmental forces

and administrative behavior.'

With these definitions In mind, we now turn to a discussion of

these differing methodological approaches, weighing each at to its spe-

cific advantages and shortcomings In arriving at a choice of the method

used In the present study.

The BactcQround mnd Development of
Methodological Approaches

Until relatively recent years most research In public adminis-

tration and local government has utilized the normative approach. This

approach, with Its attendant Imollclt values led to the neglect of empir-

ical methods, and finally, when these latter began to emerge, they came

through a great number of disconnected and unrelated individualistic

studies. These studies were not developed around a common frame of ref-

erence and were usually also culture-bound; therefore, the possibility

Science of Public Administration: Three Problems, Public Adrotnlstratlon

fiffidJM. VK 09k7), 1-11.

^Hlggs, p. 16. Also see Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Col

The Politics of Develooinq Areas (Princeton: University of Princeton

Press, 1960).

^iggs., p. 20. See Kammerer sSLML** CItv Managers . . . . for

an application of this approach on the local government level.
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of daveloping any sirotiar findings Mhicii would hold true in the majority

of nearly identical circumstances was absent. Through the reliance of

this approach on untested theory as opposed to fact« little, if any con-

fidence could be expressed in the findings undertaicen within it. The

normative approach, combined with the tdiographic nature of the vast ma-

jority of case studies did not lead to generalizations since each case

was considered as a separate entity with its own peculiar circumstances.

Kammerer and her colleagues point this out as they comment: 'The study

of comparative goverrment has been too largely essentially a series of

unrelated studies of individual foreign governments as such." Rlggs

tends to agree with this view in regard to local government as well, but

he qualifies his concurrence by saying that recently new approaches are

being used to bring ai^out more cohesion and coherence in local govern-

ment studies. Foremost among writers mentioned by Rlggs who are striv-

ing to realize this goal are Daniel J. Elazar of the University of

Illinois Urbm Politics Research Group; and Robert Oahl and his associ-

ates. Nelson Polsby and Raymond Wol finger, as reflected In Dahl's recent

'ooo't. Who Governs?^

What Is it that sets the newer approaches used today apart from

the traditionalist, normative method? Kammerer and her associates at-

tribute to the use of a central theme of orientation, applicable to many

different circumstances, the possibility of utilizing ways of thlnlclng

and icnowledge about local government going all the way bacic to

'As quoted in Rlggs, p. 3.

^Ibid .. p. 4.



Aristotlet' RolMrt A. Dahl offsrs • tat of propositions based on hit

analysis of changing patterns of leadership and decision-making In Hmn

Haven which can be verified or modified through conparable studies else-

Mhere. Such propositions, dealing nrlth changes In Influence patterns In

decision-Slaking at the local level and with variations In the types of

leMlership patterns and religious, ethnic, racial, «id socio-economic

structure of the coomunlty, all lend themselves well to further study at

the local level.

^

Fred Riggs points out that the normative approaches are anti-

thetical in most respects to the empirical ^proaches. Under the norma-

tive approach there Is a supposition that there is a "single answer** to

local government problems. Furthermore, the normative approach Is based

primarily upon the value Judgments of the writer or researcher. The em-

piricist* on the other hand, attempts to identify his own values and

those of the Individuals whose behavior Is under study and to discover

and analyze the factual data concerning a particular aspect with which

he is dealing. But Riggs notes a shift today away from the strictly

normative approach to an attempt by researchers to ascertain facts, to

lay bare the empirical underpinnings of administrative behavior.^ He

warns, however, that to discern such a trend is not to say that empiri-

cism has replaced normativism. What has occurred is that the new

'iUMMerer iLJlLu tJtY H^Wfll i t » P* 2,

^Robert A. Oahl, Who Governs? (New Haven: Yale University Press,

1961).

^Rlggs, pp. 5-7.
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•mphasls h«s grown up by the sld« of tho old, challenging and to some

axtent displacing it, but the older emphasis Is still vigorously alive.

Empiriclsroby itself, however. Is still not enough, isolated

facts do not in themselves lead to any generalizations from which regu*

laritles of behavior or correlations between variables can tw teen, iso-

lated facts are unique facts—pertaining only to the case, agency, coun*

try t or locality to which they refer. What Is needed, then, is an «f»«

proach which will permit generalizations to be reached, i.e., hypotheses

which can be posed about behavior and activity within the broad bounda-

ries of the situations with Mhich the generalizations deal. Riggs notes

a shift from Interest In predominantly Idiographic studies to those

which give more and more attention to nomothetic elements, stating, how-

ever, that many studies fall between the two extremes, combining Idio-

graphic and nomothetic elements In varied proportions. Ne explains that

a nomothetic design for analysis would scarcely l>e possible without first

obtaining data through idiographic methods.^ Each approach needs to be

carefully appraised with relation to its usefulness to the other to bring

about a fruitful analysis of the situation being studied.

Implicit In the iKMOthetic approach Is the necessity to examine

more than one unit or example of a phenomenon. Certainly generalizations

cannot be developed with validity on the basis of one case or one unit,

it follows that the nomothetic approach Is In essence a comparative

approach since it draws together findings from many similar units.

Hbld.. p. 7.

2|bid .. p. 9.

3|bid.. pp. 9-11.



In daveloping « comparatlvw Mithodotogy It is n«cttssary to d—i

with gensrally simi Ur systems. If ona would generalize about local

govemnents In order to determine tiieories about tlie operation of these

systems, the systems studied must have certain similarities, especially

of a structural nature. In addition, the environmental conditions under

which such structurally-like systems operate must be clearly specified.

Riggs notes one serious problem In dealing with the nomothetic-

coraparative approach: that dealing with the lack of standardization of

terms. Politics, to the Western world. In many Instances, has entirely

different meanings from those in the Eastern world. Some standardiza-

tion Is necessary In order to deal with equivalent kinds of systems in

different Jurisdictions or areas.

Riggs subdivides the nomothetic approach Into two categories:

homological (structural) and analogical (functional). By doing this he

points out the usefulness of a rigidly defined classification scheme in

order to establish categories through which similarities might be Identi-

fied. Generalizations may be developed ones similarities are identified.^

Once the researcher notices and is aware of these different categories,

he can better examine the effects of them on government, either singly or

together. Only l»y realizing that there are many conditioning factors In

the operation of government can the researcher really understand that

operation.

'ifeLi.. p. 15.

^ikil«. P- »6.
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The ndad for on^lrlcal -nomothetic studies as a oMMns of explain-

ing government, rather than of simply theorizing about it or describing

it without benefit of clearly defined empirical research* Is stressed by

ftiggs. HoMever, this is still insufficient for a complete analysis. An

ecological approach is yet another requisite necessary to offer a more

accurate picture of the operations of goverranent. The necessity for the

addition of such an approach has become more urgent since the end of

World War II. Since the end of the war a number of attempts by Ameri-

cans to implant our ideas and governmental systen» in the newly develop-

ing nations, many of v^ich were not in the least Western-oriented, have

fallen by the wayside. These failures pointed to the need for a consid-

eration of the cultural, political, and social bases of different socie-

ties before attempting to explain the effects of structural or procedural

factors on governmental operations in these countries. This nead is ap-

parent also in American local government studies: cultural, political,

and social factors certainly differ from local ccNnmunity to local com-

munity, and these differences must i>e considered in the study of local

govermnent

.

The present study reflects this student's agreement with the

analysis presented by Riggs. A need exists for more work in getting at

the actual ecological, behavioral, «id institutional factors operating

upon local government. There is also a need to be aware of and to take

into account variances in th^ c';'tMral, social, and political character-

istics of local regions. This study, therefore, will be carried out In

Mbld .. pp. 19-22.



n essantially comparativ* laannar, using insofar as possible tha

anpi r i ca I -nomothat ic-acological approach as proposed by Higgs.

Tha Florida Study and Its Contributions

With the decision to "go comparat i vtf having been «ade, the next

step in the discussion of the methodological baclcground for the proposed

study of local government, in general, «id counci l-manager government In

particular, is to consider past research which might provide helpful In-

sights for the proposed analysis.

Until recently mily a few writings offered empirical data, as

opposed to "opinion," which proved useful as baclcground material. Cer-

tainly the studies conducted by Leonard White* and Stone, Price, and

Stone^ are the most noteworthy of those produced prior to the end of

World War II. However, since the end of World War II much work has tMtn

done In accumulating factual data about local ^vemment. White not

many of these local governmMit studies have centered on counci l-manager

government specifically, alt of them make significant contributions as to

how to research and analyze local government characteristics.^ These

^White.

^tone. Price, and Stone.

^or some of the more important examples see: Nelson W. Polsby,
'The Sociology of Connuntty Power: A Reassessment," Social Forces.
XXXVII (1959), 231-236; idem. . Cowaunitv Power and Political Theory (New
Haven: Yale iJniversity Press, 1963): Peter H. Rossi, Power and Comu-
nity Structure," Midwest Journal of Poiltlcal Science. IV (I960), 390-
401; Lawrence J. R. Herson, "In the Footsteps of Community Power," Aawrl-
can Political Science Review. LV (1961), 817-830; Peter Bachrach and
Norton S. Baratz, 'Two Faces of Power," American Political Silence Re-
view. LVI (1962), 9^7-952: and Harry M. Scoble, "Some auestions for Re-
searchers Regarding Economic, Political, and Social Structure Variables
Underlying Processes and Patterns of Community Decision-Making and
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various writings offer the researcher possible relevant variables which

might be crucial to the explanation of how differing conditions affect

counci I -manager governmental operations.

Any analysis of the articles or booics cited above is purposely

omitted at this point because many of them are discussed and synthesized

in a monograph designed and written by Professors Kanmerer, Farrls,

OeGrove, and Cluiok entitled Citv Managers in Polltlcos; An Analysis of

Manager T^ura atjd Jannlq«t;ioy^ ^ which will, for the sake of brevity and

clarity, be cited hereafter In the text as the Florida study. Articles

of reference which were written after the publication of the Florida

study will be discussed In relation to the framework and methodology for

the present study presented in Chapter HI.

The critical factor In the decision to use the study by Kaonwrer

and her colleagues as the pilot study stems from the discussion earlier

In tMs chapter of the nead for more comparative research in local gov-

ernment. Rlggs points to the Florida study as a significant start In

the direction of an emplrlcal-nomothetlc-ecologlcal approach to the study

of local government on a comparative basis. Also, the Florida study pro-

vides valuable insights into the actual practice of counc 1
1 -manager gov-

ernment through utilizing hypotheses derived by the authors from a wide

knowledge of the operations and the literature of local government, and

deriving conclusions from empirical data. By following their lead and

using their framework, further testing may be carried out, under

Change," a paper prnptired for the Research Seminar on Processes of Com-
munity Oect si on-Making and Change and Their Influence Upon Education,
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, August 5-24, IS163.

Kammerer aJLAL** Citv Mainaq^rs . . . _ .



dlffersnt •cotoglcal cl rcumtancas and with additional variablas, Mhlch

would certainly oxtand the scope of th« study. It is only through such

replication that further facts isay be ascertained about counci l-manager

government and that additional verification or refutation of the KanMrer

conclusions may be presented. It is incu«Rbent» therefore, at this point*

for the researcher to discuss the assumptions, hypotheses, and conclu-

sions of the Florida study so that the proposed analysis may incorporate

those into its frawewo rit and methodology.

In order to keep the Florida study within operational limits,

Kammerer and her colleagues focused their study on counci I -manager tenure

In Florida cities, especially on the relatively tix>rt tenure of city man*

agers In that state since the end of World War II. They explain the set-

ting of the study, giving particular attention to Florida's rapid popula-

tion increase between 1950 and I960; the merited growth of industry which

they note fol low^<^ the Influx of population, rather than the normal se-

quence which usually postulates a prior establishment of Industry that

then attracts Immigrants; and the high proportion of persons In the state

who ara over 65 years of age.' On the political side, the Florida study

brings out the rise of incorporated cities during the 1950-1960 period,

citing the fact that In Ihls period of time the number of council -manager

cities elmost doubled. Furthermore, the Florida study cites the fact

most municipal elections In the state are nonpartisan and that municipal

^ Ibld .. p. 3.
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elections usually take place at a time different from that for national*

state, and/or county elections.

The Florida study examined four variables to see whether or not

the variation of ntanager tenure could i>e attributed to any or all of

them. These variables were:

1. I nsti tut icmal •structural,

2. Personal.

3* Nonpolitical community.

h* Political factors.*

The authors set forth three major assumptions regarding manager tenure

which shaped the hypotheses incorporating these variables.^ These as-

sumptions were:

1. At the manager's level there Is no sharp distinction
between politics «id administration.

2. Politics Is viewed as a prc«cess of making "significant,"
scmtloned, community-wide decisions, and, therefore, the
city manager is a political participant in the policy
process.

3. Although structural -Institutional factors may serve,
in some respects, to differentiate the politics of
different communities, students or proponents of the
council<«Mnager plan have considerably exaogerated the
force and variety of such factors in explaining the
optfrat Irm of sourtcll-manager government.^

hbid .. pp. ^-5,

^Ibld .. p. II. These will be defined and explained in Chapter ill,

j|t|g££., where they are incorporated Into the design of tiie prc^iosed study.

^hese hypotheses are set forth In Chapter III of the present
study at pages 58-66.

\arameror sLM.** CItv Hanaqers . . . . pp. 11-12.
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Thus, th« authors nak« quite clear their rejection of the view held by

professional Managers and others Mho deny any connection between poll-

tics and the making of public policy. To the Florida study authors*

the raising* shaping. Manipulation, and attempted resolution of issues

are integral parts of the political process.'

T^e Fraiyworic and Met>y^logy
,

of the Florida Study

The Florida study designates as its d^;>endent variables the var-

iations in the tenure of managers in Florida and in the reasons for the

tenni nation of Florida managerial appointments In different cities*^ The

authors llicen the councll-ioBnager system, especially in decisions to se-

lect, r^ain, fire, or acc^t the genuine resignation of a Manager, to

tlie selection or rejection of a prime minister In a parliamentary systSM.

They believe that such a decision in manager cities may symbolize almost

as much as a council election.^ Furthermore, they aciwowledge that the

doctr'ne of council -manager government assumes confidence by the council

in the mwiager. When the typical professional manager moves, he does so,

idmally, on his own volition, rather than at the Instigation of council.

Consequently, the Florida study authors consider relative stability In

' ibid ., p. 12.

'iMH.

^Ibld .. p. 16.

^ikli.
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tenure a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for being able to

say that the counci I -manager charter works as doctrine requires.'

Manager tenure and termination were conceived of. In the Florida

study, in the following ways: an examination of terminations, voluntary

or involuntary. In manager appointments In ten selected Florida cities

from 19^5 to 1961 and variation in numbers of terminations from city to

city. The authors attempted to account for the occurrence of Involun-

tary termination^; for variations In personal t«>ur<
,̂

(the average or

mean tenure per manager of those persons who held managerial appoint-

ments In Florida during the study); and for varlatlms In community tyi-

ur^ (variations In mean tenure per city since I9't5)»^

Data for the Florida study were gathered by mail questionnaires

and by interviews. All managers in Florida were requested to answer a

lengthy questionnaire. In order to explain the difference In numbers of

Ijtvoluntary termljtatl
.
onf.. ten cities In Florida were chosen for detailed

intensive interviewing of city "Influentiats.""^ These cities were se-

lected by using the Hunldpal Year Boofs and through questionnaire data

from which the community tenure of all council -manager cities In Florida

was compiled. The cities were then ranked in decreasing order of com-

munlty tenure. A further consideration which entered Into the selection

of the cities was their geographic location. Cities were chosen from

hbld .

^Ibid .. p. 17.

^'influent! als" will be defined In Chepter III as to what types
of persons are included within this classification.
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thr«« gaographlc sections, th« Panhandle, tha uppar peninsula, and the

loMer peninsula. Five cities were chosen from those with relatively

high conmunity tenure and five from those w|th relatively low cooraunity

tenure, with a distrtlHitlon of the cities In the three sections of the

state.

*

interviews were conducted by two-taan teams world ng with rela-

tively structured questions of the (:^>en«end variety. Issues In the par-

ticular city provided the subject matter of the iniorvisws to indicate

awiger participation in the resolution of such issues and alignment of

factions on issues. TIm interviews, which varied from five to a dozen,

ware conducted with local tnfluentials or iuiowledgeables."^

Findings of the Florida Study

Within the institutional -structural class of hypotheses the data

confirmed only two of the hypotheses. The data indicated that the method

of selection of the mayor accounts for at least some variation in com-

munity tenure and also that there Is a relationship between the method

of selection of the mayor and involuntary terminations of memagers*^ The

two hypotheses concerning whether or not the manager sheres or does not

share in the initiation of policy were not confirmed by the data.

In ttie class of persmial factors the data tended to confirm all

the proposed hypotheses: variations In personal twHjre of tl>e current

^Kamnerer et al .. Cltv Hanaoers . . . . pp. 17-18.

^ibid .. p. 18.

^IMi.. p. 57.

^Udl.. pp. 57-61.



manager depended on both the professional and local status of that man-

ager; locals have held fewer managerial positions than outsiders; there

is a high negative correlation between professional -local status and

personal tenure; and local -amateurs are less liicely to be Involimtarlly

terminated than outsider-professionals.

When the data concerning nonpolitlcal community factors ware an-

alyzed In the Florida study the following results appeared: mere commu-

nity growth per s
,

e did not affect communit', tenure. However, the case

study materials sliowed that where mi influx of new types of peool*^ took

place, a change did tend to occur In community tenure, or political

style, or the political stability of the clty.^ The data did not sus-

tain the proposition that community size Is correlated with community

tenure.^ The data, however, did sustain the hypothesis that the length

of experience with the manager plan correlates with community tenure,

that is, long experience goes with relatively high tenure and short ex-

perience with relatively low tenure.^

Finally, under the classification of political factors, the fol-

lowing results were obtained. "In cities with relatively low community

tenure, the present manager is more liicely than his counterpart In high

community tenure cities to report that his predecessor left because of

hbid .. pp. 62-66.

^Ibid .. p. 67.

Sbld .. p. 68.



conflict with the council mnd/or the mayor or both.' Also cortflmwd

was the hypothesis that the proportion of Involuntary terminations to

all terminations Is not significantly different under different pollti-

cat styles. But the incidence of particular reasons for involuntary

terminations did differ under different political styles.^ Finally, In

cases where an incoming clique inherited a manager, the data gave evi-

dence that in most cases he was fired, and where he was not fired, there

were "good and sufficient reasons" why a firing was not consummated.'*

Within this portion of Chapter 11 we have discussed the assump-

tions, variables, and conclusions (findings) of the Florida study. For

the most part the data collected tended to confirm the majority of the

propositions posed by the authors of that study. Of special Importance

are the findings with regard to the political factors which show that

the manager X£ significantly involved in the political process and his

tenure and termination reflect this Involvement. This conclusion, of

course, represents a wide deviation from the "model" prescribed by the

proponents of counci 1 -manager doctrine; a deviation which. In effect,

reinstates politics bacic Into the local government picture in spite of

the political sterilization called for by the doctrine. Such findings

'U2ll..
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of deviation of the practice from the theory of counci 1 -manager govern-

ment point to the need for more study regarding the actual roles of the

city manager. These findings should be retested In and under circum-

stances which offer cultural, political, and social characteristics dif-

ferent from as well as similar to those found In Florida. Only In this

manner can the political scientist better understand and establish gen-

eral theory concerning counc 1 1 -manager government, and It Is to this en-

deavor that the present study I s dl rectedi

The following chapter will attempt to establish a frameworic and

methodology for the comparative study of counc 1
1 -manager government In a

different setting, using many of those variables already established In

the Florida study and offering others which will reflect the different

cultural, political, and social factors taken Into consideratlcm.



CHAPTER ill

HETHOOOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK AND AMM.YSIS

Bsfora any type of invasti^atlon may ba pursued, a system of

"ground rules must be established within Mhlch the study will taka

place. Ciiapter i discussed the focus of tiie investigation-'^ity manager

tenure and termination in counci I •inanager government—and spacifically

called attention to differences Mihich have become apparent between the

doctrine and practice of counci i-inanager government, especially in rela-

tion to the city manager. The second chapter pointed out the necessity

that any study of government in order to enhance our understanding of

the political system, should be comparative in nature. Then the chapter

discussed the Florida study as a source for a conceptual framimnork, a

set of hypotheses from which to draw others, a start toward a catalog

of variables, and data from which other studies can draw. This chapter

will concentrate on a description of the setting, frameworl(, and method-

ology of the present study, discussing those facts which are similar to

or which may differ from those in the Florida study and offering hypoth-

eses on the basis of those facts.

In their Florida study, Kawmarer wid her colleagues anticipate

possible criticism of the Florida study on the basis that Florida repre-

sents a "special case," an atypical example of counci 1 -manager govern-

ment, and they offer reasons why they believe such criticism is not

l|8



valid. ' However, because of the possibility that such criticism may have

validity, the proposed study directs itself to a state where additional

or different variables can be noted and tested as to their effect upon

counci l-managar govermsant. By pursuing a similar study under different

cultural, political, social, and economic conditions, perhaps additional

evidence can be brought to light which will tend to validate further or

possibly refute the findings of the Florida study. This answers the call

of Harry Scoble for more scientific replication In social science

2
research.

The state of Ohio was selected as the setting for the current

study. Several reasons dictated the choice of this state for study:

1. It has had a long history of competitive two-party
politics (compared to Florida's relatively cNie-party
system)

.

2. It has had a wide range of varying social, cultural,
and economic characteristics among its mediun-stze
towns, such as politically active Negro and ethnic
groupings and a wide range of Industrial bases rang-
ing from heavy industry to no industry at all (as

compared to Florida's lack of any substantial politi-
cally organized Negroes or heavy industry).

3. It includes a significant number of counci I -manager
towns (5^) ranging In size from under 5,000 to over
500,000, thereby permitting the use of the same
statistical metliods as the Florida study to test the
significance of the data collected from those counci I

-

manager towns as well as to represent a significant
proportion of city goveriMiient In the state.

4. It was convenient to the r<»searcher who Is a native
Oh loan.

'Kamroerer et al .. Q) tv Managers . . . . p. 14.

Scoble, p. 18.
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In addition, this site provided sufftcl«nt variety anong ti>e councll-

anagar towns to permit the selection of six cities for intensive field

study that vary in cultural, political, social, and economic conditions.

The following data, collected from the Municipal Ye;ar Bpoi^ and

the U. S. Censuses of 1950 and 1960. show the similarities and differ-

ences in certain essential characteristics between Florida and Ohio.'

Ohio's population growth between 1950 and I960 was at the rate of 22 per

cent as compared to Florida's 78.7 P«r cent; actually Ohio was closer to

that of the nation as a whole, 18.5 per cent. Ohio, while gaining In

the percantage of persons located in urban areas (from 70.2 per cant to

73.^ per cent) as did Florida (from 65.5 per cent to'73.9 por cent),

lost ground, however. In the ranic of states in per cent of people in ur-

ban areat dropping from llth in 1950 to 15th In I960, while Florida re-

mained constant at 13th. Finally, while Florida Jumped from 20th to lOth

In rani( of total population, Ohio remained 5th.

Ohio's industrial growth, contrary to that In Florida, was rather

fully developed or at least well Mtablished before great population

growth occurred. As the Florida study states, Florida population growth

preceded industrial growth. Also, no one area can be pinpointed as a

rapid growth area in Ohio; this Is In complete contrast to the fact of

rapid growth in the central part and the southeastern coastal areas of

Florida.

Another marked difference between Ohio and Florida appears In

the matter of persons over age 65* In Florida these persons increased

'All Florida statistics were taken from Kammarer iLJLL*> SJJLL
**——f« . . . . pp. 3-6.
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from 8.6 per cent to 10.2 per cent of the total population In the dec-

ade; Ohio's Increase ma from 8.9 per cent to only 9.1 per cent, an d»*

solute Increase in numbers of nearly 30 per cent cotnpared to Florida's

93 p«r cent. At the same time that Florida's school age peculation (age

5 through 19) Increased markedly In the decade, Ohio's rose from 22 per

cent to only 27 per cent of the population. Even more martced, ho^Mver,

is the fact that those persons of employable age In Ohio (IS-^), al-

though increasing numerically, actually dropped as a percentage of the

total population from kO per cent to 35 per cent, while Florida showed

an Increase for this group.

The political changes which accompanied these social and economic

changes in Ohio also reflect some major differences twtweon the two

states. In contrast to Florida's increase in the number of Incorporated

cities from 304 to 3i>3* Ohio showed a much smaller increase, from 900 to

925.

As in Florida, counci I -manager government Is no new pl>enomenon

in Ohio* Dayton was one of the pioneer cities in the movement, with

Cincinnati only a decade behind. Significant, however, is the fact that,

as in Florida, the great period of growth in the number of council-

manager cities came In the decade of the fifties, with an increase from

26 to ^ in Ohio as compared to Florida's Increase from 57 to 107. Of

added significance, however. Is the fact that of Ohio's present 5^

counci I -manager cities, 21 have chosen this form of government since

1958.

Institutional factors also have an important effect in Ohio In

the adoption of counci I -manager government. Contrary to the practice In
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Florida, whar9 most municipal alacttons ar« nonpartisan, many citlat and

tOMns In Ohio hava active partisan political activity as an alamant

characterizing their municipal elections. The matter of the particular

party which Is usually dominant seems to t>e a critical factor in the

prevalence of counci liaanager government* The Democratic Party Is strong

In the northeast comer of the state and there are few council "manager

cities in this region of the state. The southwestern corner, on the

other handt is largely Republican and has a large number of council-

manager cl*r^%i. with apparently a firm rooting of the plan of govarnmant

In that region. Each of these regions Is competitive In partisanship*

but the significant point related to the adoption of counci 1 -manager gov-

ernment appears to be Republican dominance and not political competition

fiSJLJc£>'

One further characteristic seema lotportamt In a comparison be-

tween Florida Mid Ohio. Florida cities. It appears, have no compunction

In firing the city manager. In contrast, Ohio managers have relatively

long tenure. The average postwar tenure of managers in Ohio is 4.07

years as compared to 3.66 years in Florida. If we exclude those citlea

In Ohio which have adopted counci I -manager government since 1958, then

the average tenure Is Increased to 5.15 years.

FraMwark and Hethodoloov

In order to obtain data as nearly comparable as possible, an at-

tempt has bean made In the present study to adhere to the design of the

Uee Figure 1, Infra, p. 53. The case studies of Astor and
Streamford in Chapter VI elaborate the reasons for the diverse party at-
1 1 tude toward counc 1

1 -sMnager government

.
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Florida study. The form of government Is necetsarl ly held constant; all

cities are councl l-raanager In form. This study, like the Florida study,

involves no intensive research in any of the larger councl I ^Manager cit-

ies In the state, such as Cincinnati or Dayton, because their size and

complex political, social, and economic structures would require a full-

scale and t I ffle-consuffll ng study of each. Thus the cities chosen for In-

tensive study are much the same size as those of the Florida study, with

one major exception. The smallest city intensively studied in Ohio is

one of over i 1,000 persons, while the Florida study Includes some cities

with populations just below 5fOOO. This omission of any cities below

11,000 is due to two basic reasons:

1. The need to Introduce into the study different varia-
bles from those in Florida and the fact that those
variables could not be found In cities under 11,000
population.

2. The smallness of the case-study sample as d result of
the time requirement.

Otherwise, the case-study cities range from 11,000 to M«,000. The Flor-

ida case-study cities range from ^,700 to 83*000.

The dependent variables of the proposed study are the same as

those in the Florida study, namely, variations In the tenure of managers

and In reasons for terminations of managers In different cities*

The tenure variables and research methods used are essentially

Identical to those In the Florida study. duestlonnaires were mailed to

city mwMigers in all 5^ councl I inanager cities in Ohio, and follow-up

letters were used extensively in order to obtain a high proportion of

&U££t* PP» ^3-^.
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replies from managers. The response Mas remarkably high; ^7 of the Sk

HMiMgers repUed, and 45 of the questionnaires were satisfactorily com-

pleted. This response represented a reply of over 83 ftr cent. The

questionnaire was identical to the one used In the Florida study with

the following exceptions: one section was omitted because the results

obtained from it in the Florida study were not statistically signiflc«it,

and questions were added which represented the n«Kly introduced

variables.

In order to discover the absence or presence of Involuntary ter-

minations, six cities In Ohio were cix>sen for intensive interviewing.

These six cities were selected on the basts of data compiled from the

Hunlclpal Year Booi< and from the U. S. Census of 1 960. on the basis of

tt^ich a chart of community tenure was constructed «td from which cities

were selected that would offer a variety of political, social, and eco-

nomic configurations. Census data were used In determining the social

and economic characteristics. Lastly, an attempt was made to select

cities according to geographic location within the state. The actual

distribution appears in Table I.

—rr-- II -.L -i_juM__i_ I I II I I I. II I II I r- ni-n'-iii— t' in m 1

^-_^

'See Appendix I. The set of questions omitted from tlie Ohio
study, although used in the Florida study, was taiten from a liberalism-
conservatism scale used on college students across the country. Virtu-
ally all Florida managers were at one end of the scale. Therefore, this
scale which was developed for use on college students clearly had no dif-
ferentiating quality with respect to city managers, an entirely different
category of the population, it may be assumed also that since Florida
had a sizeable number of professional managers who answered the question-
naires—24—and Ohio also had a sizeable number—37—and the very idea

of the professional manager is that he comes from anywhere in the nation,

this sequent of questions in the Florida study was valueless in describ-
ing city managers, and, therefore, it was omitted from the Ohio study.
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TABLE I

cASE-sTumr cities by area and by community tenure

Area High Tenur* Lom T«nure Total

North 2 - 2

Central - 2 2

South i i 1

Total 3 3 6

A brief description of the six cities to be studied follows:'

1. Astor; a working class suburb of one of the larger cities

in the northeast corner of the state. The city has a rela-
tively high representation of ethnic groups and yet few

Negroes. Its median Income Is fairly high with its woric

force almost evenly divided between white- and blue<>coliar

occupat i ons

.

2. Clover Height^: a high-class resldehtiai suburb in the
center of the state with a very hiyh median income and no
Industry* Negroes are conspicuously absent from the city.

The woric force of the city is almost 85 per cent white
collar in nature.

3. Feldstone; a city In th« touthcentral part of the state
which was formerly a farm-service area, but which is

presently becoming interested in attracting Industry.

Many o' its residents are still connected with agricul-
ture either in service occupations or as absentee farm
owners. A growing proportion of the people, however,

is finding employment in industrial enterprises. Also,

a large percentage connute to their places of employment*

k, Meadwood: a city which might closely approximate the
popular-priced tour1st -centered towns of Florida, located

on Laice Erie in the center of the state. However, there

Is also a substantial industrial base in the city. Possi-

bly of significance Is the high rate of unemployment in

the city.

IaII places and names have been fictionalized in order to protect

the Identity of those places and people therein.
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5. Streamford ; an industrial city located on tha Ohio Ri var
near the center of tha state. The city has been losing
population for over thirty years at a relatively high
rata. The city's median income is Iom, and there is a
high amount of unemployment. Also, the community tenure
of this city was the lowast of the six cities chosen.

^» Westburg; primarily a heavy-industry, one-industry town
(steel) located In the southwestern part of the state.
It is the largest of the six cities to be studied. It

has a large organized labor force and a significant per-
centage of the population is Negro.

Within each city the researcher interviewed, over a period of

from one to two weelcs, several of the local influential. The interview-

ing was based on the issues which prevailed in the politics of each tOMi

as evidenced either in the questionnaires or in tha newspaper reports in

the local newspaper. Wherever possible the researcher tried to determine

not only which Issues had been decided, but also which issues might have

been suppressed.'

Among those Interviewed (influentials) were the following (the

list varying according to the town being studied): the Incumbent man-

ager, incumbent mayor, a majority member and a minority-bloc member of

the council, a Negro or ethnic-bloc representative, former managers or

mayors, former counci imen, newspaper staff (editors, reporters, and pub-

lishers). Chamber of Commerce secretaries, labor representatives, local

leaders in state and/or national Democratic or Republican organizations,

and others to whom local information directed the researcher.

'Bachrach and Baratz. The authors malce quite clear the impor-
tance of recognizing those issues which may have been suppressed, stating
that these decisions are often as crucial to city politics as actual

positive policy decisions calling for action.
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The Intervlwtf gut da used in the Ohio study contatnad relatively

structured questions of the open-end variety. Froia the data collected

during the interview, and also that from the census and newspaper re-

ports* the researcher wrote a detailed "profile" or case study of each

cofflmunlty.^

Independent Variables «fid Hypotheses

At in the Florida study, the design consists of four classes of

independent* or causal, variables. These are: Institutional -structural,

personal, nonpolltical conmunity, and political factors. Each of these

wi 1 1 be discussed in the form of hypotheses In the following section. In

addition to the hypotheses taken directly from the Florida study, several

new ones have bean added for this study.

Jnstl^.uti9i^al-Structural .—The Florida study proposed four hy-

potheses hirtiich the Ohio study utilizes. Variations in conmunity tenure

depend upon:

1. Whether the mayor Is separately elected by popular
vote (low tw)ure) or chosen by council (high tenure).

2. Whether the manager appoints all department heads
(high tenure) or shares the appointing power with
the council or mayor (low tenure).

3. Whether the present manager reports that he did (low
tenure) or did not (high tenure) share In the initia-
tion of policies In the conmunity.

These three hypotheses are tested by the use of questionnaire data. Fur-

thermore, In case-study cities:

'See Appendix II

.

^ infra. Chapters V and VI

.
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k. Involuntary terminations attributable to difficulty
with the mayor occur more frequently in communities
with popularly elected mayors than In those with
mayors selected otherwise.

Data to test this hypothesis come from tntervlmra.

Personal Characteristics.—This variable seeics to explain varia-

tions in tenure and turnover in terms of certain personal characteristics

of managers: their local status and their professional status. A "lo-

cal" Is defined as either:

1. Educated In the city (or county) of which he is man-
ager, or

2. Employed for his adult career, after leaving school or
military service, in the city (or county) of which he
Is manager.

All other managers are considered as "outsiders."'

The "professional status" dimension contains three positions de-

fined as follows:

1. "Professional"

a. Had collegiate training in political science,
public administration, engineering, or business
administration (but not accounting or law) and

b. Had adult career experience in public
administration.

2. "Semi professional"

a. Either had no collegiate training or his collegiate
training lies outside the four areas used to define
"professional" an^l he has had adult career experi-
ence in general (not technical -special I zed) public
Management , or

b. His collegiate training lies outside the four areas
used to define "professional" apd he has spent much

^Kammerer et al .. CItv Managers . . . . pp. 20-21.
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of his adult career tn technfcal -special I zed
branches of public manesemant, such as directing
electric or water utilities.'

TIm Ohio study uses the same basic assumptions as the Florida

study regarding monopolistic and competitive politics and political style

as the latter related to these personal characteristics.^ Under these

assumptions, the following hypotheses are adopted from the Florida study:

1. Relatively high personal tenure of the Incumbent man-
agers in questionnaire cities tends to occur with local
and amateur status; low personal tenure with outsider
and professional status*

2. Locals report fewer managerial appointments than out-
siders in their own careers.

3* On the composite local -professional dimension, personal
tenure decreases along the progression "local -amateur,"
"local -professional," and "outsider-professionals."

4. In regard to the same composite dimension, " local

-

amateurs" are less lilcely than "local -professionals" to
be involuntarily terminfited, and the latter less liicely

to be involuntarily tierninated than "outsider-
professionals."

Nonpolitical Aspects of the Con»minltv.—Under this category of

variables it Is hypothesized that community tenure:

1* Decreases with an Increase in the rate of population
gro«<th.

2. Decreases with an increase in the absolute size of the
coimrounity.

3. Increases with increasing length of coomunity experi-
ence with the manager plan*

'udi** p* 21.

Ibid . The concepts of political style, monopoly, competition,
and political stability are defined later In this chapter.
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k, 0«crttases with a rapid Increase in tlie median Income
of the residents of the city (an Increase aloove that
of the average income Increase of residents of the
state)

.

5. Decreases with the amount of ethnic or racial diversity
In the city*

6. Decreases with an increase in the median level of
education attained In the community.

Hypotheses 1* 2, and 3 were adopted from the Florida study. Hypothesis

k was added by the researcher. Number 5 was suggested by an article by

Thomas Flynn' and item 6 was suggested by Harry Scoble in his article

cited earlier.^

Pplitical Hvpot hese;[^ .—These Itypotheses relate tenure and termi-

nation phenomena to independent variables which are explicitly political

in character. It is necessary at this point to define some of these

variables.^

Leadership clique. -M leadership clique shares with a political

party one major objective: that of gaining and retaining, for the re-

alization of whatever policy goals* political control of the community.

Political style.—'There are three tcinds of political style or

types of politics that depend upon three different degrees of competition

between or among leadership cliques: monopoly, oligopoly, and competition,

^Thomas A. Flynn, Continuity and Change in Ohio Politics," Jour-
nal of Politics. XXIV (1962), 5^.

Scoble, p. 8.

hammerer et al .. CItv Managers . . . . pp. 22-25. All the defi-

nitions which follow, with the exception of "re&lme," "nonregime," "parti-
san political activity, and "political personality," are identical to
those in the Florida study.
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Political "monopoly" has two main characteristics:

1. One leadership clique regularly wins all, or practi-
cally all, council seats.

2. Wliere there is no continuing opposition leadership
clique that sponsors councilmanic candidacies or co-
opts successful candidates.

"Oligopoly" exists when there Is a partial revolution which takes

place in the local political scene with ttte old leadership clique con-

tinuing to exist and ne««er leaders also appearing without any final reso-

lution i>etween the old and new leadership groups regarding policy

orientation.

"Competition" exists when:

1. At least two leadership cliques compete over an ex-
tended period of time for council seats* and

2. Tlie losing clique In an election stays in existence
as a clique and continues to sponsor candidates.

Further clarification may lie necessary, however, when speaicing

about competitive politics. As suggested in a paper t>y John OeGrove,

the concept of competitive-politics might well be split to include "re-

gims/' and "nonregima^' competitive politics, "ilegima^' politics describes

conflict over basic decisions of destiny, such as "what icind of town

should this be." This refers to the decision of a town as to whether or

not to be a tourist town, industrial town (and what type of industry),

etc. "Nonreglme" politics describes the situation in which the competing

cliques clash over less fundamental matters, essentially procedural prob-

lems, since the basic decisions have apparently already been made.'

*John M. OeGrove, Community Politics and the City Manager," a

paper presented to the Southern Political Science Association, Gatlin-
burg, Tennessee, November 8-10, 1962, p. 15.
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PoMir ttxchange.--A conmunlty undergoes a "pOMer exchange" when

one leadership clique displaces another in control of the community's

government, or when an opposition amasses a sufficient number of seats

on council to stalemate, if not depose, the old clique.

Political stabi lity»—Three indices are employed in measuring

this concept:

I. The numi>er of power exchanges per unit of time for the
case-study cities.

2* The reporting by incumbent managers in questionnaire
cities of conflict between their predecessors and either
the counci I and/or the mayor.

3. Tiie reported perception by the incumbent managers in
questionnaire cities of the politics of the city as
stable or unstable.

Power play.—This refers to withdrawal prior to an election of a

leadership clique's support from a particular manager wliora it had previ-

ously supported and may even have hired.

In addition to the above definitions, a new definition must be

added, that of partisan political actlyitv . This may be defined as open,

announced identification of council candidates with either of the two

major political parties during local elections. Such open identification

normally involves party endors«nent of candidacy and/or slating of candi-

dates. In all other cases where the parties as organized entities do not

become involved in the above activity, or in cases krtiere party activists

are enlisted as individual wori(ers for candidates, partisan political

activity Is not identified.

Harry Scoble, in his paper, in another context, points to an ad-

ditional facet of the political dimension when he speaics of partisan
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philosophy and political persor^aii^y..' It is entlraly posslbla that an

Individual's personal political philosophy and parsonallty nay affoct

his position in government, regardless of whether or not the political

process is partisan or nonpartisan. Therefore, political personality

must t>e included in our list of definitions. To malte this concept opera-

tional in the Ohio study, the following definition is suggested: politi-

cal personality refers to the roles which the incumbent manager in case-

study cities t>elleves he should pursue regarding the operation of city

government (active or passive) and the goals which the incumbent manager

believes he shtMild attain within his chosen profession, such as profes-

sionalism in administration or personal advancement within the profession.

Given the above definitions and concepts, the present study hy-

pothesizes as follows:

1. Perception by the incumbent manager of active partisa»i

political activity between the two major political par-
ties regarding local issues or candidates or both, is

more I lively to be reported from cities with low com-
munity tenure than from cities with high community
tenure.

2. Perception by the Incumbent manager of electoral politi-
cal activity by economic, racial, or ethnic groups is

more likely to be reported from cities with low community
tenure than from cities with high comrminlty tenure.

3. The af>p^aranc9 of regime politics as the primary politi-
cal issue in a city will be more likely to be reported
from cities with low community tenure than from cities
with high community tenure.

4. Managers with ambitions to achieve high performance
standards In governmental affairs and/or ambitions for

higher political office are more likely to be found in

cities with low community tenure than in cities with high

ilty tenure.

'Scoble, pp. 15-16.
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5. Perception by the Incumbent manager of conflict betMsan
the previous manager and either the council or mayor or
both is more likely to be reported from cities with low
community tenure than from cities with high community
tenure.

6. The ratio of involuntary terminations to all termina-
tions does not differ significantly under different
political styles.

7. The incidence of particular reasons for involuntary
terminations under different political styles does
differ under different styles.

8. Where, following a power exchange, an incoming leader-
ship clique inherits a manager whom It has not placed
in office, the holdover manager Is more likely than not
to be fired.

Statistical Significance

The researcher Is well aware of the need for a nonarbltrary means

for accepting or refuting the hypotheses posed above. With this In mind,

the Ohio study uses, where applicable, the sane statistical tests as

those used In the Florida study, and on the newly introduced variables,

uses statistical tests commensurate with the requirements of statistical

significance. Included in those tests »re the Fisher exact probability

test, the Chi Square test, and Kendall's tau test.

This study seeks to further the value of comparative studies on

the municipal level by providing "hard data from which valid generaliza-

tions about American municipal govemmwit can be made. Through this

method perhaps we may better be able to understand the Interactions of

politics, economics, social differences, and administration in municipal

government. Thereby we may be able to move further in establishing more
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practsa typologies of local politics and structural featuras that Mould

anabia political scientists to predict the consequences In operation of

given sets of conditions and combinations of conditions found In Ameri-

can cities*



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF TENURE AND TERHINATION OF MANAGERS

Using the fram&^nrk and methodology outlined In Chapter III, this

chapter deals with an analysis of the four classes of hypotheses Mhlch

are postulated as having an effect upon Ohio city manager tenure and

termination: Institutional-structural factors, personal factors, non*

political comnunity factors, and political factors* The basis for test-

ing these hypotheses is established from census data, questionnaires, or

Interviews made In six case-study cities.

As pointed out In Chapter III, the Ohio study tests four hypoth-

eses dealing with Institutional -structural factors. Variations in com-

munity tenure depend upon:

1. Whether the mayor Is separately elected by popular
vote (low tenure) or choswi by the council (high

tenure)

.

2. Whether the manager appoints all department heads

(high tenure) or shares the appointing power with
the council or mayor (low tenure).

3. Whether the present manager reports that he does

(low tenure) or does not (high tenure) share in the
Initiation of policies In the community.

Lastly:

k» In case-study cities involuntary terminations at-

tributable to difficulty with the mayor would occur
more frequently In communities with popularly se-

lected mayors than in those with mayor selected

otherwi se.

67
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H«vor« and tenure.—UnHka the Florida study, neither hypothesis

concerning the mayor's aumner of selection is confirmed in the Ohio

study. Table 2, derived from questionnaire data, shows that cities with

separately elected mayors are not very much more likely, if at all, to

exhibit low community tenure than cities whose council selects the mayor.

TABLE 2

COMHUNITY TENURE OF NAIMGERS BY iVMHEfi OF SELECTING THE mVOR

Method of Selection

9^ f*mf9r

16
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TABLE 3

INVOLUnrARY TERMINATIONS OF HANA6ERS ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE HAYOR
BY MANNER OF SELECTING THE IMYOR

Method of Selection
Mayor-manager of Mavor

01 scord CouncI I Votars

Yat

No 12

(N) (12) (0)

(Fisher one*talled test could not be applied to the
given data.)

to the total number of cities in Ohio Is concerned. Over the nation, as

of I9&I* slightly less than one--half (^.6 per cent) of all council-

manager cities In the United States had popularly elected mayors. On

the basis of data from those cities which returned questionnaires* only

18 per cent of Ohio's cmincl l-manager cities select mayors by popular

vote. One might speculate, then, that Ohioans place sooaMhat less im-

portance on the n^zessity of having an elective community leader than

most of the nation or most Florldlwis* Case-study data indicate that

this may Mall be the case. In Clover Heights the manager vms expected

to be a policy Initiator and to be aware of the needs of the community

and to inform the council of them. In Westburg, not only this was true,

but also the manager was given almost a blanl( checic when dealing with

any community-wide matter. Both of these cities Te monopolistic and

upper-middle or upper-class controlled.

^Gladys H. Kammerer, "Role Diversity of City Managers,' Admlnl
,^,-

trative Science Quarterly. VII (1964), 4^-M*l.
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Even in th« two most competitive Ohio cities studied, Astor and

Streemford, the naneger is expected to l>e very active in conmunity lead-

ership. The only critical difference tietMeen these tMO cities and the

other four is that no conflict arises in the former so long as this lead-

ership Is directed in a manner suitable to the usually dominant

Republican-oriented middle-class faction, v^lch at times means inaction

rather than any action at all. HoMever, as soon as the minority faction

of the Democratic-oriented loMer-class groups consider that they are not

receiving a proper voice In the actions of government, they openly press

for changes which will help them to achieve such representation. Promi-

nent among such changes desired by the Democratic minority In che recent

past is a popularly elected mayor.

Seemingly, then, the crucial factor a|:^>ears to be the basic class

structure and political philosophy of the people in each community. Cit-

ies which are oriented toward a middle-class, business, and Republican

philosophy are quite wilting to accept the leadership of the manager

rather than to call for a "politically responsible^' elected leader such

as the mayor. This accords with the idea that counc 1
1 -manager government

better "fits" the middle-class, business-oriented part of the population

than it <toes worlcing and lower-class groups in the population.' This

suggestion also accords with the Idea that social-class orientations

within the community have an effect upon the operation of government in

that city. This fact, in turn, may explain the lacic of many mayors

elected at large In counci I -manager cities in Ohio, where the vast

lEdward C. Banfield and James 0. Wilson, Cltv J^olitics (Canbridge:
Harvard University Press, 1963), p. 183.
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majority of counci l-^nanager cities ara found tn strongly ffliddle«^lass»

businass' and Republ I can<n:ont rolled areas of the state.

Only one case-study city has a separately elected mayor, and this

community, Astor, has had this arrangement only since 1961. Astor does.

however, yield data which land support to the observation stated atxyve--

that in a middle-class, business-oriented community, the manager, rather

than the mayor, is more liicely than not to be considered as the community

leader. Astor, from the time It adopted counci I -manager government In

1932 up until the post-World War li period, was a completely middle-class,

business- and Republican-oriented city. Only after World War 11, with an

Influx of urban, lower-class. Democratic-oriented, blue-collar Industrial

operatives, did the counci I -manager system come under fire. In contrast

to the Republican suburbanites who accepted the "nonpolitlcal" leadership

of the manager and even loolced for It, since it accorded with tlie needs

and desires of that faction, were the Democratic-oriented people who de-

sired more partisan political representation In the government. The de-

sire of the Democrats was evidenced by charter changes which brought

aix}ut counci Imanic elections by wards and finally, a popularly elected

mayor.'

It is perhaps significant to note that in both Astor and Stream-

ford partisan political activity Is quite high with the parties actively

slating candidates for council. In both cases it is the lower-class

groups gattiered together within the Democratic party who desire to change

the counci I -manager system In order to matte It better "represent" their

Nbld .. pp. 183-184.
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voice instead of nwrely the voice of tiie middle-class Republican-oriented

groups. Of furtiter significance is the fact* as shown in Figure I, that

the northeastern comer of Ohio, one of the strongest centers of Demo-

cratic party strength, has very few counc 1
1 -manager cities. This same

section of the state Is heavily populated by ethnic, Negro, and lower-

class persons. Many of the cities In this area which have council-

manager government have had that form for a relatively long period of

time, and possibly they, too, were originally Itopubt I can-dominated. The

proposition is advanced, therefore, that in most areas of the state where

the Democratic party and its more usual component parts, such as lower-

class persons, labor, ethnic and racial groups, etc., are well organized

and unified politically, the tendency Is to Iceep a political system and

form of government which will be politically responsive to the desires

of these groups. Democratic groups, especially where organized labor is

strong, prefer the mayor-council form of government, rather than council

-

manager government under which they might lose some of their voice In

governmental matters. Such a preference tends to sustain the view that

a social -class dissensus Is critical in explaining questions about the

desire or laclc of desire for counci I -manager government.

As in the Florida study, the Ohio data show that most council-

elected mayors exhibit little tendency as nominal mayors to "run things."

Only in Clover Heights did the mayor attempt to keep his hand on the con-

trol mechanisms of the city. It was reported there that the mayor

hbld .. pp. 182-185. In Ohio's case-study cities the Democratic
party, where active, r^resents, more llitely than not, the lower-class
populace of which Banfleld and Wilson speaic In their analysis. Organized
labor has been hostile to counci l-manager government in the past.
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frequently visited with the manager and that the two of them often

"viorl<ed things out together^ in regard to city-wide policy. The only

reason which appeared for this activity on the part of this mayor was

that prior to the adoption of counci i -manager government in Clover

Heights* the city (^aerated under a commission form of government* and he

also had been the mayor-commissioner under the commission goverranent.

Since he had i>een quite active In community leadership under the commis-

sion plan* he reputedly continued to believe that there was no reason v4iy

he could not continue to do so under the manager plan* Only one involun-

tary termination of a manager has resulted in Clover Heights and no con-

flict has arisen between the mayor and the manager. One manager did

eventually resign after a power exchange* altiwugh the Incoming mayor

askad him to stay on. When the outgoing mayor (mentioned above) an-

nounced his intention not to run again for council* however* the manager

ioiew that he would be left without any "active" political support* and

so he also "retired' until another managership was offered to him.

In the communities of Westburg and Streamford there was evidence

of some friction between the mayor and the manager* but in each case this

friction was not the crucial factor in the manager's decision to leave

the city*

In tunmry* It seem as if the method of selecting the mayor ac-

counts for little* if any* variation in community tenure or involuntary

terminations In Ohio counci I -manager cities. What does appear to be cru-

cial* however* is the social* economic* and subsequent political orien-

tation of the people in the Individual communities. These factors will

be further discussed later In this chapter*
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Oepartwent head* and tenur««—The data do not quite sustain the

hypothesis that variations in conmunity tenure depend on trftether the man-

ager appoints all department heads (high tenure) or only some department

heads (lour tenure); but, as Table k indicates, the correlation coeffi-

cient J^^ comes closer to statistical significance than in the Florida

study (.09 as compared to .12).

TABLE k

COHHUNITY TENURE BY ONAGER'S AUTIMRiTY TO SELECT OEPARTHENT HEADS

Manager Appoints Manager Appoints Some
All Heads Heads Only

(^.omfBMnlty Jen^^e Percenfge of Cities Percentage of Cities

2.0 years or less 15 21

2.1 - 3.9 years 35 kZ

4.0 years / 50 37

(H) (26) (19)

Tau » -.|i». z 1.36. P « .09.

The assumptlcjns underlying this hypothesis suggest that bureau-

cratic or "palace" politics—undercutting or iuilfing by department heads

whom the manager cannot discipline—are major forces contributing to In-

security In a manager's tenure. The case-study materials give some in-

sight Into Mhy this assumption and hypothesis have not been upheld*

There Mas only one Instance of involuntary termination which was

directly related to a conflict between the manager and a department head.

In Westburg, a relatively high-tenure community, where the manager has

virtual control over the hiring and firing of department heads, a
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controvarsy developed over the nuuiager's attempts to change administra-

tive procedures which had been established by his predecessor as budget

manager. A verbal exchange between a department head and the manager, in

v#)lch some names" were called, followed the attempt to modify proce-

dures. The department head complained to the council, «)d the council

subsequently asked the manager to resign. When the manager refused to

resign, the council fired him. Nothing In this dispute involved any

clique or factional disagreement on other matters with the manager, al-

though the council was reputedly unhappy with the manager's apparent lack

of Initiative in community leadership and planning.

All the remaining case-study cities have at least one major de-

partment whose head Is not appointed by the manager. Three of these cit-

ies are relatively low In community tenure and two w^ relatively high*

in only one InstaiKe In these five cities was there any trouble between

such a department head and a manager, in Streamford, the manager and

the city solicitor, elected by the people, had a difference of opinion

concerning an Investigation of gambling activities allegedly involving

the police chief. While no direct confrontation took place between the

manager and the solicitor, the latter was reputed to have suggested to

the manager that the chief should be dealt with less severely than might

be Justified by the evidence from the Investigation. The manager refused

to take a lenient attitude toward the police chief. However, the Impor-

tant thing to be seen In this case Is that the view ot the soi-cUor rep-

resented the (H>inlon of the usually dominant Republican-oriented clique

In Streamford. Therefore, although the council at this time was con-

trolled by a Democratic-oriented faction and the manager fi^ed no
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immediat* Chraat of b«ing fir«d, h« mm also aware of the fluidity of

the composition of the council In Streamford In the past, and of the pos-

sibility of the return of the Republican faction to power, which would

have meant hi s removal

.

Thus It appears as If the suggestion posed in the Florida study

that department heads are Important only Insofar as they are tied in with

the leadership clique structure Is sustained. In Clover Heights and

Westburg the department heads, even vrtten they were not aligned directly

with the dominant clique in each city, all appeared to share that

clique's basic views. Both of these comnunitles are monopolistic under

a middle- or upper-class faction influenced greatly by businessmen. The

need for slcilled technicians in administration does not differ greatly*

in their view, from the need for technicians in business.

In Headwood and Streamford the interview data leave little doubt

that the department heads are connected with the leadership structure of

the community. In Headwood, where the oHUMger has bean part of the domi-

nant leadership clique, he has experienced no trouble whatsoever from

his department heads. In fact, he was under fire during the interview

period for his alleged close ties with a zoning-board chairman who wn

alleged to be part of the dominant leadership clique. In Streamford, on

the other hand, the department heads, especially the solicitor and fi-

nance director, have remained aligned with the Republl can-ori anted fac-

tion throughout the case-study period. The manager's confiivt with the

solicitor, as cited above, occurred only when the former, following or-

ders of a Democratic-oriented council, pursued policies contrary to those

favored by the Republican-oriented faction.
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Finally, Astor provides <^dlttonal insights Into this problam.

Astor, although considered a con^petitlve connunlty, also has the highest

community tenure of all the case-study cities* Only in recent years has

the opposing Democratic-oriented clique been able to achieve a power ex-

change, and then It Mas able to maintain power only briefly. Cf impor-

tance, however, regarding relations between the manager and department

heads is the role played by Astor's law director. Host department heads

in Astor are merit system employees, and no problem has arisen between

them and the manager. The law director, however. Is a council appointee,

and in the period between i960 and 1964 four different men have held the

post. Apparmitly, rather than to attacic the city manager who has been in

office since 1961 and who Is an outsider-professional, the two opposing

cliques have ciK>sen to attack the law director with his critical role In

legal matters, especially in regard to voting and zoning affairs. Thus,

this post has taken on the status and onus of political "whipping boy."

Each of the power exchanges In the period between I960 and 1964 have

brought corresponding changes in the law director's office. Important

to note also is the fact that the manager has succeeded In keeping him-

self from being Identified, by either competing clique or the people,

with either one of the cliques.

in summary, then. In almost all of the case-study cities, whether

monopolistic or competitive, stable or unstable, high or low community

tenure, once again the focus of attention lies on the clique aligranent

In the community and where the department heads stand in relation to

that alignment. In most cases where the department heads and the domi-

nant leadership clique are close together or aligned in their thinking
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does not attempt to oppose, the prevailing policy vi^ws of the dominant

clique, no problem arises betMeen the manager and his department heads.

Where the manager disputes the policy positions of the dominant clique

and has department heads Mho ar9 representative or responsible to that

clique, he may Mall have difficulty Mlth department heads, regardless of

his appointive pOMers. Finally, it seems that if the manager can suc-

cessfully avoid talcing on the appearance of being tied in' Mlth any

leadership clique In the community, he Mill have feM problems Mlth his

department heads since substantial evidence appears in all case-study

cities that the leadership cliques and factions tend to acc^t a "pro-

fessional" manager and his "professionally aloof manner of

administration.

Ijiitiation of policy and tenure . -«W^s in the Florida study, the

Ohio data do not substantiate the hypothesis that community tenure de-

pends on Mhether the present manager reports that he does (Iom tenure)

or does not (high tenure) share in the initiation of policies in the

community. Table 5 presents the clear statistical evidence.

A number of reasons appear to explain Mhy this liypothesis Is not

confirmed by th? d*ta. First of all, a very small number of managers in

Ohio report that they do not play any role in policy initiation (only 3).

This indicates that managers in Ohio play active roles In policy initia-

tion; roles, as the case-study materials suggest, that they both desire

IkLsL** 1^* 177-180. Banfield and Wilson describe five types of
council -manager relations, Mtthin kriilch the three instances mentioned
above fall.
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TABLE 5

COMMUNITY TENURE OF MANAGERS BY PRESENT MAM\GER'S REPORTED
ROLE IN POLICY INITIATION



Irrelevant whether the manager does or does not Initiate or recognize

that he initiates policy. This is particularly true in connunities In

«fhlch the manager is part of the leadership clique, as In MeadMOod where

the mMiager has tended to be inactive In policy Initiation, and where,

now that an opposing clique has appeared, he is i>eing pressured for more

active initiatory action regarding policy. There the manager is a local

-

amateur and is being criticized for his "lacic of leadership" and the ap-

parent lacic of the bacicground needed to malce such proposals or decisions.

In Westburg, on the other hand, there appears to be some reluctance among

soma of the council mambers to accept the manager's unqualified profes-

sional leadership and reliance upon professional methods in his policy

initiation.

On the other hand, in competitive, politically unstable cities,

the crucial tenure factor appears to be one of two things: either the

frequency of power exchanges between leadership cliques or tiie promi-

nence of power plays" effected on the basis of dissatisfaction t>y the

dominant leadership c'ique with the activity or action of the manager.

As will be shown later In this chapter, power exchanges do not

appear to have the same causal relationship to variation in community

tenure and managerial terminations in Ohio as they do in Florida.

Rather, Ohio case-study awterials indicate that the crucial factor is

tiie class level of the dominant leadership clique and the opposition

clique and the political orientation of the community. Managers in

middle- or upper-class. Republican-oriented comnunities have little or

no problem with their councils over policy initiation, regardless of the

attitude they adopt toward policy initiation. In cities where the
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ioMer'^lass, Oamocrat ic-oriented faction either has control of the coun-

cil or is contending for such control, the manager is more likely to be

criticized for his role in policy initiation, regardless of whether he

is active or inactive, esoecially if he has been llnlced with any of the

vying leadership cliques.

This inference above, that the dominant class level and the po-

litical philosophy of the comnunity are important in understanding the

functioning of council-manager government in Ohio, is reinforced, it

seems, by the fact that Ohio, unitize Florida, does not shmn that a local-

amateur manager necessarily dominates the scene in monopolistic cities.

Ohio has a very large number of outsider-professionals in ail types of

toirms, competitive or monopolistic. This suggests that, in addition to

the importance of the class level or political circumstances dominant In

any community, the acceptance of jmi outsider-professional as manager and,

concurrently, as a major policy initiator, helps to Iceep at a minimum any

adverse reaction on the manager's tenure resulting solely from the policy

initiation variable. It follows, ttorefore, that if the professional

manager is supposed to keep himself politically aloof from any factional

squabbles, this aloofness is more likely to be characteristic of commu-

nities where his professionalism will be sought and acc^ted. Such cit-

ies, the case-study materials show, are primarily middle-class,

business- and Hepubllcan-oflented.

T,he power to hife and fire.—Since, according to the Florida

study, personnel matters were Judged to be important in determining and

maintaining the manager's prestige and professional integrity and, in
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turn, could affect tho manager's tenure, the Ohio study also offers some

comparison with the Florida study on this variable.

Ohio's case'^tudy cities give some Indication that in low

coranRinity-tenure cities "interference^* by the council occurs In person-

nel matters below the department head level. In dtreamford. early in

the research period, a manager was reputed to have bean placed under

pressure to hire a particular person for the police force. Reportedly

he did not acquiesce in this demand, and the councilman who was reputed

to have asked this "favor" was said to have made statements that he would

get the manager fired.

In the higher tenure communities, however, personnel matters

cause less conflict. In Neadwood and Clover Heights the manager typi-

cally consults with the council before making important decisions on ap-

pointments or dismissals. In fact. In Meadwood I ntervl ewaas reported

that the manager also consults with the leadership clique to which he Is

reputedly tied before he makes any such decisions. In Westburg, the man-

ager reputedly seldom consults with the council prior to appointment of

important personnel; but it must be remembered that this manager has a

virtual blank check In all matters of administration, although the

council can ask Him to show cause fcr~any of his actions.

The conclusions. It Is evident, concur In general with those in

the Florida study. Except where a department head Is caught up In the

power struggle between opposing leadership cliques, personnel matters

are largely irrelevant to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of voluntary

or Involuntary terminations. Ohio's case-study cities give no evidence

of any such activity.
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Personal Characteristics of H<n«qT|

The Ohio study hypothesizes that community tenure and termina-

tion may be explained by one or more of the following personal charac-

teristics of managers: professional or amateur standing of present and

past managers and local and outsider status of present and past managers.

Taicen from the Florida study, the above proposition was incorporated into

this project. Also, as In the Florida study, the Ohio study astumas that

local and amateur managers will secure appointments:

1. More frequently in monopolistic than in competitive
communities.

2. More frequently In smaller than in larger conminities*

Tile Ohio study further assumes that, as In the Florida study:

3. Smaller communities are more liicely than larger com-
munities to be monopolistic.

k, HonopoUstic conbaunitles will show more political
stability than competitive ones.

When tested in Ohio cities not all of these four basic assuiif)-

tions were sul>stantlated. In fact. In only one of the assumptions do

the data show any statistical significance.

Data from the questionnaires presented in Table 6 show that the

first assumption is invalid in Ohio. The evidence suggests that there

is apparently little difference In preference between professionals and

amateurs or between locals and outsiders as to the size of the community

in which they care to secure appointments.

Table 7, correspondingly, siwws that the second set of assump-

tions concerning the professional -amateur distinction is not sustained.
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TABLE 6

PROFESSIONS. STATUS AND LOCAL STATUS OF PRESENT
MANAGERS BY ABSOLUTE SIZE OF POPUUTION
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Florida study since the statistical test necessary can not be applied.

Also, due to the difference in size of the cities studied, this study

reclassifies the cities as to population size. Although the Florida

study indicated statistical significance of an acceptable level, the Ohio

study, as shovm in Table 8, can offer no statistical test in^atever.

TABLE 8

POLITICAL STYLE BY POPULATION SIZE

PogMlation Size
Ppllttcal Hi\e 12.000 - 31.999 32.000 - ^5.000

Monopolistic I 2

Corapetlttve 2 1

(Fisher's one-tailed test could not be applied to the given
data.)

in Table 9, however, where the Ohio study computes the number of

power exchanges p&r ten years as an index of political stability, similar

to the Florida study, the data appear to sustain the assumption that

monopolistic cities do, in fact, have fewer power exchanges per unit of

time than competitive ones. As the Florida study points out, regardless

of the "obviousness" of this assumption, it needs validation since, under

the definition of monopoly used In both studies, power exchanges with a

continuing monopoly status are as logicall y possible as power exchange

under conditions of competition.

Having show* that all but the last of the assumptions which were,

for the most part, verified in the Florida study, were refuted in Ohio,

the present study now turns to the hypotheses dealing with tenure and
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POLITICAL STABILITY BY POLITICAL STYLE

Powr Exchanges per 10 Years
PpM^lgfll HyU 9 V., j 2 or Hpr^

Honopollstic 3

Competitive 3

(Fisher one-tailed P <r .05.)

termination under these personal characteristics of managers. The ap-

parent refutation saan abova should malce the analysis of personal char-

acteristics of Ohio managers all the more interesting.

Table 10 provides evidence which indicates that variations in

personal tenure of the present mwtager, complied from questionnaire data,

are in the assumed direction of shoMing a dependency of personal tenure

on the present manager's professional status, but short of the limit nec-

essary to show statistical significance. However, when dealing with the

outsider-local dimension, the data show that the relationship does not

hold true at all.

The apparent lack of correlation in Table 10 between the present

local status of the reporting manager and the manager's average personal

tenure bacomas easier to interpret whan, as siwwn In Table 11, one notes

that In a very targe number of cases the present local now occupies the

only managerial post he has ever held.

Contrary to the Florida study, where only one manager was found

to be both a local and a professional, the Ohio study found seven local*

professionals. Also, contrary to the Florida study, where eight cases of
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TABLE 10

PERSONAL TENURE BY PROFESS I Or«\L STATUS AND LOCAL
STATUS OF »V^NAGER

Profd$slonal Status Local Sftus
Personal Tenure



TABLE 12

PERSONAL TENURE BY PROFESS 1 0»«^L-LOCAL STATUS OF THE MANAGER

Personal Tenura
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TABLE 13

TYPE OF TEAHINATiON BY PROFESSIONAL-LOCAL STATUS OF HAI«WER

Local* Local- Outsldar-
Tvoe of Termination aa^teur p.;yfes3lofia1 profassional

.

Voluntary 2 2 3

Involuntary 6 7

Tau a -.02. Z » .13. P • .^5.

the defeated power faction, rather than to adapt his vieMS to the incom-

ing faction. Also, in each city, the community was r:>nopolistic prior

to the power exchange (the only one In e:>v.w city during the case-study

period) Mnd monopolistic afterwards.

The other four Involuntary terminations occurred in Streamford

and Feldstone, and, in each case, they could be tied to a power exchanga

with a resultant loss of political support of the manager from the clique

in power. In these cities, however, *'power plays" were also used to ef-

fect involuntary dismissal of managers. (See the profiles In Chapter

VI).

Viewing the relationship between manager tenure and professional

and local status from the perspective of political style reveals some

similarities and one critical difference between Ohio's case-study cities

and those in the Florida study. In two of the three monopolistic cities

in the Ohio study (Clover Heights and Neadwood) the dominant leadership

clique has selected amateurs and locals (one local -professional) rather

than outsiders and professionals. However, in Westburg, titftere the domi-

nant clique consists of good government" groups and business-oriented
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chosan hava baan outtldar-profasalonaU, due primarily, tha intarvlaw

data indicata, to tha tachnological and profastional alcills Mhlch tha

laadarshlp cllqua baliavas t^ assantial to "prograss" in program*. The

data suggest, therefore, that In cities where there is an overttfhelming

reliance by the comnunity and the government on organized business*

oriented groups to furnish support and personnel to the government and

to talce an active part in comnunlty-wide decisions, the tendency will be

toward hiring outsider-professionals «i managers. This may be clearly

seen In Feldstone where, once the basic decision was made to seek Indus-

try actively, and once Industrial people began to take an active Interest

in local government, the demand was heard and answered for the need to

recruit an outsider-professional as manager.

It would also appear that the monopolistic towns of the type de-

scribed above—Westburg, for example—the manager Is more likely to be

Involuntarily terminated for failure to carry out his administrative and

technical duties than for his views on policy matters. This certainly Is

the case In Westburg.

The case-study materials did Indicate, in agreement with the

Florida study, that there is a far greater chance that the "local boy"

rather than the outsider, either will be a part of the leadership cllqua

when he takes the managership, at in Neadwood, or will be co-opted Into

the dominant clique after taking office.

Table 9 has shown that monopoly communities are more likely to be

politically stable than mrm competitive communities, at least In the
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c«sa-stu<iy cities. Power «Mch«ng«s, therefor** occur lets frequently in

monopolistic conmunttles than In conpetltive conmunftfesi and. If Me con-

cur in the findings of the Florida study that involuntary terminations

flore often than not occur after power exchanges, then manager tenure

should be longer in monopolistic cities. Table ik provides evidence that

In Ohio this is not the case. On the basis of data from the question*

naires, where the present manager was asiced whether or not he perceived

his conmunity as stable or unstable, no statistically significant corre-

lation could be ntt«4*

TABLE 14

ntOFESSIOIAL-LOCAL STATUS BY PRESENT HAHMER'S PERCEFTION
OF POLITICAL STABILITY

Political Stability



rvgardUss of their local or professional status. Two things seem Im*

portent In explaining this result:

1. Only two of the managers who returned questionnaires
view their town as being unstable.

2. Among the case-study cities, all of which are charac-
terized as being politically stable, all but one had
some ;evi dence of political activity among groups «4w
desired certain actions on the part of ti)e municipal
government. This activity ranged from very weak and
Ineffective to partially effective and strongly or-
ganized. In these five case-study cities (excluding
Clover Heights) such activity could 'not be corretated
with power exchanges or managerial changes in most
cases. Rather, tiie managers and councils, for the moat
part, accepted these political activities as normal and
quite often used them as indicia on which to base their
actions.

A third explanatory factor also appears in tite interview data

which can help us understand why so few of the questionnaire replies re-

ported that a community is unstable. Host managers Interviewed arm pro-

fessionals and they Indicate in almost complete unison, so to speaic, that

tliey consider it normal for a manager to leave If his views differ from

those of the council or ttte people In general. In effect, they do not

view community political stability or instability In terms of manager

turnover, as both the Florida study and the Ohio study do. They do not

perceive community political stability within the same frame of reference

as that of a political scientist despite the fact that implicitly they

must view their own Jobs as "political" in the sense that the electorate

and council have a right to expect termination of their own managerial

policies and tenure to accord with policies determined by the political

process.
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The conclusion seaias clear, therefore, that from the statistical

evidence compiled in the Ohio study, the professional "amateur dimension

and the local -outsider dimension do not play an important role in the

personal tenure of the present managers In the questionnaire comnunities*

Tables $ and II are the only two tables which show statistical signifi-

cance in this section, but these two tables deal more with generalities

regarding the type of community and its power exchanges (Table 9) and

the number of managerial posts held by present mmageni based on their

local or outsider status (Table II). The Ohio study, therefore, cannot

conclude that personal factors play an important role in determining

manager tenure and termination. Other factors need to be Introduced

which further explain this tenure and termination variable. Although

ttie case-study materials seem to indicate that local and amateur man-

agers have a better chance than professional and outsider managars to

acquire longer average tenure as managers, the statistical data from all

cities do not Indicate such a relationship. Two'ltey factors are sug-

gested as being the cause of this apparent discrepancy:

1. The relatively small number of local -amateurs em-
ployed as managers in the tt^te.

2. The interplay of other important influencing factors
found In the individual coonunities.

Nonpolitlcal Community Factors

Six hypotheses were tested in the Ohio study dealing with non-

political independent (causal) variables. Three of these ware taken

from the Florida study: that community tenure
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1. D«crwisas with an Incraas* In the rate of population
groMth.

2. Dacraasas with an Incraasa In tha absolute siza of
tha coMKinlty.

3* Incraasas with Increasing length of conmunlty experi«
ence with the manager plan.

In addition, the Ohio study deals with three nore hypotheses In an at-

tempt to account for nonpolitlcal variables found in Ohio which were not

so prevalent In Florida. These new hypotheses are that comnunlty tenure

k. Decreases with a rapid Incraasa in the median In-
come of tha city*

i>. Decreases with the amount of racial or ethnic di-
versity in the city.

6. Decreases with an increase in the median level of
education attained In the comnunlty.

^^te of population ar0Wt^.—The Pearson correlation coefficient

(N 42; r • .02) between community tenure and rate of population growth

in Ohio cities Is very small, indicating that there is no statistically

significant correlation between the two factors.

The case-study materials suggest several reasons why this Is tha

case. Although it may seem reasonable to assume that, as a community's

rate of growth increases, the municipal government. Including the manager,

will face more numerous, more serious, and perhaps more tenure-shortening

problems, the census data and case-study data indicate that this Is not

the case at all. In two of the case-study communities, Westburg and

Clover Heights (the latter experiencing a growth rate of 213 per cent be-

tween 1950 and I960), most new residents appear to have been of the sane
1

or similar socio-economic interests as those residents already living
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there. In Westburg it It a case of mostly middle- or upper-middle-class

business or labor people Mho have come into a predominantly middle- or

upper-middle-class city* On the other h«id» in Clover Heights the in-

flux has consisted of upper-class persons who are quite at home with the

other upper-class persons Mho arrived earlier. These tMo communities*

and especially Clover Heights* Bre similar to the Florida case-study city

of Westbourne. Kammerer and her associates point out the fact that

growth oar se does not mean change unless economic and social alignments

change. In their boolc, X,

he Urban Political CoBwugity . those authors com-

ant regarding Westbourne:

There is an amazing consensus on vdiat it has been* what it is*

and what It wants to be—an upper middle-clMt residential area
tightly controlled through uncoononly strict zoning regulations.

In the Ohio case-study cities of Astor and Feldstone* however,

the population increase has brought with it "naii^' people with different

socio-economic backgrounds from those of the older residents. Into

Astor, formerly a suburban, middle-class, white-collar community have

come many middle-class blue-collar operatives from the "core city" areas,

with a completely different political bacltground, and seeicing different

services from the municipal government. Prior to this influx of per-

sons, Astor was almost solidly ftepubli can-oriented; since the arrival of

the "neW* people, with their Oeancratlc-ori anted bacitground, the city

has become almost equally divided between the two political party align-

Rwnts. The "nei^' people wish to have their own "homestead" and are

^Gladys M. Kammerer, Charles 0. Ferris, John N. OeGrove, and

Alfred B. CluboJt, The Urban Political Community (Boston: The Houghton

Mifflin Company, 1963), p. 102.
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willing and able to support, financially, comnunlty public torks which

will enhance the appearance and amenities of the city, particularly the

area into which they have moved. These services, such as paved streets,

seMer services, etc., while not entirety neglected by the government un-

der Republican-oriented control, did not appear as essential to them as

they do to the "new" people.

in Feldstone, the influx consists of white-collar management

personnel, for the most part, who have followed the establtshmwit of in-

dustry in the city. They desire more industrial expansion so that the

government will broaden its financial base and, therefore, be better

able to provide additional services, such as recreational facilities and

improved educational facilities.

In both of these cities, Astor and Feldstone, the Influx of peo-

ple has brought with It an increase In the number of leadership cliques

which coi^>ete for political poiMir. Both of these communities conform

with many of those in the Florida study In that they have moved from a

monopolistic political style. Of critical importance in assessing the

effect of thesa "ne«/' paofrle In Astor £<nd '^eldstone Is their social

class. In Astor the inmlgration consists of a lower class clientele

moving into a middle-class community. The "news" are tied to the Demo-

cratic party organization for leadership In municipal government mat-

ters, while the older residents, for the most part, are Republicans who

lool( to that party to represent them In municipal matters, in Feldstone,

it Is a case of a middle-class type of person moving Into a city which

had been pretty much lower class-oriented. In Feldstone the importance
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of class as a political factor becomes apparent; There the leadership

cliques, rather than representing political party interests, actually

are representative of class interests which cut across party lines; that

is, a ml dc I e'-c I ass-dominated leadership clique containing both Democrats

and Republicans versus a lower-class leadership clique representing in-

terests of persons from both political parties, although perhaps the Re-

publican interest is the stronger of the two. It seems clear that in

both these cities political party affiliation may only be an intervening

variable for the class divisions in the community.

It also might be suggested that the rather steady rise in popu-

lation in Ohio as compared to Florida's meteoric growth-rate t«ids to

represent more of a local shifting of population than an inmigration from

outside the state, as in Florida. Therefore, it seems logical that fewer

diverse elements of population can be noted and c«i be categorized as

representing a conflictual point of view with that of the older settlers

in their newly chosen community. Also, the very fact that Ohio has long

had quite a diverse population, racially, ethnically, and economically,

may mean that the "sIkktIc" of a different type of person moving into a

community, although perhaps substantial, does not produce so drastic an

effect in regard to community stability and/or community tenure.

Although no statistical test has been made concerning cities with

declining population (due to the lacic of a large enough sample), one of

the case-study cities is of this type. The case-study material on

Streamford seams to suggest that in communities where a loss of popula-

tion occurs, community tenure appears to be lower. In this city, instead

of new leadership cliques moving in and competing for political power, a
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tplintarlng of th« conpttting cllqu«9 occurred ov«r th« period of time In

which the population was dropping. In Streamford, early In the research

period, whatever competition there was seemed to heve occurred i>etween

the two dominant Republican-oriented factions. As problems wors«»)ed,

these two groups merged to some extent to protect themselves against a

growing political activity on the part of labor and Democratic-oriented

groups. Here again the Importance of social class is apparent. Also,

today, occasional efforts are made by retirees and "gambling elements"

to gain some political leadership positions In the government.

Abaclute size of the cammunitv .—The data compiled In the Ohio

study sustain the hypothesis that coonunity size is correlated with com-

munity tenure, but in the opposite direction of that assumed. In other

words, the data In Table 15 show that the larger the city, the higher

the community tenure, and not that coimunlty tenure decreases with an

increase in the absolute size of the city. The Florida study, using a

different range of population categories, had results which, although In

the assumed direction, were not quite statistically significant.

TABLE 15

COMHUNITY TENURE BY SIZE OF THE COHNUNITY

PQpu^^jgff

2.0 years or less 26% 11% Oft

2.1 - 3.9 years M 33 33

k,0 years / 33 56 6?

(M) (27) (9) (9)

Tau m .26. Z 2.52. P s .006.
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£xp«rlencft with the p
,

l^ . —Table 16 shows that the length of ex-

perience with the manager plan does correlate with comminlty tenure; that

TABLE 16

COMNUNITY TENURE BY YEARS WITH THE PLAN
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As for th« other two case-study cittesi Clover Heights end West*

burg, both have a coonunlty tenure of over four years. Finally, how-

ever, it nust be pointed out that the two cities with the lowest comau-

nlty tenure, Feldstone and Streamford, 9f competitive cities which have

a high incidence of power exchwtges. Therefore, the importance of po-

litical style as a contrlixiting factor must also be considered Mhen view-

ing these findings.

Hjdian incpme increase,.—The data in the Ohio study do not con-

fina the hypothesis that coanunity tenure decreases with a rapid increase

in the median level of incone in the community. Table 17 shows the data

compiled from census data. The inference held in this hypothesis is that

TABLE 17

COHHUNITY TENURE BY RAPID INCREASE IN MEDIAN INCOME LEVEL

Hedian iticorae Increase

C^—unity Tenure Average or Less Above Average

2*0 years or less 15% ZOX

2.1 - 3.9 years 45 40

k,0 years / AO kO

(N) (20) (15)

Tau .01. Z .05. P • .48.

along with a rapid increase In median income will also come an increase

in different classes of people in the community, or different kinds of

economic sources which foster the ri^ld Income increase. It was hypoth-

esized that people In higher median Incase bracltets will desire differ-

ent activities and services on the part of the government from those that
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were customary prior to the rise in income level. Case-study data show

that this is not the case. In Clover Heights, where the most rapid rise

occurred, the types of people involved »re essentially of the same social

class as those already living there. This is also the case in Westburg.

In Astor, however, the other case-study city which showed a rapid median

income increase, the increase in income has resulted from an influx of a

different class of person from those earlier In residence in the city.

It appears as if the crucial factor under this hypothesis Is not inco«M

growth per se. but rather the class or type of person who Is associated

with such growth. This accords with the findings from the case studies

of Florida cities set forth in The Urb«> Polit;
,

lcal Community by Kammerer

and her colleagues.'

Racial and ethnic variables.--As Tab 1.1 18 indicates, the hypoth-

esis correlatir^:, racial and ethnic diversity with the conmunity tenure

TABLE 18

COMHUNITY TENURE BY RACIAL AND ETHNIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE COHMUNITY
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is in the direction of statistical significance, but in an opposite di-

rection from that postulated. The statistics indicate that, instead of

a decrease in community tenure in coinnunities with greater racial and/or

ethnic diversity, a relationship may exist whereby community tenure in-

creases in the more diverse communities.

Case-study materials may shed some light on this finding. The

two case-study cities with the highest percentage of racial diversity,

Westburg and Meadwood, give significant insights into this problem.

Both cities have a community tenure of over four years, in Westburg,

the nonwhi te population is seemingly completely assimilated into the gov-

ernmental, economic, and social processes of t^)e community. They are

fully consulted on all basic questions concerning the city, are compara-

tively well off economically, and are, for the most part, well integrated

into the societal structure of the community. Also, and perh^s most

crucial, is the fact that the nonwhi tes are loosely organized at best,

seldom if ever, the interview materials indicate, presenting a "united

front on all matters. Ilils lack of tight organization also character-

izes the situation of the nonwhi te comnuni ty in Meadwood. It would se«n

that in cities of this nature some outside stimulation for organization,

such as CORE or the NAACP, would be necessary in order to produce more

cohesion in the nonwhi te population and to inject real pressure-group

activity into their politics.

In the case of the ethnic variable, organizations again appear

to be quite important, in Headwood, the fairly large ethnic minor! ty,

like the nonwhi te minority there, is characterized by a lack of organi-

zation. In Astor, on the other hand, the complete opposite is the case.
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Host of the ethnic population In Astor are of the same general ancestry

(Eastern European) with the same basic economic background and social

class (mostly blue-collar operatives and lower class) and political

(Democratic) bacltground. In the case of these people, organizations are

close at hand through which they can discuss community matters. In ad-

dition to the usual "clubs" they also brought the Democratic party with

them when they moved to Astor. Host of them had moved from the highly

organized Democratic wards of the core ci ty of the metropolitan area.

This party organization permitted them to have a common meeting place

and a framework or organization for political action.

The case-study data, then, it appears, suggest that the exist-

ence of a large amount of diversity, whether racial or ethnic (or any

other kind of diversity, for that matter), does not in itself mean that

political activity and conflict result which wi II affect community ten-

ure. It seems, rather, that the amount of organization of the different

groups is the crucial determining factor concerning the effect of such

diversity on community tenure, and it, therefore, constitutes an inter-

vening variable.

Increase in median education level .—Table 19 Indicates that no

statistically significant correlation exists between community tenure

and an increase in the median education level of the community.

Case-study data again indicate that change, in Itself, cannot be

directly translated into demands upon the government which will, in turn,

possibly affect conmuni ty tenure. In Feidstone, where the median educa-

tional level is somewhat lower than the state average, although increas-

ing at a rate higher than the increase state-wide, the increase has been
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TABLE 19

COMMUNITY TENUHE iY INCREASE IN MEDIAN EDUCATION LEVEL

Increase in M»di«n Education Level
ConwHinlty Tenure Increase Decrease

2.0 years or less 22% 0%

2.1 - 3.9 years 39 56

k.O years ^ 39/14
(N) (28) (9)

Tau « .096. I - .097. P - .^.

effected by the influx of "newcomers" who are primarily middle class in

nature with largely technical training and experience. These people de-

sire more »n4 different services of the government and this has, corre-

spondingly, placed more pressure on the government to provide the types

of services and facilities which the new people desire, such as better

educational facilities and recreation areas. The outcome of these de-

mands has been the continual pressure placed on the government to bring

new Industry into the community and therefore raise the economic base of

the city which will in turn assist In financing the desired services.

However, other than this one instance, no evidence appears to

sustain a view thet conflict over governmental operations and a subse-

quent lowering of community tenure are correlated with an increase In

median-education levels. It Is Si^gested, however, that this variable

could be a factor In communities where such an Increase in the educa-

tional level would bring about a demand for a basic change in the type

of coHMiunity (regime conflict), such as in Feldstone.
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Political Factors

The only remaining cluster of variabias yet to be discussed are

those that propose to explain tenure anJ termination in terms of politi-

cal factors.

Partisan political party act? vi ty.—Table 20 deals with the In-

tuitively obvious hypothesis that conmunl ty tenure is more likely to be

lower in communities where the present manager perceives active partisan

political party activity. For the sake of clarification this variable

TABLE 20

COMMUNITY TENURE BY PARTISAN POLITICAL ACTIVITY

Partisan Political Activity
Community Tenure

,

Active inacti ve

2.0 years or less 0% 23%

2.1 - 3.9 years 60 31

4.0 years / kO k6

(N) (10) (35)

Tau - -.05. Z - .27. P - .393.

Includes only the activity of national political parties In local gov-

ernment matters. This classification Is on the assun^tion that open and

announced identification of candidates running for local office with one

of the national political parties operating actively in the community

calls up long-standing and widely-encompassing voter predispositions and

loyalties to a set of group values not necessarily related to local Is-

sues or personalities. For this reason, such identification Is different

from identification with a purely local economic or social clique. Party
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endorsement and activity on behialf of candidates for local office, there-

fore, presents the voter with an additional choice over and above that

of local economic and social clique and/or personality, if candidates

are presented to the voting public without announced party endorsement,

the voter Is in a position to base his choice on purely local considera-

tion, even tliough the candidates may utilize party wort^ers in their cam-

paigns. The present study, therefore, malces an analytic distinction be-

tween political party endorsement and activity as a primary element or

factor in municipal politics and the use of party worlcers without party

endorsement and party machinery. In the present paper the first type of

activity is classified as "partisan political activity"; the second is

not. The individual case-study analyses Indicate that the cities of

Astor and Streamford best fit the former activity, while the city of

Westburg^ most aptly fits the latter. It does not include economic ra-

cial, or ethnic groups, per se . although it is readily aci^nowledged that

some overlap between these groups and the political groups will occur.

The questionnaires contained the folowing question: "Are the

traditional political parties, chat Is Democratic and Republican, active

in council elections in your ci ty? ' The question as worded did not evolve

precisely the kind of Information sought from city managers. The ques-

tion was worded so generally that the kind of information about "partisan

political activity" which was sought was included In, but not differen-

tiated from, other electoral activity. Therefore, the data Incorporated

'See Chapter VI.

2$ee Chapter V.
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in Table 20 c<»icamln9 the hypothesis posed about "partisan political

activity" must be evaluated In the light of this deficiency In the ques-

tion itself. The data In Tabic 20 do not sustain the above hypothesis.

A slight negative correlation appears, but does not indicate any sta-

tistically significant relationship between comraunlty tenure and active

partisan political activity.

Case-study data indicate some reasons why this appears to be the

case, in the cities of Westburg and Meadviood, those groups which are

politically active are mostly business and Republ i can-orl anted (or so-

called "charter parties In many cases), whose major purpose Is to pre-

serve the councl I -manager form of government In order to perpetuate

through this structure the apparent dominance of city government by the

business community and middle- or upper-class groups. They (to not» how-

ever, slat:; candidates for election. Opposition groups appear from tloM

to time, but focus their criticism on (Mtters of policy, such as zoning,

rather than on either the form of government or the manager himself.

Where, as in Neadwood, the manager Is criticized, the main criticism

comas from groups other than the business class and/or from the Democratic-

oriented factions In the comnunity. But even here It Is not the Demo-

cratic party organization which is involved. This domination by the

business man-ftepublican-"charter party' philosophy fits quite closely the

situation described by Banfield and Wilson when they state that "In clt-

taa where a coalition of 'good government' and business Interests provides
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m stable !>•••, the plan has Indeed be«i effective 'in the large' as well

as 'in the small' (conmunities)."'

Although the present study presents no "hard-core" statistical

evidence to such effectt It suggests that In laost counci I'inanager cities

In Ohio the situation described inmedlately above tends to be the rule.

If Figure I can be considered as any icind of an Indicator, the prevalence

of counci I -Manager cities in ilepubl lean-control led areas would seea to

support this suggestion.

Other case-study cities* hoiMver, provide conflicting evidence

on this assumption. For example, Feldstone, undergoing a major change

in its basic philosophy of "what Icind of town It should be," shows that

even the desire for this type of change does not necessarily mean a dis-

enchantment with council manager government. The political activity oc-

curring in Feldstone has focused about "regime conflict" and has been

the prioMtry cause of low tenure In that city, in addition, there it a

desire to have more professionalism In the government, i.e., an outsider-

professional manager. Even though the business class has dominated the

scene for the entire period, the political competition In the town brought

about by the inmlgration of a new and higher class of person, has af-

fected the success of the plan, at least in regard to comnnunity tenure.

HcNWver, this effect has been achieved not through political party ac-

tivity, but rather through a class conflict between the older residents

and businessmen who tend to oe somewhat more conservative than the newer

people respecting the use of government to provide services for the

^Benfield and Wilson, p. 186.
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comnunlty and the nawer paopte who favor such governmental services*

Also, Mhile the income level of many of the older residents, especially

the local businessmen, may well be equal or greater than that of the

nawar residents, the former )aci( the social elan which usually occurs

with middle- or upper-class people.

Streamford presents much the %zxic picture, with one significant

exception: v^ere Feldstone opted for more professionalism in the man-

agership, Streamford has more recently leaned in the direction of a lo-

cal rather than an outsider whose primary <pjalification appears to be an

awareness of the problems of the various groups of tha conminity. Other-

wise, Stre«mford also laclcs the stable base spoken of earlier, and addi-

tionally, the business corannunity and the middle-class community have, at

timas, been dl sun] fled, thereby adding to tha instability of the commu-

nity's political structure. A final factor enters in also: the lower-

class element of the population has, in recent years, become very active

in Streamford, usually through the Democratic party structure, and this,

In itself, indicates compatltion over the control of the government.

However, in Streamford, the Oanocrattc party has baclced candidates for

election to council. This has, as the casa study on Streamford indi-

cates, made instability the descriptive term used in referring to polit-

ical competition for the control of government in the city.

Astor provides a third type of variation. The middle-class,

business and Republican-oriented groups formerly dominant did provide a

stable base for the city. Also, an active "charter group" continually

pushed for wider acceptance of the counc 1
1 -manager plan and achieved a

high degree of success. But in this city the influx of new people who
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Mer* blutt-collar itorkers proved to b« the critical factor. These new

people had ideas basically different from those of the then dominants

about the community and hOM it siiouid be operated. Represented by the

Oemocratic party through a "Democratic Club'* these new poeple pressed

their demwuls upon the government. Their demands resulted in charter

changes which made some basic alterations In tlie institutional features

of Astor's government. Elections have been placed on a ward basis with

the mayor elected at-large. The newer people, of a lower>^:lass status

titan the older residents* presented governmental problems which the

middle-class dominants could not cope with. Thus government became the

arena of the class- cleavage In Astor, operating through the political

structure of the two parties, Oemocratic in the case of the lower-class

groups and Republican in the case of the middle class.

One conmon thread appears In all three of these examples cited

above. This is the thread of party activity in these communities.

Within the framaworic of the present study the question is: does party

activity Ofr se in local politics provide a basis for conflict in the

community and thereby affect community tenure? Three of the case-study

cities, Meadwood, Westburg, and Clover Heights, have a monopolistic style

of politics. In two of these cities—

M

eadwood and Westburg—the lower

classes mrm either apparently satisfied with the state of local affairs

(Westburg) or relatively disorganized (Meadwood). The lower class is

almost nonexistent in Clover Heights. Political activity In these three

cities emanates from the dominant middle- or upper-class groups, but

neither party slates candidates.
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Of the thraa cltias with a competitlva style of politics, tto of

them, Astor and Streamford, have party competition, and at least one of

the parties actively slates candidates. In both cities the Democrats

consist primarily of voricing class people, including organized labor,

and the Republicans are the middle'class business and professional peo-

ple. The basis for competition between the two parties appears to b«

differing class values and beliefs as to who should be represented in

local government, in these cities, therefore, the political party saans

to be only an intervening variable which gives voice and political reali-

zation to the class cleavage in the community, in contrast, the compe-

tition in Feldstone is derived from differences over the destiny of the

town. I.e., ''regime politics," and In this conflict the lower middle-

class is opposed to the upper rrwiddle-class. Party is not an instrument

for the expression of conflict, as upper middle-class leaders are found

In both parties. It seems entirely possible that political party activity

pmr se in these cities may well t>e irrelevant to governmental operations

without class division along party lines. One could generalize, then,

that party activity per se wl 1 1 not affect manager tenure unless there is

a real conflict situation betwaen the parties analogous to that between

factions.

Political activity bv economic, ethnic, or racial groups .—The

findings on the relationship between community tenure and electoral ac-

tivity by economic, ethnic, or racial groups ara quite dissimilar to

those concerning partisan political activity. The data in Table 21 do

not confirm the assumed hypothesis that community tenure is more llltely

to be lower where the present manager perceives electoral political
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TABLE 21

COHNUNITY TENURE BY ELEaORAL AaiVITY BY ECONOMIC, RACIAL
AND/OR ETHNIC CROUPS

Electoral Activity oy Economic, Racial
and/or Ethnic Grouoa

Cownunltv Tenure Active Inactive

2.0 years or lass OK 2b%

2.1 - 3.9 yaars 38 35

k,0 years A 62 39

(N) (13) (31)

Tau > -.28. Z • 2.69. P > .00^.

activity by economic, ethnic, or racial groups. Rather the data gtva

evidence that such electoral activity Is more likely to be perceived In

high-tenure comnunities.

Case-study materials indicate that In communities where the po-

litical activity of these economlc-ethnic-raclal groups Is directed

•gainst the dominance of the Republican-oriented business class func-

tions, the resultant competition will In most cases 1o%Mr tenure. Such

Is the case in Streamford (labor); Feldstone (moderate business-oriented

types as opposed to a more conservative business faction); and Astor

(ethnic minority). Astor' s very high community tenure (9.5 years) Il-

lustrates the effect that an Institutional requirement can have on man-

agerial tenure. Even though the manager, in the late 1950*s, lost the

support of a majority of the council, he could not be fired (as tome on

the council wished) due to the requirement (since changed) that five out

of seven votes were required to fire the manager.
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In Westburg coo^lete agreement is noted, from interview data,

iMtiMMMi the dominant middle-class, business and Republican-oriented fac-

tion and all other major groups in the city as to the type of town West-

burg should be and how the town should accomplish this goal. Stability

has been the dominant characteristic of the community. In Neadwood, the

toMi has remained relatively stable under the dominant middle-class,

business, and Republican-oriented faction. Opposition has been voiced

recently, however, by a slightly more liberal group, i.e., "liberal" on

zoning and building codes, and Including Democrats and Republicans, vis-

a-vis the more conservative attitude on these matters talcen by the domi-

nant leadership clique which has favored a rather strict Interpretation

of the codes. Thus far, there has been a noticeable laclt of organiza-

tion behind such opposition, but should the opposition become better or-

ganized, managers may find it somewhat difficult to maintain the long

tenure that they have enjoyed during the research period.

Summarizing, it •pp^ars as if the nature of the activities by

economic, ethnic, or racial groups is in^Tortant In understanding the ef-

fect such activities have on government. As case-study material indi-

cates, where political activity by economic, ethnic, and racial groups

occurs, it is often a reflection of a class cleavage within the comnau-

nity. If such class cleavage is not existent, the presence of electoral

activity by these groups will not per ^§ produce conflict and, thereby,

shorter manager tenure. Where such activity Is In opposition to the

dominant clique in power, it appears more liitely that this opposition

will affect manager tenure adversely.



K^altim conflict . -"It was hypothattzed that tha appaaranca of

regime conflict as tha primary political Issue in a town is more iiitefy

to be reported from cities with low community tenure than from tiiose with

high community tenure. Table 22 shows that this assumed correlation Is

in the assumed dlrectiont but short of statistical significance*

TABLE 22

COHNUNITY TENURE BY REGIME CONFLICT

Regime Conflict

21%
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completely different types of economic bases for the community, that is*

between a farm service-oriented economic base and an Industrially oriented

economic base. Streanford, on the other hand, presents a case where an

Industrial city is faced with a decision about the type of Industry it

should pursue. Streamford, the lowest community tenure city, evidences

high manager turnover. Many of Its manager terminations can be attri«

buted, directly or indirectly, to the question of future industry in the

community. The critical conditioning factor here, however, appears to be

the fact that Streamford is a declining economic area» an area with a

surplus of labor which cannot compete In the labor market because of a

lacic of skill or aptitude. Change In the form of economic diversifica-

tion does not, however, necessarily induce regime conflict, lilestburg Is

a good example of a community able to diversify Its economy without re-

gime conflict because it has an available labor market suitable to this

move. Streamford does not have such a labor market, and It is undergoing

regime conflict as a crucial result of Its inability to broaden Its base.

^ Political personality .--Ho statistical means can be devised to

test the hypothesis that managers with ambitions for higher professional

status or for higher performance standards in governmental affairs mm

more likely to be found in low-tenure communities than In cities with

high community tenure.

Only one case appeared where the manager's desire for professional

advancement and high "professional' performance standards In a<faninl stra-

ti on appeared to be a factor. In Westburg a manager resigned in order to

assume a higher-paying managerial position In a city closer to his home.

But, a secondary reason came to light, namely, that the manager also had
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b«gun to perc«iv« that he was beln9 vioMed as part of the gang" by both

the general public and other governmental officials. The manager con-

sidered this growing feeling as a barrier to his ability to retain the

aura of professionalism he had created In his position. Westburg, It

may be remembered. Is a relatively high community tenure city.

From this lone case It Is Impossible to generalize on this mat-

ter. However, it would appear as if such cases might well app<»ar In high

community tenure cities where the manager. In general, would be lees

likely to be terminated for other reasons, political or otherwise, and

here, after a period of time, he might conclude that he Is "stagnating,"

especially If he Is a professional. In any event, more study of this hy-

pothesis Is necessary before any firm conclusion can be reached.

Community tenure and conflict.—Table 23 Indicates that no sta-

tistically significant relationship exists In Ohio counci l-maiager cit-

ies which substantiates the findings of the Florida study that In cities

with relatively low community tenure the present manager is more likely

than his counterpart In high coomunity tenure cities to report that his

predecessor left because of conflict with the council and/or the mayor.

No verification appears, therefore, from the Ohio data for the interpret

tat ion made by the Florida-study authors that, with the conflict varia-

ble serving as a crude Index of the presence or absence of political

stability In the community, an inference may be drawn that tenure tends

to average longer In stable than in unstable coonunities.

Table 2U, complied from Ohio case-study data, affirms the find-

ing of the Florida study that the proportion of Involuntary terminations

to all terminations Is not significantly different as between monopolistic
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TABLE 23

COHNUNITY TENURE OF MANAGERS BY PREVIOUS fMNAGER'S
CONFLICT IN REUTIONSHIP

Conflict

{
\easons ?»0 Year^ or t.e^y

Cowmunlty Tenurf

2t> - 3t? Y?arf k,o Y^r> /'

Present

Absent

(N)

lOOX

(3)

7I»

29

(14)

609;

(15)

X2 1.86. df « 2. P> .3.

TABLE 24

TYPES OF TERMINATION BY POLITICAL STYLE

Political Stvl
.

a h^volMntftrY

Type of Terrei nation

VQioqiqnr M
Hcmopoly and Oligopoly

Competitive

50%

67

509C

S3

(6)

(13)

X^ s .652. df a I. P>.3.

and coMpetitive cities. However, in contrast to the d^ta for case-study

cities In the Florida study, the political style apparently does Qfil

differentiate between the typical sorts of reasons or causes for firing

the manager. As shown in Table 25* when such reasons are collapsed into

two categories, reasons based on electoral or public opinion considera-

tions (power exchange or power play) and reasons based on "palace" con-

siderations (trouble with the mayor, boss, or department heads), it is

clear that neither of these particularly dominates in either of the two
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TABLE 25

REASONS FOR INVOLUKTARY TERMINATIONS BY POLITICAL STYLE

Political PoMsr PotMr TroubU with th»
S^y'^ Exchanqt Plavs Havor Boss Qeot. Head Total

Honopoly and
Oligopoly 2 1 |

Conpatltlva 2 7« 9

"Includes tMO managers who were "harassed" out of their Jobs by
opposition elements In the city and on the council.

political styles. It may be noted, however, that no Instances of trouble

with the mayor or boss occurs in either type of community, that only one

instance of trouble with a department head occurs, and that there are

three times the numl>er of occurrences of involuntary terminations In

compstltlve cities as in monopolistic cities. Also, from data In Table

25* It may be seen that 'power plays" appear to be more causative of In-

voluntary terminations In Ohio's case-study cities than do power

exchanges

.

A critical difference appeared between the nature of "power

plays" in Ohio and in Florida. In Florida many of the "power plays"

preceded a power exchange; this was not the case in Ohio. Whereas in

Florida the "power play" appeared to be an offeosive maneuver by an op-

position clique in order to gain control of the government, in Ohio

"power plays" tooic on a defensive character. In Ohio the "power play"

was used successfully five times by the dominant clique to remove a man-

ager who they had Judged to be detrimental to their position of power In

the city, in each instance the manager was induced by the dominant
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cllqu* to leave before his actions brought public pressure sufflciemt to

unseat the clique. No power exchanges folloMed these power plays In

Ohio. So, contrary to the Florida study's findings that In many cases

"power plays' were tied In with the process of power exchmge, the Ohio

study showed no relationship between "power plays" and power exchanges.

By each "power play" as to its consequences, we may further

evaluate the data presented in Table 25. Ten power exchanges occurred,

or were identified, during the research period in Ohio case-^tudy cities.

Of these, as Table 25 Indicates, four were followed, in reasonably short

&r:2«r, by an Involuntary termination and six were not.

Furthermore, when the type of consideration in involuntary termi-

nations is considered in relation to political style, as in Table 26, no

statistically significant corre:)ation is seen between such considerations

in involuntary terminations and political style. This Is contrary to

the findings of the Florida study where a statistically significant re-

lationship was found.

TABLE 26

TYPES OF CONSIDERATIONS IN INVOLUNTARY TERM! IMT IONS
BY (POLITICAL STYLE

Type of Consideration
Political Style Electoral Palace (N)

Monopoly and Oligopoly 2 I (3)

CoR^etitlve 9 (9)

(Fisher's one-tailed test could not be applied to the given
data.)
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In k«oplng with th« conclusions of th« Florida study that pottwr

exchanges have an explanatory capacity as to Involuntary tenainationSf

it Is important to examine the six deviant cases in the Ohio study.

An analysis of Table 27 shows that In three of the six Instances

there VMre good and sufficient political reasons why a firing of the

TABLE 27

POWER EXCHANGES AND MAfMGER TERMINATIONS

lt«i» (N)

Power exch«iges during the research period 10

Power exchanges followed by an involuntary tenal nation ..... k
Power exchanges not followed by an Involuntary termination ... 6

Reasons for nonoccurrence of a termination following a power exciuMige:

The charter provided for more than a simple majority vote
to f 1 re the manager I

The incoming clique inherited an acting manager 1

The incoming clique represented a new leadership structure
rather than a difference in policy 1

The Incoming clique believed that the manager was not very
closely aligned with the outgoing clique 3

manager did not follow a change In the factional control of the council.

In one case the incoming clique did not possess the required vote neces-

sary to fire the manager because the ciiarter called for more than the

simple majority they had attained. In the second case the Incoming

clique inherited an "acting manager whose termination cannot ue consid-

ered as a termination under the ground rules established In the present

study. In the third instance the manager's policy view coincided with

those of the Incoming clique whose policy wes essentially the same at

that of the outgoing clique. The struggle ««•• over "who would constitute

the leadership^' of the clique rather than over policy matters.
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Subtracting these three Instances of nontermlnation from the six

In this category we are left with four power exchanges followed by an

involuntary termination »nd three not so followed. Using a binomial

test, the one'tailed probability that so extreme a distribution would

occur by chance when the "real" distribution is divided equally between

voluntary and involuntary terminations is .195* Thus, the crucial ex-

planatory value of the power exchange found in the Florida study is not

sustained in the Ohio study*

Ijiterpr^ta^ion and Suwroa^rv

TIte causal relationship expressed by the statistical data appears

fairly clear. Taking into consideration all four classes of hypotheses*

only one clas« appears to explain the varying lengths and terminations

of manager appointments In Ohio: the political factors. Host important

within this category are:

1. The social and economic class structure of the com*
munity and how it Is reflected In the leadership
clique and political party activity In the community
(middle- or upper-class* business, and Republican-
oriented; or lower-class, labor and Democratic-
oriented).

2. The political style or type of politics (monopoly
or competitive).

3* TtM occurrence of power plays and/or power excitanges.

k. The consequent level of political stability In the
communities.

in these terms, the Ohio study sustains the general conclusion of the

Florida study as to the Importance of the political factors itt the com-

munity. However, contrary to the Florida study, the Ohio study showed

no relationship between community tenure and the rate of population
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growth, or b«tM««n t«nur« «n<l the political ttyl« related to city size.

Finally, in Ohio councl l-nMnager cities, no correlation was noted be*

ttMan the nanner In which the mayor was selected and conaunity tenure.

The Ohio study did not analyze any relatively small comBRinitles

(under 10,000 persons) as did the Florida study, so It can only be spec-

ulated, at best, that monopoly politics would characterize this size

community in Ohio as It does in Florida. However, the Ohio study did

reveal that monopolistic politics could operate quite effectively In

cities of much larger size, as evidenced in Westburg and Meadwood. In

these communities the many coercive elements which could be noted were

almost always aligned with, if not neutral I zcsd by, the dominant leader-

ship clique, in these monopoliutlc cities, however, the unifying factor

which appears most significant is the political philosophy of the com-

munity as a whole and that of the dominant leadership clique. Wherever

this philosophy happens to be of a Republican-business-mlddle- or upper-

class nature, «id Is generally accepted by ttte public and the dominant

leadership clique, monopolistic politics seems to be the rule. Although

opposition can be noted from time to time in titese cities, for the most

part the opposition is accommodated through the existing power structure.

Only when their attempts to be accommodated »f completely rebuffed do

these opposition groups organize politically and seeic to place people in

the government who would be more favorable to their view, as In Meadwood.

Vftiere such a phllos(^>hy of middle-class, business- and Republican-oriented

rule Is ndt accepted by the general public or is antithetical to the ful-

fillment of the desires of a significant segment of the population, as

in Astor, Feldstone, and Sfreamford, political opposition and competitive
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politics result. Important to note in this regard Is that Ohio case-

study cities show such opposition to be based more on a class basis than

on a political -party basis. Political party appears to be an Interven-

ing variable for the class cleavage In the conmunlty, and. It must be

added » a very significant variable, in the cases of Astor and Streamford,

In carrying out the political desires of the lower class population in

relation to governmental affairs.

Honopolistic communities in Ohio employ local -amateurs as man-

agers more often than do con^tltlve comtaunlties among those in the case-

study group, although a general conclusion that this would be the case

In alt Ohio cities of this category would be less than valid. However,

one of the case-study cities, Westburg, which is monopolistic as to style

of politics, prefers outsider-professionals as managers. The other two

monopolistic cities* Clover Heights and Neadwood, follow the pattern

noted in the Florida study of monopolistic cofflrounities usually having

local -amatdur^ as ic?nagers.

Westburg, however, seems to suggest that monopolistic cities

need not always have local -amateurs as managers. A very heavily indus-

trialized city, with business and middle-class groups the dominant po-

litical force In the city. Westburg hired three outsider-professionals

as managers during the period in which It has had counci 1 -manager gov-

ernment. The real" impetus behind the desire of the dominant leader-

ship clique to have an outsider-professional manager stems from the de-

sire of the clique to keep the city "moving forward." In their view, the

best way to do this has been to employ a professionally trained and pro-

ficient manager who would be able to cope with the highly technical
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problems posed for a city ttfith such a large Industrial and technological

base.

in Ohio* as In Florida, Monopoly politics see« to persist so

long as the Interest structure and. In Ohio, the social class structure

«id political philosophy, of the connunity remain relatively unchanged

and conflict remains at a level which can be accommodated by the domi-

nant leadership clique* Of course, tnhen changes in the interest struc-

ture, social class structure, or political philosophy of the coraMunity

occur and av not accommodated by the dominwit leadership clique, com-

petition develops and from this competition, as ttno case-study cities

shoM, a change from a monopolistic style of politics to a competitive

style taltes place. Astor and Feldstone both had an Influx of "nen/* peo-

ple %«hlch brought about soma of the changes mentioned above, especially

in regard to class cleavage; and these changes in the class structure,

in turn, affected the interest structure and basic political philosophy

of the community, influx cf population, however, did not necessarily In-

crease the complexity of the political style of a city. Statistical data

produced earlier indicate this point, and Clover Ifeights Is the clearest

example of this. Clover Heights, with an increase in population of over

215 par cent between 1950 and I960, was monopolistic during the whole re-

search period. Tl>e population increase consisted of people who were of

the same social class and same basic political philosophy as the longer

residents of the city.

in addition, Ohio provides an example of the effect of loss of

population on the community. The city of Streamford provides an example

of a city with declining population which has also moved from a
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monopolistic to a competitive style of politics. Up to the end of World

War 11, Streemford wes estentielly a monopolistic city. But* witii the

end of the "war booirf' the basic economic problems of the city came more

to the fore than ever before. With the recognition of these problems

also came more political activity by the lower class population of the

city directed primarily against the dominant clique of middle-class

groups who, in opposition believed, were not really trying or able to

tolve the problems of the community*

The critical factor in explaining much of the growth of conflict

In Astor, Feldstone, and Streamford Is the emergenee of a highly organ-

I aed opposition force tied together. In the main, by social class ties

and sometimes reflected, as in Astor and Streamford, by political party

affiliation. In these three cities, the arrival of "neM" people, tied

together by their social class and. In two cities, political party af-

filiation, and of a different class from that of the dominant clique,

established a dtss«nsus In the community which was reflected by an In-

crease in the number of manager removals. This competitive situation

typically Increased the nun^r of power plays or power exchanges per

unit of time, and this contributed to the evidenced political Instability

and to the Instability in manager tenure.

As In the Florida study, the Ohio study shows that a new dissen-

sus which occurs In a community Is unpredictable as to duration. Once a

community moves from monopoly to competition In political style, there

Is no certainty that It will reMtn competitive over a long period of

time. It Is equally possible for a community to move from a competitive

style of politics to a monopolistic style. Ko««ever. the case-study data
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lndlc«ta that in Ohio, at laatt, thU type of transition may i>e

nora difficult sinca activa compatition tands to cantar around class ac-

tivity usually raflactad through political party affiliation, rathar

than around intarast group (aconomic) activity* and It nay ba assumad,

soMMhat spaculativaly, that tha dissolution of a "party organization/'

possessing as it does axtamal ties with other units of the party, might

ba relatively harder to achieve than the dissolution of any interest

group orientation t*rfiich Mould center on and be based in the innediate

community.

On the other hand, in communities such i» Feldstone, where a

cross-party alliance t>aaed on middle-class standards has taken the po-

litical offensive, a move from competitive status to monopolistic status

might occur. Stiould Feldstone's relatively conservative lower middle-

class, downtown mi^rch&ft^, and Aapubl I can-oriented leadership clique

agree that the results of the drive for industrial davelopmnt in Feld-

stone would benefit them also, it is more than possible that a monopo-

listic style again would prevail in Feldstone, but under a mora liberal

middle-class and bus! nest-industry leadership clique. Also, if we agree

with the analysts of the importance of class structure in determining

the political situation in a community, Feldstone should stand a "good"

chance of attaining a monopolistic style of politics once agreement is

made on tha type of town Feldstone should be, since ttiere is no racial

or ethnic population of any significance in the city and the class cleav-

age between lower middle class and middle class is not insurmountable or

as large as between lower-class and middle- or upper-class groups.
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W!th thtt above-mentioned interpretation In mind, then, why do

Ohio's council -manager cities exhibit a relatively high comnunlty tenure

as con^sred to Florida's counci I -manager cities, although the primary

influencing factors, the political factors, are the same In both states?

Case-study data indicate that the determining force might ^ that In

Ohio the dominant leadership cliques happen to bo those oriented to the

middle or upper class and business point of vIeM which better fits the

doctrine of counci I -manager government. This view is closely adhered to

by most Republicans in the case-study cities. It follows, admittedly by

speculating, that most Republicans In counci I -manager cities throughout

the state have this view, and from the location of most counci I -manager

cities In strongly Republican areas as shown in Figure 1, most council-

manager cities In Ohio would fit the mold" of counci I -sMnager government

better. The high percentage of outsider-professionals Is offered as par-

tial verification of, this assumption since it Is probable that the

outsider-professional would more nearly conform to the "nonpartisan com-

munity leader roles outlined for him by the counci I -manager plan. As

In the case of the corporation president (the manager's counterpart in

private enterprise) the city manager, at an outsider-professional, would

t>e better qualified to carry out the desires of the dominant leadership

clique of the middle-class business interests, in much the same manner

that the corporation president carries out the programs set by his cor-

porate board of directors.

Thus, with this type of arrangement providing a stable i>ase for

the community, there appears to be no apparent reason why the manager

should be dismissed over any policy matter he might pursue which would
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b« d>twd for the "banaftt of the community" and thus for the benefit of

the dominant clique. Rather, as the case-study matarlais show, dismis-

sals would tend to be the result of "power plays" arising over whether

or not the manager performs well enough professionally and technically

or performs activities of a nature which would tend to "embarrass" his

employers or to put them on the spot vis-a-vis the public. It may well

be that the prevalence of outsider-professionals as managers in a typi-

cally middle-class, business-dominated Ohio counci I -manager city JK:counts

for the conmon and successful use of power plays in explaining manager

terminations. This is so because the outsider has no local power base,

which makes it easier for a clique to dispose of him. These conditions

am in contrast to Florida cities where the local manager, with a local

power base, is more common, with the result that manager terminations

mv more frequently linked to power exchanges*



CHAPTER V

CASE STUDIES OF THREE HONOPOLISTIC COHMUNITiES

Host of the analysis of Ohio city manager tenure and termination

has baen carried out by subjecting the data to various Idnds of statis-

tical tests. It Is also quite desirable and necessary, however, for the

elucidation of such statistical analysis, to Include short case studies

or descriptions of each of the six conmunltles in which Intensive inter-

viewing was conducted. Although this study deals with intercity compari-

son and covariation, the essentially "Individualistic" and "different"

characteristics of each of the communities Intensively studied present

illuminating material from which insights might be derived to explain

the statistical data.

By continuing the practice of the Florida study In providing

these profiles of each case-study city, the usefulness of the case-study

method to the comparative-analytical approach may be shown. As in the

Florida study, the raw data that substantiate and support each case study

in Ohio were collected through the use of, and organized according to, a

common frame of reference. In a sunmary which follows each profile,

relevant materials are classified in terms of the major political cate-

gories of the frame of reference. The sunmary also includes detailed

materials on manager terminations not completely treated In the case

study.

129
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All c«t«-ttudy cities and individuals rofarrad to ar* idantiflad

by fictitious names In order to safeguard tlie anonymity of the respond-

ents. Tiie present chapter includes all those case-study cities which

can b9 classified as monopolistic in political style. Chapter VI Mill

include the three cities Mhich have been classified as competitive in

political style.

C.lpyer HfiqhU

Clover Heights, an upper middle-class, dormitory suburb In ona

of the state's major metropolitan areas, had a population of 23,000 in

I960. The I960 U. S. Census data show that the medi«i income v#as

$n,915t with 61.5 ?»r cent of Its population making over $10,000 a year.

Almost 85 par cent of the people In Clover Heights »rm employed in white-

collar professions. Close to 84 per cent of the community's residents

have a high school education. Furthermore, ti>e median year of school

completed is 14.0 years. Clover Heights was ^parently founded as a

"streetcar suburb" early in this century and grew slowly until the

1950' s to^en a very much accelerated rate of growth toolc place. The ap-

parent impetus for this growth in population, which increased over 215

per cent from 1950 to I960, was the proximity of the city to a major

metropolitan area and to a major university.

During the postwar period of growth the city underwent a change

In its form of government: from the commission form to the council-

manager form in 1956. The principal reason for this change was the

rapid growth of the city and its attendant demands for more services

from the government, services which many believed the older commission
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form of government could no longsr provide efficiently. Instrumental in

this ciiange was the Clover Heights Citizens League (CHCt). It acted at

the request of ti\e then city comnission to study the problems posed by

the unusual growth and to maice recooniendat i on to the commission as to

the solution of these probl«Rs. The CHCL recommended giving up the com-

mission form of government and adopting counci I -manager government.

Their proposal was referred to the people In a refer^fKlum and was given

an overwhelming vote of approval.

Clover Heights' governmental structure calls for a seven-man

council elected at-large on a nonpartisan ballot for four-year terms.

The terms are staggered so that four m&n are elected at one election and

three at the next. The council selects from its membership a chairman

vrtio also serves as cmyor of the city. The mayor's duties are primarily

ceremonial; he has no formal power in the governmental structure except

as chai rman of the counci I

•

The city manager, who Is selected and removed by the council by

a majority vote. Is directly responsible to the council for his actions.

He has the usual authority over administration of city affairs as set

forth in the Model City Charter, except that In Clover Heights the law

director, finance director, and city engineer are selected i^ «Hid re-

sponsible to the council.

During the case-study period (l^^fS-^^), Clover Heights has been

relatively stable, politically, and at the same time relatively issue-

less. Organized groups are conspicuous by their absence. There is no

Chamber of Commerce organization.
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Throushout th« «ntlr« study period only two factions could b«

id4mtif{«d. TIm first idantifiabU faction appearad in the period after

World War 11, and continued in evidence through the mid-fifties. This

faction, consisting of real-estate developers including the Clover

Heights Company, was quite active during the period of Clover Heights'

rapid growth and was instrumental in providing housing for its many new

residents* Although the Clover Heights Company was the largest of the

developers, no identifiable leadership can be tied to It* It Is impossi-

ble to determine who, if anyone, wields power among this occupational

group.

The second faction which can be Identified is the CHCL, mantioned

above, which meets sporadically and whose only "permanent' characteristic

appears to be its elected leadership, which changes each year. Its mem-

bership fluctuates according to the ite«« under discussion as does at-

tendance at its meetings.

The faction of real -estate developers had essentially their own

way in Clover Heights up to the point at which the city becane fully de-

veloped, which was about 1956 or I9S7* After this time point their in-

terests turned more toward building construction as opposed to buying

and developing land. It was during this period that their Interest In

governmental policies of Clover Heights began to wane. Recent instances

can be found In which they tool( an Interest in the city's politics, es-

pecially when builders' interests were Involved, such as the election of

1961, when they backed a slat«d of candidates for council. On the whole,

however, they have stayed out of politics.
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The CHCL, originally formsd in 1955 to advise the council about

chwiges In governmental structure, continued to talce an interest in city

government. The CHCL has been concerned to have the government of Clover

Heights Iceep pace with the nem and increased demands of its growing pop-

ulation. Apparently they wish Clover Heights to remain autonomous in its

governmental activity but to establish world ng relations with the central

city, Principia, on matters which would benefit Clover Heights.

Burt 8rush, the first city manager of Clover Heights (1956-1959),

was a "local" man from a neighboring community who moved up into tiie po-

sition from the post of city cleric. Brush was a close friend of Gene

Green, who had been mayor of Clover Heights for eight years, six of them

prior to the change in governmental form and the last t%«o under manager

government. Green, although not directly allied with the developers,

shared the views of that clique about the running of the city. Green

represented the belief of many long-time residents of Clover Heights that

the city should preserve its identity as a middle-class, dormitory suburb

and avoid participation In any agreement with the c«itral city which

might tend to erode its character. This old guard" element with which

Green was affiliated Icept him in office.

Brush had been hired on the recommendation of Green with the sup-

port of the "old guard" faction which controlled the council. Brush was

regarded as "Green's man"; Green spent a great deal of time at city hall,

and there was never any open disagreement between the two over policy.

The "old guard" lost its control of the council in 1957 to a

group bacited by the CHCL. George Gray, representing the new majority

faction, was elected mayor. Brush was asited by Gray to stay on as
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still had thrae nan on tha council and this support was a major factor

in Brush's staying on bacausa Brush could still follow Graan and raly on

his support. Thus* whila Brush was still technically responsible to the

new majority, he followed the directions of Green on most matters.

By 1959, most of the support for the "old guard" faction had been

assimilated into the CHCL group and the developers ceased to be a force

in governmental matters. Green announced his plans to retire from the

council in the Fall of 1959. When one other member of the "old guard"

also decided not to run for re-*election. Brush apparently saw the "writ-

ing on the wall" mnd submitted hts resignation one weelt later, with the

announcement that he was going Into private employment. Brush was a per-

sonable man, but not one to taite the initiative. He could work for a

man who would "help^' him along. Although the j<^ of manager in Clover

Heights had expanded in scope and considerabie initiative. Brush might

have handled it adequately with Green around to advise him and provide a

base of support for his actions. Without Green's support he himself ob-

viously believed he was hardly adequate to the job.

John Woods, his successor, also is a "local' but is a more active

manager. Woods had been cleric-auditor under Brush's administration, but

there was no conflict between them. When he toolc the post in 1959, Woods

was given a clear mandate by tlie council to assume complete control over

administrative matters and to express his views on legislative policy.

In fact, he was encoureged to initiate policy ideas by bringing them to

the council. He seems to fit well Into ttte governmental structure; ap-

parently he Is able to "feel" the pulse of the mejority of the people in
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Clover H«ights and to translate this Into his actions as manager. There

Is little doubt that so long as the present political configuration re-

mains the same in Clover Heights, Vtoods also will be safe in his position.

Only tMo real issues—annexation and relations with the central

city—have arisen since adoption of the council-aMmager form of govern-

ment, from 1956 to the present. In annexation the question, in 1956,

was virt>ether Clover Heights should annex a piece of land adjacent to the

city limits ki^lch Included both industrial and residential property.

Green, then mayor, tried to persuade the council to give him authority

to inform the county oommiss loners that Clover Heights would reject the

area if It were offered for annexation.. This reflected the view of the

"old guarcf' although Green, himself, was on record as favoring annexation

of the Industrial, but not the residential arem, Thm residents of the

residential portion were persons of a mart(edly lower economic and social

level than those In Clover Heights. Manager Brush agreed with Green.

The council was split on the Issue, and therefore no action was taicen

during 1956.

The women of Clover Heights exerted pressure against any annexa-

tion during this period, as they did not want to see their schools over-

crowded with additional pupils and invaded, as It were, by a lower class

clientele. The CHCL shared this view to a great extent.

The annexation issue came to a head In the 1957 election when

four new members were elected to the council, all four of whom had the

support of the CHCL. The CHCL support was not overt on the annexation

issue, although it was abundantly clear that the candidates most opposed
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to the annexation, espacially Mrs. tark, a newcomer housewife, had the

support of the CHCL.

liMe4tate1y after the election, at the first organizational «eet«

Ing of the newly elected council naMbers, a new mayor, George Gray, was

elected to replace Green. Gray, along with the new majority bloc, was

known to be opposed to annexation at that time. Mrs. Lark and another

woman elected at the same time, Mrs. Stark, were the most vocal spokes-

men for the ant i -annexation forces, it is not at all clear to what ex-

tent the election of these two women was due to CHCL backing, or to a

"woman's vote^' against annexation, or to a combination of these two.

When they came up for re-election In 1961, with no overt annexation at

hand, they were defeated. The annexation question never came to a vote

In 1957, because Interests In the section proposed for annexation said

they did not really desire It anyway.

A conflict over a sewer contract with the central city of Princi-

ple was the principal issue of 1959* Principle, which had provided

Clover Heights with sewer services over many years, now wanted to raise

the rates. The minority '*old guard group on the Clover Heights council,

led by Green and backed by Manager Brush, favored the city's either

fighting to keep the old contrect (the city attorney advised that the old

contract was perpetual") or building its own sewer plant. The majority

faction, led by Gray, believed that a renegotiated contract was prefera-

ble. Gray's stand for renegotiation was based on the opinion of the city

engineer that the cost of a separate plant for the Clover Heights area

was too great. The council voted 4-3 in favor of renegotiation, with the

split running along factional lines. Soon after this vote. Green became
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active In pressing for a referendum election on this matter. Also, Green

announced that he would not run for council again in the next election.

The special referendum election resulted In rescinding the coun-

cil action for renegotiation and also passed, l>y way of Initiative, a

measure which called for further study of the sewer*servl ces problem by

an outside consulting firm. The success of the Green forces and the "old

guard" In this election may be attributed to their success in portraying

the Gray people as being more "pro-Prlnclpla' than "pro-Clover Heights."

In the regular council election of 1959 the majority group for

renegotiation, led by Gray, gained two more members. Soon afterward, the

special study group gave Its report, ti4iich was essentially the same as

the earlier report of the city engineer; and the council again voted for

renegotiation, this time 6-1. No protest tMs raised, and the issue Is

nwfif moot.

All during the struggle over these issues, the CHCL and the real-

estate developers were not vocal In expressing their views, although no

doubt existed In Clover Heights as to which candidates they favored and

which side they toolc on Issues. In fact, the lacic of overt support for

candidates or issues seems to be the dominant characteristic of Clover

Heights politics. In only one instance has any group taicen an open

stand* In the general election of 1961 the real-estate group openly

baciced a slate of four men candidates for council election, two of whom

ran against the two women incumbents. Lark and Stark, wiio were seeking

re-election. The opposition of the real-estate group to these women is

attributed to the personalities of the women rather than to their poli-

tics. Hrs. Stark was quite active and well educated, but is reputed to
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hav* bean rather tactless. Mrs. Lark, apparently was nore tactful, but

was very adaiaent in her opposition to any further annexation, even though

the council had passed a master plan calling for annexation up to the

limits of the school district. The view that the real estate group op-

posed the women because of their personality traits rather than their

policy positions is supported by the fact that one of the man baclced by

the real-est^,t<t faction has often opposed many of the policies which that

faction favored. Since this election, there has been no open baclcing of

any candidates or any open sides taicen on any issue by any organized

group in Clover Heights.

Party politics offer no problem to Clover Heights; neither do

racial or etimic minority groups because they aif almost nonexistent.

The city is 85 to 90 per cent Republican, and there has never been any

question about party politics In local government. Neither political

party endorses candidates or tai^es sides on issues In Clover Heights*

Partisan party politics, therefore, as defined by this study, 's non-

existent. A consensus as to national and state politics prevails In this

cooniunity at the present time, as it has existed over the years*

tlgVf Hylqh^j ^^nyaffY

I. Leadership Cliques
A. "Old guard" group (with possible real-estate developer backing).
B* CHCL: a "citizens" group comprised of a fluctuating mamber-

ship with its leadership usually taken from people who have
been in the community ten years or less*

II. Competitive Status
A. ]9kS - 1957: monopolistic under the old guard."
B* 1957 - 1959: competitive between "old guard" and "CHCL."
C. 1959 - to date: monopolistic under "younger" group with CHCL

backing.
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Hi. Powttr ExchangM
One: "Old ^juard" to CHCL*$upported group tn 1957.

IV. Nanagsr Terminations
A. Brusii: resigned after losing political support of "old guard"

minority in 1959*

V. Method of Selection of Mayor
Mayor elected from among councilman l>y majority vote.

Meadwood, the county seat of one of Ohio's more attractive lake-

front counties, is a city of 32,000. Among Meadwood families, )k per

cent earn less than $3,000 per year, Mhlle 15 p^r cent m^e more th»i

$10,000; the median annual income per family Is $6,06^. The occupational

distribution of MeadMood*s wortc force is almost evenly split, with 39

per cent engaged In manufacturliKi and kO per cent in white-collar occupa-

tions. Meadwood's very high unemployment rate of 10.6 pmr cent can i>e

attributed to the seasonal nature of the tourist trade at Big Bend, a

large tourist enclave within the city limits in operation only during

the simner season. Unemploymant also results from seasonal fluctuations

in the quarry operations nearby which employ part of the labor force.

The unskilled quarry workers periodically laid off find it almst impos-

sible to find alternative jobs.

Meadwood is primarily a "native community in that most of its

paeple have been in the city for many generations. However, Meadwood

has a sizeab'^ nticib-cr of Negroes and low-income, white immigrants from

the South, both of «^iom came into Meadwood after World War II seeking

work. Neither group has really been assimilated into the city's social

or political life. Because these two groups are not organized at all
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for political action or pr«sture» th«y do not exert any force on govern-

mental affairs*

Possibly the recent Negro and soMthern white Migrants account

for the loM average-educational level prevailing In NeadMood. The edu-

cational background of HeadvMDod's people is lower than that for nost

Ohioans; the I960 census shows that only 40.6 per cent of the local pop-

ulation has completed high school and that the median school year com-

pleted is 10.7 yaars.

Established In the early 19th century primarily for fishing euid

the lumber industry. HeadMood did not get much mechanized industry until

the mn4 of the century and the early 1900's, and such plants as located

there at that time were small and locally otaied and operated. Large in-

dustry did not arrive to any appreciable degree until during World \lar

II. Some additional industrial development occurred briefly during the

iMMdlate postwar period, but no significant new Industry has come into

the city proper since.

In a Ilka mannar, the population growth of Neadwood has slowed

down since the war. Many towns of similar size In Ohio have experienced

large population increases in the postwar period. Waadwpod, in contrast,

from 1950 to I960, grew only 8.9 par cent, from 29,375 to 31,989.

Mead%<ood is one of Ohio's oldest councl l-manager towns, having

adopted that form in 1916. Presently, a five-man council elected at-

large for four-year staggered terms, with three men elected In one elec-

tion year and two in the next, constitutes the legislative body. Elec-

tions talta place during the odd-numbered years. The council elects a

president who is also the yt-off iclq mayor and its presiding officer.
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Other th«n the ceramonlal duties which usually devolve upon the mayor's

office, there are no other duties or powers for the president of the

council. Informally, the mayor confers with the manager on laatters of

governmental policy.

The city manager is selected and reiwved by a majority vote of

the council. He may, with the consent and approval of the council, ap«

point a deputy manager to assist him with administrative tastes, but not

with policy matters. The deputy manager is responsible to the manager,

however, and not to the council*

The council also appoints the solicitor and the finance director,

both of whom are responsible to the commission, although they are in-

structed to co-operate with the manager on administrative matters. In

the formulation of the budget the finance director and the manager woric

together along with the department heads.

Stability has mariced the political scene In Meadwood during the

entire study period. At the same time city politics were also issue-

less, a condition paralleled by the lack of any explicit political fac-

tions. Until 1963 there was only one organized group of note In Mead-

wood, the Chamber of Comserce. However, during the summer of 1963 a

citizen's group emerged, the Citizens for Progress, which did bring to

bear some organized opposition to the city council.

The Chamber of Commerce has been a force in Meadwood politics

since before World War 11. During the pre-Wcrld War il period two fac-

tions—the retail merchants and the industrialists—were engaged In a

struggle over how much industry Meadwood should have. The merchants

wanted more industrialization, while industry wished to maintain the
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status quo* Th« Chvnbar of Co—wrca h«s almost always rafl acted the

vlaws of tha ratal! narchant faction. Although Industry has a voice in

the ChaHriMr, it has less influence than the retail Merchant group. Dur-

ing World War II and immediately afterMard this struggle for power In

the Chamber IMS carried over into city governiaent. in 1945, however*

with the war Hearing an end and with business booming and i ncome high,

the struggle passed into the bacltground. However, there was one signif-

icant cliange. Industry in Headwood changed its vie«ia, and dropping its

opposition to new Industry in the city. It began to looic more favorably

on industrial expansion. Roles then became »omai>hat reversed for whan

industrial leaders tried to Impress the need for new industry on the

Chamber, the merchants were indifferent due to the good economic condi-

tions et ttie time. Most people in town were satisfied with things as

they were. Conse<^ently, the industrial faction's views were rejected,

and the retail merchant view prevailed in the Chamber as It still does

today.

Laadarship in the Chamber of Commerce is held collegially rather

than by any one person. Neither the industrial faction nor the retail

merchants control the Chamber, but the retail merchant group prevails

more often than the industrial people. Although during the early \$kO*%

one person, Phil HI I is, emerges more prominently than any other in Cham-

ber affairs, this Is not so today. MHis still resides In the stty and

still manifests a great community Interest, tailing part in many benevo-

lent and philanthropic activities and serving on many boards and conalt-

tees. Interviewees alleged that Mills, the head of one of the city's

loading industries, the Headwood Machining Company, seams to get
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pref«r«ntial troatmont at tiiMS from the council. However, Hills appar-

ently receives no greater preferential treatisent than any other Indus-

trial executive including the directors of the Big Bend tourist 9in^9

Mhlch Is considered. In effect, only as another industry.

The Citizens for Progress was established in the sunnier of 1963

by several local people as a protest against the rather conservative

policies of the city government. These people were also upset about the

lianner in which the city was being administered by the city manager,

Charles Poore. Without doubt this feeling of dissatisfaction had btn

growing ever slnc^ Poore' s appointment as manager in 1958, and was espe-

cially concentrated around the manner of his appointment, discussed later

in this section. The original members of Citizens for Progress tended

to be more of a gathering of Individuals than an organized group with

strong policy orientations. Cons(»quently, when it was later Joined by

two men who could translate their dlsgruntlement Into action, the views

of these "late joiners" actually have come to prevail in the organiza-

tion. Both of these men Joined to press the attack against the manager

and the city plarming end zoning board, specifically directed against

tiie city's strict enforcement of building and zoning codes. One of these

men, Pat Fry, a local attorney, had associated himself with the Citizens

for Progress after seeing the group as a means by which to bring about a

more liberal, that is, less strict, view regarding zoning enforcemMtt.

in his view rigid enforcement of zoning laws In the older, deteriorating

parts of the city placed undue hardship on too many people. Fry, in ad-

dition, had another reason for joining the organization and malcing his

views heard. He was attempting to become Democratic county chairman.
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PrograsSf h« b«ll«v«d that his chances for getting the post would be en-

hanced. HoMever» the Denocratic party Itself did not visibly condition

or influence his attitude toward zoning or other city matters. In fact,

neither political party takes any overt position on issues or slates

candidates. Partisan political activity, as defined by this study» Is

not evident In HeadMOod. it Is clear, however, that Individual candi-

dates use menbers of their respective parties as campaign Morlcers as in-

dicated by Fry's activities and his bacliers i4k> also Morlced for the coun-

cil m«i i c cand t daCes •

The second late Joiner" in Citizens for Progress rum San Smith,

an attorney Mho had a collateral Interest In building and development

matters in MeadMOod. Smith's economic motivations to create pressure on

the planning and zoning board for relaxation of rigid enforcement of zon-

ing ordinances and building codes led him to try to play an active part

in the organization. It Is Important to note that Fry and Smith .n.rc not

politically connected with each other; both Joined Citizens for Progress

as individuals acting independently for different reasons.

The Citizens for Progress presently consists of both nmmr and

older residents of the city who are not only dissatisfied with the con-

servative policies of the city government regarding economic growth, but

also mrm ui^apoy ovr the government's rather uncompromising view on zon-

ing. Th^ consider this latter governmental policy a direct result of

Manager Poore's lacic of professional training and claim that a profes-

sionally trained manager would understand that strict zoning enforcement

Is not necessary in all cases. They also contend that when zoning
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variances are granted, such variances are almost always given to the In-

dustrial or business (downtown merchant) Interests and not to the "tit-

tle man.**

Ray Ross was manager of Meadwood for part of \$k5» when the study

period begins* Ross was one of the two men who alternated In office dur-

ing the war years. His resignation, early In \9^5, nay be attributed

primarily to political pressures generated by the Chamber of Commerce,

especially the retail merchant clliiue In the Chanyoer. Ross had agreed

with the changing view of the industry faction that more and newer In-

dustry was needed in Headwood. However, because of the postwar economic

prosperity little Interest was manifested by townspeople In new Indus-

try, and the Chamber, following the cue of the retail merchants, taM no

need for such a move. Ross then left his post as manager and In the Fall

of 1945 ran for the council on a pro-Industrialization theme. After his

defeat he took a position at the Headwood Machining Company.

Selected to taite the place of Rots was Cob Rich, a local resi-

dent who had an engineering degree as well •$ some experience in the in-

ternal Revenue Service and the Ohio Tax Department. He was without any

experience in city management. Rich, for the most part, agreed with the

baste views of the ChaMber of Commerce, in esswice fhose of the retail

merchants. Because Rich percelvfid his Job as manager as dependent on

his relations with the council, he icept close and continuous comfaunica-

tion with the council m a urtiole. The council, throughout the time of

Rich's managership, was dominated by Cha(nri>er people or those favorable

to the Chamber's policies, tn this manner the Ctunber was successful In
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because his views coincided wttli those of the Chamber.

Rich believed that administration of the city should be "close"

to the people. Therefore, he made it a practice to hold as much govern-

ment aw possible out in the open; he shied away from closed meetings when

possible. Rich also operated on the principle that a manager should iceep

his worlters hi^ppy* and he made It a point to visit with them often and to

Iceep on a personal basis with as many of then as he could. Because he

MW • native of Headwood, Rich personally knmi a large number of individ-

ual citizens In the city and "went out of his way" to maintain a warm re-

lationship with "the people."

Rich had no trouble with any group or faction. He agreed with

the Chamber of Commerce policies and hence got along well with Its lead-

ers. At the same time he tried to accooniodate all factions of the town,

a "trick" he apparently was dble to accomplish with reasonable success.

His popularity In town gave him a rather broad base of political support

from which he might have created trouble for any faction that might have

tried to oppose him. But none did.

in 1958 Rich decided to retire. He had reached retirement age

and was indepam^antly wealthy. Also, the Job had begun to be onerous;

he was exhausted by his efforts to "keep on tO|y' of the many Improvements

that h«d been started and to remain In close contact with the people and

his staff. In view of his own background and experience. Rich recom-

mended to the council that his successor be a man who ha^ a degree In

soma specialized field, either engineering or management, and also that

he has some administrative experience.
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Oesplta the fact that at least twenty applications Mere submitted

for the post vacated by Rich and three applicants vMre under serious con-

stderation» the council, in a closed session, considered the name of

Charles Poore, one of its am menbers. With Poore not voting, a 3-1 fa-

vorable vote for him as manager pushed him into this position in June,

1958.

When selected from the council to uecome aanager, Poore, who had

been elected to the council In the Fall of 1957> had served but a few

months in the latter position. Poore had been elected to the council at

the same time as Ben Scott, who was also an officer In one of the larger

industrial firms in the Meadwood ar^a, Scott seems to have played a

crucial part In Poore's appointment, or at least influence In the matter

is widely attributed to Scott. Scott was a prominent member of the Cham*

bar of Commerce and ^parently desirous of exercising personal political

poMtr. it is difficult to determine which of these two influences upon

Scott, his personal desire for power or pressure from the Chamber of Com-

merce, played the dominant role in the selection of Poore as manager.

Poore was a local man with a college degree, but had no practical manage-

ment or administrative experience. Undoubtedly the Chamber preferred a

local -nonprofessional as manager; they feared a professional would jaop"

ardize their own political power in the city. But, on the other hand, it

was Scott ^f(ho announced Poore's "availability" for the manager's posi-

tion. Also, prior to the selection of Poore as manager by the council,

Poore and Scott went to the retiring manager. Rich, and Poore was intro-

duced by Scott to Rich as the new manager.' Poore and Scott were close

friends and POore often sought advice from Scott on many matters. In any
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of Scott's Intentions. Scott dropped out of the "visible" picture not

long aftervMrd, reputedly because his company did not look with favor on

his political activity In Maadwood.

Pbore did not fulfill the requirements set up by the previous

council at the suggestion of Manager Rich. Poore, therefore, had to rely

on the assistance of the council and Scott, especially In his early years

in office and, throughout the entire period of his managership, on the

Chamber people who have shown an interest In city government. Poore Is

also n^ the politician that Rich was; In fact, although his relations

with the council up to 1963 were quite favorable, his status with the

city employees has deteriorated. He relies on government by committee

and does not care to Indulge in meeting with the council as a whole, or

with the departmental personnel as a group to discuss policy matters.

When he has an opinion, he goes to the committee Involved and discusses

it with the chairman. In general policy matters, Poore prefers to sit

down with the chairman of the council and Iron out policy rather thwi to

confront the entire council.

As a policy maker, Poore does not distinguish himself. He tends

to remain In the background and to refrain from making explicit sugges-

tions. He follows the directives of the council and the ordinances of

the city, interviewees believe tfnmt the Chamber faction gets preferen-

tial treatment from the government. Both Poore and the council claim to

have kept rheir doors open to the views of all the people of Headwood,

but to a large extent, those other than the Chamber-oriented faction tend

to be heard less. If not Ignored completely. When, on occasion.
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benefits usually 90 to tiie Industrial or Chamber factions.

MeadMOOd has had only two issues during the entire study period:

annexation and zoning. Annexation has been an issue insofar as the city-

county relationships are concerned; It has not been a devislve factor

within the city. The city c<Mnci 1 and the administration have ba4Ni

united In favoring any and all annexation moves. Tiwy believe that there

it a definite need for annexation since almost all the land in the city

is already In use. The principal reason for the slow population growth

in Headwood Is that movement to better housing forces people outside the

city limits as there is no land for building purposes left In Neadwood.

The annexation of a large amount of territory has never come up for a

formal vote In Headvuood. One sect 1 mi was recently annexed with little

trouble, and a current member of the council was elected from this area.

Another ttrea, five times the size of the present city, has been on ti>e

annexation docket for many years, but according to state law the areas

to be annexed must approve of the move before the city may vote on it,

and the township areas cannot team to makm up their mind. Without doubt

there would be some reluctance on the part of some Headwood residents to

annex this targe area, but the question has never been put to a vote in

the city.

Zoning regulations »f characterized by a different set of cir-

cumstances. Some conflict exists between the Chamber faction which con-

trols the council and the Citizens for Progress faction which ran a slate

of candidates for election in 1963 and n^ich claimed credit for electing

two men now on the council. TheCitfzens for Progress faction was
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•rousod oyr what thay temed prafarantial traatment for tha Chawbar

paopla on zoning rastrictlons and discrimination against thosa not In

tha Chambar faction. Tha crux of tha mattar Is that Ctttzans for Prog-

ress was not In favor of strict zoning regulations for all persons, but

rather favored loose enforcement of such regulations for all parties*

Fry, a Citizens for Progress leader, and his brother own some run-down

housing whl6h thay wanted to raze In order to build a motel. This would

have required moving the people from one of tha houses to the other while

they razed the first home. Tha city required InprovesMnts in tha build-

ing which would house the taiUHits, especially In regard to wiring. Fry

refused to make the Improvements and gave the city the option of con-

damning the buildings, which would mean that all the people would have

to vacate and their removal would be the city's responsibility. The city

refused to condemn tha buildings. Tha question Is deadlocitad still, at

the tenants residing In both buildings have put In their own wiring,

which does not meet code standards, and the city has dona nothing on re-

zonlng or code enforcement. Smith, the otlter prominent and outspoken

mamber of the Citizens for Progress faction. Is Just as unhappy with tha

regulations which tandad to restrict his ambitions as a builder.

Related to the zoning conflict was the question raised about the

selection of Poore as manager. The Citizens for Progress candidates, as

a slate, ran on a "fire Poore^' tlcKet. The two men elected with the

backing of the Citizens for Progress faction are quite different from

each other In background. One of then, Paul Jones, on the council for

over twenty years, has always been a "lone wolf" who never permitted

himself to be Identified with any one group of pe(H>le for any length of
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port for himself, he has "jumped" at it. Harry Lamb, the other candi-

date, had no previous experience or political support and, therefore,

had to rely on Citizens for Progress for organized support. It Is im-

possible to determine whether or not Lamb was heloed to victory by the

personal carryover effect of having Jones' name on the saaie slate as

his. Thus, Jones' candidacy "muddies" the picture as to how much influ-

ence the Citizens for Progress really had on the election.

The evidence seems to indicate that, should the zoning board be-

gin to act more co-operatively alcmg the lines of the Comni ttec for

Progress policies on zoning, and should Fry and Smith be able to gain

some of their personal goals, the drive to remove Poore might fade away.

However, if this does not occur, the Citizens for Progress might become

a permanent group and bring with It a change In both the leadership and

policy of Meadwood.

Evidence also Indicates that, unless the city obtains either more

land or more industry or both, it may be entering a period of struggle

which will bring to the top the industrial faction that has tended to be

dormant since the pre-19^5 days. The question of industr ai i zation ap-

pears to be the crucial issue for the future of ileadwood. Industry ap-

pears to be restless over the laci< of initiative shown by the Chandter and

the c'ty government in bringing further industrialization. Continuance

of the present inactivity can result only in more conflict.
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I. Laadership Cliques
A. Chamber of Conmarce— retai i merchants.
B. Industrial firms.

C. The Citizens for Progress.

II. Competitive Status
A. Pre-1945: conpetitive between Chamber of Commerce (retail

merchants) and large industry.
B. 1945-»1S'63: monopolistic under the Chamber of Commerce (re-

tail merchants).
C. l963-i9b4: competitive between Chamber of Commerce (retail

merchants) and the Citizens for Progress.

Ml. Power Exchanges
Around 134$: from industry-oriented to Chamber of Commerce (re-

tal I merchants.
None since 19^5. No power exchanges in 1963 or 1964 although

competition increased.

IV. Manager Terminations
A. Ross: resigned after losing political support due to the

election of a new majority to the council which represented
the Chamber of Commerce (retail merchants) and which conflicted
with his views, 19^5.

B. Rich: voluntarily retired, 195^.

V. Method of Selection of Mayor
Mayor selected from among the councilman by majority vote.

Westburq

tfestburg is a heavy industry town of over 42,000 people located

in the southwestern section of the state. Of this total population,

4,772 •r» Negroes. The largest proportion of people are employed in

blue-collar manufacturing as operatives (42.8), and a slightly lesser

percenuioe in white-col ler occupations (41.9). Westburg has two major

industries: primary-metals production and paper and allied products

production. The Steeico Company Is by far the largest employer, with

over 50 per cent of the workng force In its employ. Westburg differs
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from many industrial cities of Its siza In being the site of the home

office of Steeico as well as the home offices of many of the other in-

dustries in the community.

Among the families in Westburg the median family income is $7.1^

per year; 12.4 per cent earn less than $3,000 per year while 25*1 P«r

cent earn over $10,000 per year. The median school year completed in

the city is 10.6 years whr le kO.k per cent of the residents have com-

pleted high school.

Westburg has always been an industrial city. When Steeico orig-

inally came to the city around 1^0, there already were 300 industrial

jobs for a population of around 9.200. After locating in Westburg.

Steeico long attempted to i<eep other larger industries out of the city,

its efforts were somewhat successful if we judge by the fact that the

only industries which were esublished there from the early I900*s to

the mid-1940's were locally owned and operated.

However, during the mld-1940's Steeico executives began to real-

ize that Westburg needed other industry In order to sustain the economy

of the city. As the city continued to orow during this period, t^owevcr,

the nunber of jobs held steady or declined slightly. By 1963, there had

been a small drop in the number of jobs to only 14,150 from a total In

19S0 of 14,200. Furthermore, while the total employnent figure had begun

to recede slightly, the millage rate applying to real-estate taxes, which

had been quite low throughout the entire period from 1900 to 1950, began

to rise. Also, lUe a ninnber of other Ohio cities, Westburg had added a

municipal income tax in 1955 In order to sustain the operation of govern-

ment and to provide the additional services demanded.
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W«stburg has had counci l-manager government since 1950. Before

that ti«a» the city operated under a cocnmission form of government. How

ever, it had overlaid the comnission form of government with one unique

feature: a city manager. The office of city manager was established by

ordinance in 1920, but the ordinance did not give the manager any formal

administrative duties or powers; it merely directed him to woric under the

comnission. This is the structure in which city government functioned

until 1950 when a charter amendment was passed in a referendum election

to establish the manager's office formally, with certain fixed powers and

duties. The referendum was instigated by a Progress Committee consisting

primarily of industrial and business leaders, but also including repre-

sentatives of other groups such as labor and Negroes. The proposed

changes in the charter passed quite easily.

The present governmental structure of Westburg calls for a five*

man council with all members elected at-large on a nonpartisan ballot

for four-year staggered terms. Three men are elected at one election

and two at the next, with the elections tailing place in the odd numbered

years. The council elects a chairman from among its membership who is

also the mayor ex officip of Westburg. The mayor's duties are primarily

ceremonial. His only formal power in regard to the running of the city

government is to preside over the council meetings.

The city manager is selected by the council by a majority vote

and m#y be removed by the same vote. According to the city charter, and

apparently also through established practice, the manager has complete

freedom in carrying out the administrative duties of the city. The man-

ager selects his own law director and finance director, subject to the
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council's approval. Once chosen, these people »r9 responsible to the

manager and not to the council. The manager also has charge of hiring

and firing ail administrative personnel, exc^t those under civil serv-

ice. In so doing, he must be able to show just cause for any firing if

the council requests it. The manager is held responsible to the council

for all his actions.

During the entire study period from 19^5 to 196^, Westburg has

been politically stable, and almost issueless. This si tuation can be

attributed directly to the relative absence of any organized groups in

Westburg other than what may be termed the industr! al -commercial

-

professional or ICP faction. Other factions periodically m>?^»r as issue

groups particularistic to minor issues and then dis^>pear again. The

most recent of these, and possibly the most persistent, is a groi^ of

real-estate broilers, operating individually to a large degree, who desire

a less stringent building and zoning code and a more liberal zoning

board.

The ICP faction has not always been united for purposes of Influ-

encing governmwtal action. Prior to 1950, the Industrial sector of the

ICP faction effectively dominated that faction. The Chamber of Commerce

was not well organized and, therefore, could not compete successfully

with the industrial people. Whenever the city council needed advice or

help on any vital matter regarding the community as a whole, it consulted

the industrial leaders. The imlustrial leaders, in turn^ made sure that

competent men ran for and were elected to council. Although the indus-

trial groi^ sought men for the council who would look favorably upon in-

dustrial interests, they did not choose men for the council on this basis
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alone, in addition, a council candidate should be a conmunlty leader

with some experience in getting along well with people and have the basic

philosophy of keying Westburg economically sound through the promotion

of Industry and business. The leaders of the industrial group themselves

were occasionally encouraged to become candidates for the council, a step

they tootc quite successfully on several occasions.

Apparently, the Westburg industries, Steeico In particular, care-

fully avoided any appearance of Interfering with city government. They

refreined from applying overt pressure on the council to adopt economic

policies favorable to them. Rather, It appears that they "assisted" city

government on many problems by providing technicians, manpower, and other

facilities to the ci ty at no cost. Also, Steeico has been the town's

leading phi lanthrcH>ic institution, giving land, and other material gifts

to the city, the most recent being a plot for the sight of a new branch

state universi ty.

It should be remembered that most of these industrial corpora*

tions are locally owned or have their home offices in Westburg. Their

chief executives, who themselves live in Westburg, are strongly oriented

toward the local community, and fully participate In its social, economic,

and political life, in contrast, the effect of outside ownership on the

activities of local industrial managers can be saen in one of the larger

industries which was recently taicen over by a firm owned outside the

city. The local officers of this firm, although once very active and

prominent in the industrial and iCP factions, as well as in city govern-

ment, now find it difficult to fkm eny active interest In the city gov-

ernment. They are not specifically prohibited from local participation;
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thay are, however, discouraged by the remote management of the

corporati on.

By the early )950's, as already noted, the local industrialists

began to have some second thoughts about permitting new industry to enter

the city. For a period of four or five years the city was almost without

any effective "layman ' leadership for aid in governmental matters due,

primarily, to the state of flux wi thin the leadership of the industrial

group. During this time the council consulted other sources In the c! ly,

such as the retail merchants, the industrial council (especially the

smaller industries in that group), and the various service clubs, in

this process, leadership was fragmented, although still coming from the

general business community.

By the late I950's, the Chamber of Commerce had been reorganized

in an effort to bring together these many groips and to bring leadership

back into some central focus and agreed-upon orientation to city affairs.

Today, the Chamber enccnpasie? within its structure the large industrial"

ists, the industrial council, the retail merchants, and other business

groups and has a subcommittee for each of them. In spite of this reor-

ganization, however, the Chamber does not have coiqplete leadership over

the iCi> faction. The council still goes for help, at times, to industry

as well as to the other individual sections. The Chancer provides a com-

mon meeting ground, however, for the ICP faction, although not the sole

one. Many of the individual leaders of the ICP faction are close social

friends, and their social gatherings provide another meeting place.
I

Although the labor force constitutes more than 10 per cent of

the population, it does not taice any active part in trying to influence
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city govftrrMMnt. Most 1oc«l Infrvtew—» «ttr!but« this to onm primary

r««son: the v«st majority of thesa blue-col iar people belong to inde-

pendent unions. The AFL-CIO has no effective voice in the city proper

and has bargaining rights in only one of the larger industrial firms.

Furthermore, it is said the members of the independent local unions usu-

ally receive larger salary increases »n6 fringe benefits from their «n-

ployers than do their counterparts in similar industries outside the city

which »f nationally unionized, in most of its other plents Steeico has

national -union affiliation for its labor force; when those outside plants

have strikes, the Westburg division stays at worit. This result as to

wages holds true in the case of workers in most of the other industries

in Westburg. Therefore, financially, the blue-coi iar laborer in Westburg

I % secure.

Labor, however, has been brought into the local political process

in Westburg as a fringe participant. The city council, when Investigat-

ing matters of importance to the community, follows a policy of accoinno-

dating the labor people. The council operates almost exclusively through

eitlzens' committees, and It consistently has labor representatives on

its committees. Labor, in turn, seems to remain satisfied wi tn the sys-

tem and its rewards, financial and political, under the system.

Negroes, as in the case of the labor force, receive the same rec-

ognition from the city council on appointments to the citizens' committees,

liaif of the Negroes who worit in Westburg are employed by Steeico and can

be found in all levels of positions ranging from common labor to adminis-

trative responsibility. Nevertheless, Negroes const! tute most of those

families in the city earning less than $3,000 per year.
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Recently the city council established a hutaan relations commit-

tee, representative of all groups in the city, to provide for more par«

ticipation by the Negroes in Westburg affairs. Steps have been taken by

this committee to open up more jobs to the Negroes and improve living

conditions for them before any conflict might develop. As a result of

the efforts of this committee and the complete cooperation of the city

council and the city manager, all of the companies which had not formerly

employed Negroes have now opened jobs to them or have promised to do so

in the near future.

Until recently, Westburg Negroes have had no affiliation wl ih

any outside organization such as the NAACP or CORE, ilowever, not long

ago CORE established a chapter In Westburg. Up to the present time CORE

has not been very active or successful in organizing the local Negroes,

a fact which seems to provide a further substantiation of tiie Negro's

apparent satisfaction w! th the city government. Only time will tell,

however, whether or not this apparent satisfaction will continue since

CORE is possibly too new in Westburg tM have had much time to become

really active in city affairs.

Until 1955, when Glenn Cable became manager, Westburg had no

planning and zoning ordinances. Under the prodding of Cable, such ordi-

nances were finally adopted. Most of the real-estate dealers have ac-

cepted the city planning and zoning app«''atus enri regulations. A few,

primarily brolcers, have sought to obtain change; an<f have tried on sev-

eral occasions to get council candidates to run with their bacicing on a

"fire the manager" campaign theme. They have not been able to induce
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•i ther tha c«nclidat«s or the votsrt, hOM«v*r, to support their ceuse.

Although vocally active, they pose no serious threat to the government

or the manager.

As to political party participation, although candidates in West-

burg use party workers in their campaigns, party activity, as defined by

this study, does not characterize the municipal elections of Westburg.

It is clear that each candidate has the party membership available for

his use in election campaigns, but the only use made of the membership

by the candidate is in getting out the vote or getting petitions signed.

The parties neither tai<e stands on community issues nor support candi-

dates. The voter, therefore, is not confronted with a national party

choice when electing local goverrment officials. However, the council

is always divided between Democrats and Republicans in its menfcership.

The counci Imen vote as individuals and no splits along party lines are

evident. An example of individualistic voting is to be found in the re-

cent reaction to the question of improvements to the water treatment

plant asked for by the manager. Tha last formal vote was 3-2, the split

being based on the method of financing the project and not on the need

for the project itself. The two opponents to the pl«i submitted by Cable

mf at polar extremes: one is a liberal Democrat and the other is e con-

servative Republican.

Westburg's first manager wes John Able. Able was an engineer who

hed gone into coMnuni ty planning after obtaining his degree. He came to

Westburg from the position of assistant manager in nearby Northburg. A

council created screening committee composed primarily of Industrialists

selected him in 1950. Because Able had the confidence of the
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Industrialists and the council, the political daiMmds on him war® mini*

mizad. His primary duty* Insofar as the council v«as concernad, was to

injetct organization" Into the administrative branch of govermnent and

Into the drive by the city arid Industry to oMke more jobs available In

Westburg. Of In^rtance here was the fact that the city needed a greM^

deal of Ic^rovement in Its physical plant: streets* sewage plant, etc.

Able spent most of his time planning these improvements and moving them

forward Into actuality. He met often with the industrialists and dts*

cussed his public works problems with them.

Able Is reputed to have stated that he believed the manager

should Icnow where his source of power Is and should try to cultivate that

source of power. He did this very well in the three years that he ww

manager. He ¥fas very active in getting d^Klslons on policy which would

harmonize with those of the Industrial faction «Ki vi4)ich would also fit

In with the growth of the city.

Able resigned his position in 1953 to talce the post of city man*

ager In Northburg. Northlwjrg, a larger city, perhaps offered more of a

challenge to him personally. There Is no evidence that at any time dur«

ing his term as manager did Able have any pressure placed on him to re-

sign. Apparently, the sole reason for his leaving was to acci^t a higher

paying Job In a larger city.

Able was succeeded by Allen Baker who had had past experience as

m engineer and as a manager in other towns. He mis selected directly

by the council, not by a screening committee as was Able. Although he

did not have the overwhelming positive support of the Industrial forces

or the ICP group as a whole, he did not have any open opposition.
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Baker Mat a diffarant typa of administrator from Abla. In con*

trast to Abla't promotional ability, aspacially in public works program*,

Bakar tandad to special I xa In argumentation. Ha liked to argue. If only

to get all sides of an argument heard. He did not attempt to push ahead

with the programs started by Able. Instead he preferred to work slowly

and to be sure of his support rather than to follow projects and policies

simply because they had already been planned or started^ Also, in con-

trast to Abie's proneness to side with the Industrialists, Baker re-

frained from taking sides at all.

Baker remained as manager for only a short time; he was fired

late In 195^. Able had started a practice of gathering all departmental

heads together once a year to discuss salaries and ths budget for the

following yeer. Although Baker had continued this practice, he could

not merely sit back and calmly discuss these matters. During one of

these meetings he fell into an argument with one of the department heads

and swore at him. The department liead attended the next council session

to complain of Baker's behavior* The council believed it could not tol-

erate such behavior and asked Baker to resign. When Baker refused to do

so, they fired him.

Interview data indicate that the Incident with the departmant

head furnished the council a convenient excuse to remove Baker from of-

fice. It is apparent that, had the incident not occurred. Baker eventu-

ally would have been removed because of his failure or slowness in push-

ing forward policies favorable to the Industrlel fi'.^lon and the council.

Glenn Cable was appointed acting manager after Baker was fired.

Cable had been brought to Westburg mt an administrative assistant to
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Baker In July, 195^* Since Cable vas quite young when he was made act-

ing manager, the council appointed him to this position on a trial i>asis

to see iiow he could perform. When he appeared to them to have worlced

out successfully, they gave him full status as manager In July, 1955*

Cattle's education consisted of a B.A. and N,A. degree from the

University of Otclahoma Md also some advanced training under the ICMA

and the Anierican Society for Public Administration. He had also had some

experience as an assistant manager in another town before coming to West-

burg. He was very active in calling for a program of growth in West-

burg's economy and In its administrative program. As manager. Cable in-

stituted a merit system of pers(Minel administration for the city, and

was instrumental In securing adoption of pl«mning and zoning ordinances.

He began a systematic budgetary procedure which had never before bean

practiced. Undef'both Able and Baicer budgets had been presented to the

counci I andpassed without much, if any, discussion. Cable maice it Icnown

that lie wanted the council to looic over the budget carefully and to dis-

cuss It fully before passing it*

in contrast to Able and Baicer, Cable did not have to deal with

an organized industrial faction. The industrialists had lost much of

their monopoly on «<estburg's government by mid-1955* and the Chamber of

Commerce had begun to speak m a unit on governmental matters. Cable

had no trouble with this latter group, since he was In favor of the pol-

icies that they supported. I.e., expansion of industry and a well-

admini stared city. ,

As a personality Cable was almost a blend between Able and Baker;

he was opinionated but not adverse to compromise when necessary. He
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vi«M«d th« offic* of manager •» an office of policy adviser and leader,

and when told by the council that they wanted him to be active In pre-

aantlng ideas and policy recooanendations to them, he eagerly raapomled.

He tended to rely upon professional advice on matters regarding adminis-

tration and used many outside professional consultants in these matters.

When decisions had to be made, such as on the sewer treatment plant is-

sue and the water treatment plant issue, he based his stand on the rec*

oanandatlons of these outside consultants.

Cable, for the greater part of his tenure as manager, encountered

no opposition to his policies. Not until recently has he been criti-

cized, and then only In regard to his stand on planning and zoning mat-

ters by a few individual real estate brokers. Although a few Individuals

may have been unhappy about his views and decisions from time to time,

he has had the confidence of the council and the people on all other

issues*

In mid-February, 1964, Cable announced his resignation as manager

of Wastburg. When he had been approached several times In previous years

by other cities to accept a managership in their city, he had always re-

fused on the ground that he wanted to complete the work he had started

In Westburg. However, when he recently received an offer from a large

midwestem city closer to his home and providing a large salary Increase,

he decided to accept It.

Nevertheless, other factors are involved In Cable's departure.

Cable's view of "proper" professional conduct was aloofness and separa-

tion from any local group, either economic or political. He believed

that his long tenure In Westburg, almost ten years. Impaired his status
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as a professional as neither the peop^e nor the couihcll considered him a

professional. He feared that he Mat kMscoaiing part of the gang." Also,

he believed that he had accooplished most of what he had deooad necessary

in Westburg, with the probable result that subsequent problens Mould not

be really stlnulating and challenging.

One other point should be mentioned at this time. Cable, Mhen

he Mas attacited by the small, but vocal, real-estate people, was criti-

cized for his outiooic on planning and zoning. He believed that the or-

dinances should be followed quite rigidly for the betterment of the com-

munity. Although the real -estate group did not have any real power and

could not force htm out, and although he still had the complete confi-

dence of the council, undoubtedly this antagonism from a specialized in-

terest group maUt> him somewhat more receptive to an outside offer of em-

ployment. No evidence could be found of any effective pressure which

might have forced Cable to leave. i>esplte the unhappiness of some peo-

ple with his zoning views and others with his steadfast reliance on pro-

fessional help In mai(ing policy and program decisions, these dissatis-

factions appear not to have constituted the main reason for his leaving.

Westburg has remained, for the most part, a stable and relatively

Issueless city during the study period. One of the major reasons for

this condition appears to have been the almost complete reliance by the

city council on citizens' committees whenever questions of a community-

wide nature have arisen. In all cases where time has permitted, the

council has set up a citizens' committee composed of members from all

"groups' in the city:' industrial, retail merchants, Negroes, labor, real-

tors, church people, and others, with the number of mambers from any one
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group pl«c«d on the committee being determined by the neture of the Issue.

Most griev«ices or conflicts which might have arisen have ^>p«rently been

settled by these conmittees* so that, when the committees report back to

the council, the report represents a worlcing consensus of all groups in-

volved or affected*

Three examplM Illustrate this Interaction. The first deals with

the referendum to add the office of city manager with its duties and pow-

ers to the city charter. The Industrial group was the motivating force

for this change, but when the city council was informed of the desire of

these people. It immediately established a citizens' committee to loolc

into the matter. This committee wortced clcwely with the Progress Commit-

tee (an industrial I St-sponsored group Including all segments of the popu-

lation). In effect, the citlxens' conmittao and the Progress Committee

were Identical. No arguments were raised against the proposed ch«iges,

and the referendum passed with no trouble at all.

The second example deals with the city's need for a sewage treat-

aant plant and the method used to get the council's program accepted.

Due to a state law, Westburg w« compelled to build a plant for the

treatment of raw sewage, rather than to dump It Into the river. The

question before the city was not tidiether or not to build the plant, but

rather how to finance the construction. The Progress Committee, in its

study of improvements which could be made In city government end opera-

tions in order to stimulate growth and further industrialization, had

included a sewage treatment plant proposal. This was also discussed

throughout the city by verious groups and by the city council, which

worlced closely with the Progress Committee. The Progress Committee
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program calUd for financing, in part, through general obligation bonds

and, in part, through revenue bonds to be paid through a sewer tax*

The idea of a new sewer tax stirred opposition from many of the

city's iniuibitants. The business groups, including industry, were not

too pleased with it. Some Isolated grumbling was heard throughout the

community, but nothing in the nature of organized c^}position to the pro-

gram approved by the council, which was, in essence, the Progress Commit*

tee proposal, as noted. Evidence indicates that even though the people

were unhappy about the additional cost, they were not unh^py enough to

upset the stability of the city government. They settled, therefore* for

occasional complaints, which are still occasicmaliy heard today.

Able, the manager when the initial move was made, strongly fa-

vored the program as did the council chairman. Able did most of the aJ-

mini strati ve groundwork for the program, but left for another managerial

position before he could get it underway. Baiter did not attempt to move

very fast in this direction while he was in office, and this undoubtedly

did not endear him to the industrial or ICF factions in town. It was not

until Cable became manager that the program was finally started, and It

has largely been completed by this time. Cable, himself, favored the

program outlined by the Progress Committee and the council.

The third example centers around the water treatmmt plant. The

present plenty in operation since late in the last century, is old and

obsolete. The city has been having trouble with low water pressure and

with coloration in the water. Manager Cable, with council support, called

In an outside consulting firm to do a study on the water system and to
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reconnwnd changes to b«tt«r tK« syst«R. This Mas in 1956 or 1957. All

counci Imen wore favorably tncllnad toward this approach.

The outslda study group reported back in 1959 and proposed a

three- or four-stage plan to make the facilities more adequate. Three

different city councils discussed the matter, and none could come to any

doetsion. The first of these councils authorized the study. The second

wanted more Information, for, by the time they looked at the original

study, it was three years old. The third council has indicated it Miants

to "look things over" before it goes ahead. This is especially the view

of the two new counci Imen elected in 1963* Host of the discussion of

the question centers around how to finance the program, and now whether

or not the city needs improved water treatment facilities.

Cable and the council chairman have favored accepting the outside

study group's report and acting on it. The Chamber of Coanerce and Its

RMmbers share this view. But some people in the city (mostly Individuals

not representing groups) and the two new counci Imen believe the study re-

port "may not be all that It Is meant to be." One of the new councilman,

a conservative Republican, wants to cut down the scope of the project so

that it will cost less. He believes that soma items, such as a water

softener plant, can be dropped as nonessential. The other new member, a

liberal Democrat, believes that the cost should be paid partially out of

that portion of Income-tax monies set aside for capital improvements. It

must be pointed out, however, that neither of these two counci Imen cam-

paigned for election In opposition to the project, but merely stated that

they believed It should be looked into further.
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The Interview data seem to Indicate two reasons for delay on this

issue by the council. First of all, most of the councilman still ramai'

ber the problems caused by the Issue of the sewer treatmmt plant In the

early \9$Q*%, and, although no great political upheaval occurred at that

time, many councilman were made uncomfortable^' for a while. Second, It

appears that the consensus usually achieved among groups in the city on

other major issues has not been achieved on this issue. Some siteptlctsm

has been expressed by a fmi people In town, and In particular by the mm

councilmen, about Cable's reliance on outside experts in this matter wid

his um:ompromising stand toward the improvements which he considered es-

sential, basing his views on the report of the outside consulting firm.

Since the outside consulting firm Is one with a national reputation, tit-

tle argument could be offered about Its ci^abllities in this matter.

None of ttiese three issues c«jsed any ciiange In the political

complexion of the community. While at the time each seemed of major

proportions and important, once each was settled or at least dealt with,

it was forgotten. Although the water treatment plant Issue has not been

resolved at this time, there is no indication that the final outcome will

be any different. In all of these three Issues no blocs developed to

take definite positions either pro or con. No attempt has been made to

contMt the position of the ICP faction* Although periodic complelnti

arise about the dominance of this group, apparMit ly no one wants to upset

the governmental and political structure In Westburg. It would seem that,

so long as the city continues to grow and provide Jobs and services for

the people, there is tittle chaiKe that the present political structure

and stabi I i ty wl 1 1 change.
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I. L(Md«rship Cltqu««
A. Pre-19S0: large industrial firms lad by tiM Staalco Company,

but not complataly dominated by it.

B. 1950-present: combined grouping of the industrial -commercial*
profetslonal factions under the general auspices of the Cham-
bar of Commerce, although the Chamber is not the motivating
force.

C. Some individual real'>estate brokers: try to get people to run
Mho will oppose the manager (Cable); only active since 1956;
not ever successful.

II. Competitive Stalus
A. Pre-1950: monopolistic under the large industrial group.
B. 1950-1955: monopolistic under general business-industrial-

professional factions, but with no central leadership.
C. 1955-pres4nt: monopolistic under the industrial-commerclal-

professional faction with the Chamber of Commerce as the focal

point* although not the motivating force.

III. Power Exchanges
None. Even though the leadership of the business interests shifted
from the industrial to the combined i ndust rial -commercial

-

professional faction, there were no power exchenges. The business
group retained control througliout the entire study period.

IV. Hanager Terminations
A. Able: resigned to talce a higher paying Job as manager in

another town, 1953*
B. Salter; "fired" In a power play by the council, 1955.

C. Cable: resigned to take a higher paying Job as manager in

another city. 1964.

V. Method of Selection of Mayor
Mayor selected from among the counctlmen by majority vote.

General Observattoqi^

At this point some general observations can be made about the

operation of counci 1 -manager government In monopolistic communities In

Ohio. In the first place, the class structuring In each monopolistic

conanunity Is quite similar. In aach city the dominant social class and

political faction coincide: the middle- or upper middle-class

of the population. While lower classes are present in two of these
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citi«s« they offer no practical political opposition to the dominant

middle-class faction. In general, the lower classes Mf either absent

completely, as In Clover Heights; accommodated, as in Westburg; or frag-

mented and unorganized, as in Meadviood.

Second, all of these monopolistic communities have apparently

made their decision as to "what kind of toMn" they should be. The lack

of organized opposition to this decision may be Interpreted as an Indica-

tion of general consensus among the various groups in the community In

agreement with this decision. Therefore, questions about governmental

affairs r.end to focus on the mani^er and the council In regard to admin-

istrative activities and functions, such as personnel atknint stration and

pi arming and zoning matters.

Finally, In all three monopolistic communities the manager and

the council work very closely together In all governmental matters. In

all cities in this classification the council is dominated by the middle-

or upper middle-class gr<Mps, amd the manager works in co(Ku>rdance with

this group, whether he be a local -amateur or an outsider-professional.

The only significant difference between the local manager and the out-

sider manager In relation to the power structure of the community Is that

where the former Is generally a part of the dominant leadership faction,

the latter, while not a member of the dominant faction, receives the sup-

port and confidence of this group because his beliefs ani activities In

governmental operations closely accord with the manner In idtlch tite domi-

nant middle-class faction believes he should operate.



CHAPTER VI

CASE STUDIES OF THREE COMPETITIVE COMHUNITIES

Astor* OfM of the older cities In Ohio, recently celebrated Its

125th anniversary. It has altMys been a small town. As the large core

city of the populous metropolitan county gr«rf, Astor ultimately became

a streetcar suburb, and in recent yctars it changed from a mlddle«ctass

to essentially a Moricing'-class community* it became a city In 1931 Mhen

Its population reached 6,000. Even in 1950, the population was under

10,000. By i960, however. Its population had grown to above 15,000, an

Increase of over 67 per cent over that of 1950.

The increases in population of recent years brought the first

real diversity In social and economic baclcground of the population. By

I960, almost 24 per cent of the population was of foreign or mixed par-

entage, with almost 7 P«r cent of the total population being foreign

bom. The vast majority of these people moved into the city between 1950

and I960. Prior to 1950 the majority of the people had been white-collar

woricers. engaged primarily In management or professional work; by I960,

a larger proportion of people were <Mig^ed In blue-collar occupations than

in white-collar Jobs—46 per cent to 44 per cent, respectively. It is

clear that the population growth of the fifties changed the class com-

position of Astor considerably.

172
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Class cleavages and hostilities appear betvMwn the newer resi-

dents, who are primarily of eastern European descent and Mho» by and

large, are Catholic, and the older residents who tend to be, for the most

part, Anglo-Saxon Protestants. The potential basis for such cleavages

can be seen In both income and educational differences among the pecula-

tion. For example, although the median Income of Astor*s residents ap-

pears to be rather high, slightly above $7*500, it is accounted for to a

great extent by the fact that almost 25 per cent of the population earns

over $10,000 per year. Also, despite the fact that the figure for the

median school year completed by citizens In Astor Is 12 years, actually

only 51 per cent of Its population finished high school.

Astor, however, does not have the racial conflict that has ap-

peared in the metropolitan area. Pew, If any, Negroes live in Astor,

but Negro children attend Astor city schools because the Astor school

district is not coterminous with the city limits but embraces some Negro

population outside the city limits In what used to be Astor township.

Astor was described by one respondent as a pleasant place to

live, where neighbors can meet and pass the time of day." However accu-

rately this may have described Astor life until the end of World War II,

one may question the accuracy of the description today. With the ri^id

population growth came a corresponding increase in numriMir of problems for

the city. The newer people were not particularly committed to the home-

town concept of Astor, as ware the older residents of the city. The

"news" desired changes from the past practices of government. They de-

manded an expansion of the services provided by the city and were will-

ing to spend for more Improvements in Astor. The political history of
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Astor, from World W«r 11 to tha prM«nt, can b« »ui«Mrtzad by th« phrata

^'growing conflict and disagrosMHit." At tha prasant tima, thara Is a

lull In this pattarn of tension and confllctt but by no maans hava tha

basic disagrsswents baan rasolvad.

Tha present structure of govarnMent in Astor Is the council-

wanager type, but with the variant of tha popularly elected mayor. The

councilman are elected by wards (6) for tMo<-year tanas and the Mayor is

alactad at-larga* Terns for all elected officials are tMO years with no

staggering. Elections are held during tha odd nunbarad years In November.

As Is customary with this form of government, the manager is appointed and

removed by the majority vote of the council.

Two other administrative officers mre iH>Pointed by the council:

the law director and the finance director. They are both indi^>endently

responsible to the council, but, at tha same time, they are specifically

Instructed to work closely with the manager. One other administrative

post Is appointive, that of tha astistant manager. Appointed by the man-

ager without the approval of the council, the "manager's man^' It pri-

marily an aide to tha manager. His role chiefly involves the teclinical

aspects of govammant—for example, he is superintendent of the Mwaga

treatment plant—rather than broad administrative poUcy.

All other a<taini strati ve personnel In posts of leadership are

under the civil service system. Despite the fact that the charter has

always required that all covered positions be filled by examination, only

raeantly hat any attempt baan made to implement the provision.

Many of the provisions of the governmental structure mentioned

above reflect relatively recent changes. Prior to 1954, seven councilman
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wers elected at -large for four-year terms on a staggered basis, four in

one election year and three in the next. The mayor vms elected i>y the

councilman from among their number. Finally, although It took four votes

to appoint the manager, five votes were needed to fire him. Ik>wever,

some charter changes were adopted in a special election In 1954. These

changes converted all councilmanic seats to a ward basis.

Tmo other charter changes »Mre put on tiie ballot In late I960

and early 1961. The first. In December, I960, proposed to change the

form of government from counci l-manager to strong-mayor; the object was

to give the mayor power to "run" the city in all aspects and to be di-

rectly responsible to all the citizens. This proposal failed by a scant

60 votes. Soon after this balloting other proposals were made by persons

favorable to the counci 1 -manager form of government and placed on a

special election ballot In Nay, 1961. These were to provide for the pop-

ular election of the mayor on an at-Iarge basis, to fix all council terms

and the mayor's term at two years, to reduce the number of wards to six,

and to reduce the number of votes needed to dismiss the manager to four.

All of these were successful.

Basically, there •rvt two political factions In Astor: the "in-

siders' and the "outsiders." The latter group is divided: one faction

does not like the manner in which government is being run in Astor, but

agrees. In general, with the manager form of government. The other fac-

tion not only does not like the tMy Astor Is being run, but also favors

a change in the form of government.

The "insiders" include within their mamlMrshIp many of the long-

time residents of Astor k4x> are happy with the way Astor has been
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governed and with the form of government. This group counts wanq Its

MMRbers both Democrats and Republicans, although the latter make up the

vast majority. This group of "insiders'* has remained active and intact

during the entire period of the study. It was the ruling faction at the

beginning of the period and remains so at the erMl.

Laaderthip of the "insiders" has never been completely In the

hands of a single individual, but has been shared. Many believed that

Oare. the city manager from 1943 to 1962, "ran the town." Evidence does

not Bf>p—r to support this view. Oere, although certainly a headstrong

and Impulsive person who often tooic matters into his own hands, did so

with the blessing of the councils he served under. He did not have to

force Issues and decisions because he vni the counci imen thought alii^e

on ail Important matters. From \^t5 to 195^ there was almost complete

consensus about how to govern Astor, and Oare raprasanted that consen-

sus. Although complete consensus did not prevail among all groups from

195^ to 1962, the "Insiders" still controlled enough political power dur-

ing this period to allow Oare to continue to carry out their policies

even to the point of his defying the council. His opponents would not

fire him because of his political stature in the conmunity and could not,

in any event, muster the charter requirement of five votes to do so.

At the present time the "Insiders" have a majority on the coun-

cil. The policies of the present mayor. Sharp, very well exemplify their

position, but Sharp is not the only spokesman for their cause. However,

I lite 'term, he is not an impressive dec ix ion-maker; rather he acts as the

"insider" group would have him act. He Is a participant in the faction's

decision-making, but he cannot be said to be a leader.
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Th« "outsider" faction began to make Its appearance In the early

i950's. In 1952 or 1953 the Astor Citizens' League (ACL) was formed by

some prominent c tizens in protest against the way in which Astor was be-

ing run. Although formed by Jack Brown, the ACL later became the formal

mouthpiece for his successor, Paul Jenkins. The original protest by the

ACL concentrated on the city's lack of initiative in bringing Astor up

to date, that is, in attracting more manufacturing and developing a

broader tax base for the town. ACL believed that manager Oare was too

"standpat" in his views and that the council did not mirror the true

views of the people of Astor.

At its inception the ACL grew quite fast and had the interest,

if not the active support, of most of the community. Its members in-

cluded older as well as newer residents. Democrats as well as Repubii »

cans. The membership, however, tended to fall off when Jenkins took over

the leadership. Jenkins left little doubt that he was out to "get Oare,

^nd this vendetta became the principal preoccupation of the ACL. As the

other members perceived this change from a civic group interested in gen-

eral improvement of the government of Astor to a group interested In

purging the manager without much concern for other governmental oroblems,

they began to leave the League. Jenkins has held the leadership from

about 193^^1955 up to the present time; but the League itself has become

relatively inactive since Dare's retirement In I9<^*

The second segment of the "outsider" faction was what has come

to be the Democratic Club (OC) subfaction which became evident in I95^>

Originally the Democratic group did not act cohesively as a groi^ on
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govermiMntal affairs. Tharc was no visibia laadarship. It bagan as a

gatharing of diffarant athnic groups in tha city who considarad iham-

saivas undarraprasantad in Astor govarnmant. The graatar part of this

subfaction consistad of tha nawiy arrlvad minority groups who wara mostly

pro-Oainocratic party in political outlooic. Many of than worked in

naar-by industrial plants as skilled or samiskilled laborars. Many had

cone to Astor from cities which operated under a ward system of coiqpati*

tlve politics. Undoubtedly, a large number had come from the near-by

metropolitan core city which was based on partisan ward politics. In

any event, those with any political experience in that county would have

bean influenced by the methods of operation and values of tha very strong

organization of the Democratic party in that county.

Soon after the charter election in I95^t this "pro-party and anti-

counci l-matiagev govarnmant" segment of the "outsiders" began to gain or-

ganizational unity through the Astor Democratic Ciub. The DC backed

slates of candidates in all councilmanic elections and ran ads in tha

local paper, the Astor Haro ld. This activity by tha DC clearly points

out tha high level of partisan political activity, as defined by this

study, in Astor. The DC succeeded in electing to the council several men

who became the spokesmen for the Club. One was Jeff Day, elected to the

council in 1957, and later elected mayor by the council In i960. He was

quite vocal in his dislike of both tha form of government and the method

of operation under it. Day resigned in 1963 to devote more time to his

occupation. While he was in office, he was tha leader of the DC subfac-

tion in the public eye.
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Another influential man in the OC subfaction was Silas James, who

was first elected to the council in 1955 and is still a member of that

body. He has tended to be more of a silent leader than a vocal one.

Jitmes is reputed to have power within the Club based on his continuous

membership on the council and the vote-getting power he has In his ward,

which is composed for the most part of the newer residents. Whatever

power he has, however, is not e^tercised in the open. Because he has the

strong backing of his ward, he does not seem to be so reliant on Club

support as other Club members.

The OC today is going through a splintering process. The con-

flict centers around thepro-county Oemocratic party wing and tJiose who,

although strong Democrats, want to be Independent of the county organi-

zation. While it is not certain ^\ch Individuals run" thepro-county

wing, there is little doubt that the County Oemocratic Party has attempted

to control the OC. The independent" wing of the OC seems to be headed

by Mrs. Hary Bates, who was first elected to the council in 19^1 and who

ran fo** fs>yor in I963 opposing the insider" candidate as well as the

candidate baclced by the "pro^county" faction of the OC. This kind of

splintering is characteristic of the Democratic party in the metropolitan

area core ci ty.

Manager Dare began his managerial career In Astor In 19^2 as

acting manager, having moved up to that position from finance director.

When the previous manager did not return to Astor after World War II,

Dare's appointment as manager was made permanent. Dare was a "local,"

having resided in the conrouni ty for many years and possessing many

friends and associates there.
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Oar«'s previous axp«rienc« in admini strati on and his ganarai

policy viaMs wara a good fit for tha pravailing dasiras of cha paopla of

Astor at the time of his appointment. Ha was conservative In political

philosophy as \tmr» the council and the population general iy. During 19^5

to 1953. no problems appeared in Astor over which Dare was unable to exer-

cise effective control. The most difficult problem during this period

was arising from the inability of the superannuated finance director to

carry out his full duties. Oare, with the consent of the council, estab-

lished the post of assistant manager in 1952 or 1953* In order to relieve

himself of some of the a<teii ni strati ve burdens so that he could spend more

time in helping the finance director.

Omr* had the coiiplete confidence of the council. In fact, there

is little doubt that he had what amounted to a "blank chacit" for the ad-

ministrative and political leadership of Astor as a result of the coun-

cil's confidence in him. Oare did not actively seek the powers he

gained; the council simply failed to act In many instances, leaving him

to carry out many governmental decisions. Viewing his post as one in

which he represented the "conscience" of the comnunity, Oare apparently

never received any personal or monetary gain beyond the regular compen-

sation as manager.

Beginning in 1953 or 195^, and until Dare retired in 1962, con-

flict became more and more evident in Astor. Oare was criticized by the

ACL and OC often and bitterly. The charter amendments were supported by

these two groups as a way to retaliate against Dare. Both groups, but

particularly the OC, acted through their representatives on the city

council to harass tha administration of Dare hn6 to embarrass him. Oare,
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on the other hand, acted as he saw fit on many Issues regardless of the

dictates of council. It seems apparent that Oare was able to continue

doing this for two reasons*

). He had a strong political following all over As tor.

2. it took a vote of five counci Imen to remove him, a
number never achieved by the "outsiders."

Oare stayed in office until he retired in 1962. His retirement

came after the attempt fai led to change the ci ty charter and the form of

government for Astor, and after a man favorable to Dare's policies and

progress had been elected to the post of mayor. Other factors were also

ifl^>ortant here. Oare was getting quite old and was experiencing some

health problems. Also, along with the charter change to elect the mayor

at large, came the change to parmi t the dismissal of the manager by only

four votes. Perhaps Oare saw the writing on the wall: If he stayed on,

he might be fired. Also, he had made it known that he would not resign

under pressure, and the events of the 1961 election took the pressure

off. Without doubt. Dare's retirement was indirectly affected by the

alignment of factions in Astor v\di the pressures generated by these

factions.

The present manager, Paul Fare, was a professional roan wl ch a

backer jund in engineering. He took over the office in April, I9d2, with

the unanimous approval of the council. Fare has attempted to keep from

"taking sides" with any faction in carrying out his administrative duties.

He tends, rather, to be a mediator betwef^ the factions. He has the full

support of the council, split 6-1 between "insiders" and 'outsiders,"

respectively, due to his professional -managerial approach to government
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and his attMpts to iMk« Astor more progress! v«. Fere, unlike Dare,

does not dislike conflict; rather, he believes some conflict is good be-

cause It tends to keep major cleavages from forming which might lead to

radical attempts at change in the form of government* Fare plays a role

in legislative policy-making, although he does not try to supersede the

council. He takes care to ^pear quite willing to carry out policies as

council directs. The council also appears to have become more active in

deciding policy In Astor since Fare has become manager. Fare has com-

plete control of administration and has no trouble from the council in

these matters.

Three principal Issues have been apparent in Astor during the

study period. The first issue was that of changing the charter so that

councilmanic elections would be by wards rather than on an at-large

basis. This took place in IS^k. The "insiders" were all opposed to

such a change. They felt it detrimental to their control of the destiny

or regime of the town. They felt that the at-large system furnished ade-

quate representation to all parties and factions. Manager Oare shared

this view although he did not take any open stand in opposition to the

change.

The ACL favored the change so as to give what it deemed to be

more equitable representation to the outlying areas and to enable the

city to become more responsive to the demands for more services and In-

dustry In Astor. This group mad* up a large proportion of the charter

coeni ttee which was created to draft the change.

The Democratic party elements, while not actively organized into

the Democratic Club, favored the change overwhelmingly. They lived in
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most of the outlying areas and wara tha ones who clamored for more serv-

ices and for mora voice in government. At one time, the "insiders" had

elected four men to the council from within what was to become one ward

under the new system. But these people did not taice an active and vocal

stand as a group; they acted as individuals in this matter.

in the charter referendum the changes were adopted, l»900 to

1,^0, with the outlying areas preponderantly in favor.

Following the change, in 1^55, the OC, now getting organized,

elected their first councilman, Silas James. In succeeding elections

the OC was successful in electing more men to council, even to the point

of having a majority on some issues against the "insiders," but never,

however, tailing over control of the government. "Hie ACL, while inter-

ested in charter chatiges, never tool( any part in backing candidates for

counci I

.

Tha second major issue came about as a dtirict result 'of this

growth of political strength of the DC. in I938> on the insistence of

both of the OC men on the counci I and wi th the support of some of tha

"insiders" interested in having an efficiency checic on the government,

the council authorized an ind^andent study to be made of ci ty govern-

mental operations. The "Brown Report," as I t was called, revealed many

imperfections in the government. Although i}are took action to carry out

many of the Report's recommendations, he balked over one. The Report

had pointed out instances of poor financial management in the city-owned

As tor Hospital. Oare was 'called on tha carpet for this by the DC fac-

tion. But they could not force any action by him to alleviate the prob-

lem which dealt wi ch a large amount of money outstanding and owed to the
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hospital for service* perfomMd. Only when the minority got "off his

b«ci(," did 0«r« act to change some of the practices.

During the period from 1957 through 1360 other conflicts arose

between the manager, Oare, mnd the DC faction. After the counci I had

passed an ordinance calling for police cars with automatic transmissions.

Dare advertised for cars with conventional gear shifts because he consid-

ered those adequate for the job. Oespi te DC protest, Oare refused to

change his decision.

In the Summer of 1959 petitions tmre circulated by the ACL to

get a charter review, but these petitions were declared illegal by Law

Director Merits. Hie mayor then selected a committee to study such a re-

vision as was called for by the petitions. The committee consisted

mostly of ACL members md "friends" of the "Insiders." For the most

part, the iX; faction was excluded. The committee did little if any wortc

from its inception In September, 1959. to early in I960.

In January, I960, a new mayor. Day, was elected by the council.

He immediately appointed new members to the committee who fevored a

change in the governmental form from counci I •nnanager to strong mayor-

council type. Day represented the DC minority, and the move wes viewed

as a way to possibly retaliate against Dare for his refusal to be re-

sponsive to the council's (Oemocretic Club's) desires.

The committee presented a majority report to the council in

which, by an 8-7 vote, they favored the retention of the pure form of

counci I -manager government. The council, however, could not get the nec-

essary two-thirds vote needed to place this on the ballot. The majority
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report did call for some changes, e.g., the reduction of the number of

votes needed to dismiss the manager from 5 to 4.

The minority faction of the charter revision committee, headed

by DC people, then circulated petitions to place a charter amendment

caliing for a strong mayor-council form of government on the ballot.

These petitions were successful. This move had the baciting of the DC

and its men on the council, who helped to circulate the petitions.

Thereupon, a counter set of petitions was circulated by a group

representing those favoring the pure form of counci i -manager government

and the recommendations of the majority report of the charter committee,

and this set also gained the required number of signatures. This counter

group was made up of 'Insiders'* and some ACL people. The Law Director,

Dent, ruled that theSr tactic was valid. At this point a writ of manda-

mus was filed by Jen)<.ins of the ACL, who vehemently disliked the opera-

tion of city government under the manager plan, to i<e^ the second peti-

tion off Um ballot. Jwtkins' action was t^heid by the court, and only

tlv» original revision calling for a strong mayor-council form of govern-

ment was left on the ballot, it was narrowly defeated by 66 voces,

l.778-l,8V». The defeat was seen as a response by the people against

the almost autocratic power which the drastic change in form of govern-

ment would have given the mayor. Under the prc^>osed change the mayor

would have had the power to appoint all his administrative personnel, to

propose hi s own budget, and to exercise a veto over the cour,",'. !.

In the referendum campaign, Omre openly opposed the change and

worked against Its passage. All counci Imen, both "insiders" and those

from the DC faction, worked hard to circulate petitions and to get out
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th« vot« for their respective tides. Oere clearly invited the antagonisoi

of the DC group by his open espousel of opposition to their plans.

Soon after this election smother set of petitions vms circulated

by the pro-manager forces c*11lng for a popularly elected mayor under

council -manager government. Also Included was a proposal to change from

five to four the vote necessary to remove the mwwger. In addition, one

of the proposals would have reduced the number of wards from seven to six.

The call for a popularly elected mayor, elected at-large, was seen at an

attempt to placate those forces who wanted a politically responsive policy

leader and yet who also wanted the efficiency which counc 1
1 -manager govern<

mant could provide. The factional alignment on this issue was the saaia as

on the previous one, with the except I cm that most of the ACL favored this

amandmant. Oare favored this change. Sharp, a councilman who later be-

came the first mayor elected at large, worlced hard to circulate the pe-

titions. Although the DC was opposed to the proposed change. It did not

opcniy oppose It. The amendmants passed quite easily, l,50'»-777«

The third major issue focused on the position of law director.

In I960, the voting division on the council was 3 to 3 with a "swing"

councilman who could break the tie, but who could never be counted upon

to vote In any particular pattern. The position of law director was held

at that time by Maries, the tame man who, in 1959* had ruled that the pe-

titions to place the strong-mayor-council form of government on the

ballot were Invalid. Maries and Oare ware close associates and friends

and between them knetm most of the governmental processes of Astor. When

Merits asked the council for more financial support to prosecute a case

for the city, the majority bloc of three DC men and the "swing" voter
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denied his request, witli «n ultimatum th«t he quit if he did not Mice

their decision. Hari<.s subsequently resigned.

The succeeding law director, Dent, ruled that the petition by

the pro*inan«ger forces could be placed on the ballot. This tooic place

in early 1961. After the elections for council and mayor in the Fall of

1961, the OC retained their three-vote bloc and also could count on the

occasional support of a swing" man. Law Director Oent was then informed

by Mayor Sharp that if he (Oent) did not resign the OC bloc intended to

ft re him, on the ground that he could not Iceep up with the work to the

satisfaction of the council* Oent duly submitted his resignation.

When the council met to discuss a replacement immediately after

Dent's resignation, the OC faction had already selected their man,"

Flat. The other members of the council were powerless even to have other

possible candidates discussed. The four-man bloc selected Flat.

When three of the four persons who had appointed him were de-

feated in the November election in 1963, Flat stated that he "expected

to be fired" by the "Insider" majority who had resumed power. Mayor

Sharp fired Flat on January 16, 196^* Six votes on the council were re-

quired to approve the action* The vote to ^tprov Sharp's action was

S-l, with James the sole opponent and with one councilman absent* The

dismissal action was finally approved, however, and a new \mn director

was selected by the "insider" majority*

These three cases made it clear that the position of law direc-

tor in Astor has become a political football, the focus of "patronage

by the winning faction. Rather than attacic the manager, opposing fac-

tions seem to hire their own men as law director and without compunction
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fir« th«tr opponent's man when they attain a laajorlty. It sea«» likely

that the law director's post may remain the whipping boy" between the

fections. Unquestionably the law director's position is more "sensitive

than the manager's because the law director is forced to pess on "hot"

legal questions involved In the political factional conflict in Astor.

The manager. In contrast. Is one step removed from having to pass on such

"sensitive^' questions.

While no major policy issue is evident in Astor today, an aura

of conflict and tension about the form of government and the running of

the government still pervades local politics. The "insiders" have appar-

ently regained full control of the government, but the '-outsiders" (OC)

are still active and still covet a place In Astor's government.

Rather parenthetically It might well be noted that Astor quite

suitably fits the type of situation described by Banfleld and Wilson when

they state that: "to govern a large heterogeneous city t^wse lower class

Is not content to leave government to the upper-class elite, the plan

must be adapted so that It will give the lower'^lass voter whet he wants,

or at least will not rub him the wrong way too often or too hard."' The

types of changes occurring in Astor are changes of "accommodation,"

changes being forced on the council -isanager form of government t>y groups

desirous of attaining a better voice in governmental affairs from which

until rather recent times they have heen excluded. It Is this desire

to be heard that calls the tune In the competitive status of Astor. Once

a measure of success can be achieved by this drive for governmental

Uanfleld and Wilson, p. 183.
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power, than perhaps a relaxation of conflict and tension may occur. Un-

til this 1(1 nd of victory does occur, however, no end to the competitive

status of the city is seen.

^titnr tywinf

I . Leadershi p C 1 1 ques
A. "Insiders": practically anybody who wants to keep Astor under

the manager form of government. Composed mostly of Republi-
cans, but also with some Democrats. Tend to include most of
the long-time residents of the city and many middle-class and
professional people.

B. Astor Citizens League; a civic group competed of Democrats
and Republicans interested in getting some charter changes
and in causing some changes in the administration of the city
under the manager form of government.

C. "Outsiders": composed primarily of Democrats, mostly Demo-
cratic Club members, who favor a strong-<«Myor form of govern-
ment with an active and competitive two-party system. Tend
to include most of the "new"; people who, for tiie most part,
are lower-class oriented, i.e., world ng-cl ass operatives,

II. Con^Mt I tlve Status
A. 19^5-195^: monopolistic under the "insiders."
B. 195^-present: competitive between "Insiders" and "outsiders."

ill. Power Exchanges
A. "Insiders" to "outsiders" around I960.
B. '^Outsiders" to "Insiders" around 1963.

IV. Manager Terminations
A. Dare: voluntarily resigned In 1962.

V. Method of Selection of Mayor
Mayor separately elected by the voters on an at-large basis.
Prior to I960, the mayor was elected from among the councilman
by majority vote.

Feldstone, In contrast to th-. o'hor cities described and analyzed

in these chapters, is located In the heart of the agricultural belt of

Ohio. Geographically, it is not far from many of the state's population

and industrial centers. It is also centrally located insofar as
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transportation facilities ttro concamed since three laajor rail lines and

five major highways pass through the city. But Its entire ethos and ori-

entation Mere shaped by agriculture until very recent years.

Feldstone Is one of the oldest cities In the state. The cosMuntty

¥Ms settled primarily by migrants from Virginia and Maryland shortly

after Ohio's statehood was attained. Shortly after««ard. In 1831* the

ci ty was I ncon>orated.

The population of Feldstone is approximately I'lfOOO. According to

the I960 census* few Negroes—less than 500—reside in the city. Th«

majority of the population consists of white Protestants* many of v4iom

are local residents of many generations. Feldstone has 40.9 per cent of

Its people employed In t^itte^eollar occupations, 28.7 P^r cent In l»tiMi*

collar woric* and the remainder in agricultural endeavors.

The median income of Feldstone families is $5»067 per year. Of

these familiest 19.^ per cent earn less than $3*000 per year while 9.^1

per cent earn more than $10*000 annually. The median year of school com*

plated In the city is 10.5 years, mnd 39.3 per cent of the residents have

completed a high school education.

Basic changes in the economic and social characteristics of Feld*

stofie have been talting place during the period of study covered by this

profile. Prior to 19'»5 the community was primarily a center for farm

services. Most of its industry was directly tied to the agricultural

economy. Although there was some rtonfarm-reiated industry* it ««as lo-

cally owned and minor in comparison to the other ferm-orl ented businesses.

However, the Second World War precipitated change by bringing a

"war plant" to the Feldstone area. After the end of the wer this
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Industry went out of business, with an attendant loss of Jobs for the

conmunlty. Soon afterward the facilities vacated by the war plant were

taken over by a large Industrial concern. Not only did this new Indus-

try bring Its physical plant Into Feldstone, but also it brought with it

flMMiy "neW' pe(H>la; new in the sense that they were primarily engaged In

i4iite«collar occupations and many of them were from outside the Feldstone

area. This was the situation until the early I950's when one other in-

dustry came to Feldstone bringing with it more "net/* people.

The city Is now at a crossroads regarding its future. l.ocated

as it Is in the farm belt of Ohio, it has many deep ties with the agri*

cultural past, both through its fann-ori anted industry and Its people

who artit In many cases, tied philosophically to a "rural-type" of life.

At the same time, the demands of the nomar people for more and better

educational and recreational facilities, and the higher costs which go

along with this dem«md, create a nmad for greater financial sources*

sources which only an expanded Industrial base can bring about.

Feldstone Is one of a handful of Ohio cities which does not op-

erate under its own charter. Altiiough the state has a provision for

cities to enact their own charters under a "ttome-rule" charter system,

Feldstone has never taken advantage of this. Instead the city operates

under the general state statutes pertaining to municipal governmmt, and

has chosen the council -manager syst«n from among the optional forms of

government provided by those statutes. Changes in the governmental

structure in Feldstone ara rare because any change can come about only

by amendment of the state statutes pertaining to counci I -manager form of
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government. No such changes were enacted for Feldstone during the case-

study period.

The city council had five nanbers until 19S1, « provided fay

state law for cities under 10,000 inhabitants. At the 1931 election,

hoMBver, after the 1950 census indicated that the population of Feld*

stone VMS over IO,0(X), the council was enlarged to seven members, this

change being mandatory under the state statutes. The coitficiimen are

elected for four-year staggered terms, with three members elected one

year and four the next. Elections take place during the odd numbered

years. The elections are nonpartisan and on an at-large basis. The

council elects from among Its mao^rthlp a chairman who serves for a one-

year term. Since there is no mayor in Feldstone, the chairman fulfills

the ceremonial duties of the mayor's office.

The city manager is selected by the council by a majority vote

and may be removed by the same vote. According to the state statutes,

the —nager Is responsible for the administration of the city's affairs.

With the exception of those positions In the city covered by civil serv-

ice or under council Jurisdiction, such as the solicitor and finance di-

rector, the city manager has complete control over hiring and firing.

The solicitor and finance director are "part-time" employees: that is,

they worit for the city "on cell" and are generally paid a minimum salary

plus an additional sum according to the time they may devote to city af-

fairs. Although the solicitor and finance director are appointed by and

responsible to the council, they era expacted to cooperate with the

agar In all matters where such cooperetlon Is needed.
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Prior to I9U5 only ona real faction was dIscarnlbU in Feldstone,

that dominated by a clique of retired farmers \ri/ho were conservative-

oriented and opposed to Industry. The main interest of this faction was

to keep Feldstone a "small town" with a friendly, small -res I dance style

of living. The existing Industry of Feldstone at this time was of a

local-marltet variety, owned and operated locally, which did not seem in-

congruous with the home-town attitude and flavor of Feldstone.

HoMever, after World War II ended, another clique began to taice

a prominent role In Feldstone government and economic life, namely, the

downtown merchant group. The downtOMi merchants, along with the home

owned Industry, wanted Feldstone to retain its small-town atmosphere,

but they recognized that a need had arisen to further increase its use

as a service center for the rural area surrounding the city. This clique

held considerable power in Feldstone during the years 19''»5-195l* It was

during this time that the two major Industries, now located in the Feld-

stone area, came to the 9re», Both plants came to Feldstone "In spite

of" rather than "on account of" the downtown merchant faction. Although

the downtoum merchant cliqi>(» n*vcr openly discouraged the location of

these two plants In the Feldstone ar—, at the same time they did not

encourage such location.

Contemporaneous with the increase in the council size to seven

members In 1951 .1 another change took place in the fectional make-up of

the city. In the 1951 election, in which five seats were open, the

"newer" people began to make a concerted effort to bring about some

changes in the attitude of the city toward industrial growth mnd toward

bringing the city up to date. These people tended to be "liberal" as
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opposed to the older elMMntt of the city who were and still ere "conserv-

etive." They were llberiel In the sense of advocating nore services end

In giving "lip serviced' to Increased industrialization. From 1951 up to

I96I this faction had control of the council and operated under a policy

of favoring industry, iHit only If Industry initiated the move to cone to

the city. It baUed at the idea of the city actively seeicing Industry

for Feldstone. This faction appears to represent the transitional stage

In Feldstone* s period of change*

Jacit Clark, a councilman for the past tv#elve years and a past

chairman of the council, is typical of the members of this faction* A

native of Feldstone, college educated, white collar (insurance salesman),

he Is aware of the need for more growth In Feldstone. With the emergence

of e strong pro-industry facticm In recent years, Clark has successfully

been coopted into the new faction, apparently as a result of his accept-

ance of the change occurring In the community. Yet the fundamental na-

ture of the conflict bettMen the "old" and the "neW* has made it diffi-

cult for hiffl to push very liard in the newer direction.

This "liberal" faction, in pursuing its policy of favoring, but

not actively seeking. Industry had no preference as whether any new In-

dustry which might come to the city located In the county aree outsido

the clt^, or In the city proper. Both major industries In Feldstone's

area were located outside the city limits.

The question of where industry should locate beccww of major im-

portance with the emergence of of the newest clique to appear tn Feld-

stone, a group consisting of "Young Turks" from within the "liberal"
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faction. This clique made Itself heard and felt In the election of 1961

when It opposed the "liberals" on the city council. The main Interest

of the "Young Turk" clique centers on attracting industry to the city

and having the city actlwly seek such Industry. The Young Turks" vMnt

Industry located iidlMa the city limits* thereby enabling the clt> to

gain additional taxes which would be paid by the net* Industries. Many

of the leading people In this clique are new people, some of them em-

ployed by one or the other of the two large Industries In Feldstone* al«

though the industries themselves are not active participants In elections.

The Chamber of Commerce is very active In Feldstone and until

very recently had played a major role In declslon-tpi^lns In Feldstone.

It has always been Influential in the city, especially In regard to in-

dustrial gronitth and expansion. The Chamber's views, however, changed to

accord with changes in town and factional alignments during the case-

study period. Until 1951 or 1952 the Chamber tended to be controlled by

the downtown merchant group and wm. In the main, quite conservative to-

ward Industrial growth. After 1951 and up to the present the Chamber has

maintained a pro-industry policy closely resembling that of the "liberal"

faction above. Its attitude has been one of accepting and accommodating

to industry without searching actively for it. Under the Chamber's guid-

ance a connittee was established for this purpose, but up to the present

day no concrete Industrial expansion has taken place. The reason for this

apparent lack of success by the committee for Industrie! giowth appears

to stem from the fact that many of the members of the committee are still

reluctant to seek Industry actively, even though some of the Individuals

on the committee favor an "activaf' approach toward industrial growth. Up
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until I96U, the Chwiber of Conmerce and this conmltt«« wer« th« chief

organizations in tha city Mhich Mara concerned with any industrial ax*

pansion. Any Industry which came to Feldstone always worlted through the

Chamber; the city government remained passive In these matters.

Around I960 or 1961 the Chamber of Commerce expanded its member-

ship to become the Feldstone Area Chamber of Commerce. New members from

the entire county area ware taken in during this expansion. Although

these county people do not by any means dominate the Chanrt>er» persons

representing the county group •f In some leadership positions in the

Chamber. This county group Is very conservative and Republican-oriented.

When a recent opportunity arose to bring a plant to Feldstone, the criti-

cal problem centered around where the plant should locate. The city

group believed It should locate In the city or at least In an area which

could and would be readily annexed to the city. The Ciiamber believed the

plant should be located In an area preferred by the company executives»

which would have t>een outside tiie city «nd which the city group consid-

ered unsuitable for it. At the same time that the Chamber carried on ne-

gotiations with the company* the city manager also carried on separate

negotiations with the company rather than to woric through tiie Chamber.

The final outcome was that the plant went elsewhere. However, the sig-

nificant point here Is the fact that the county group seemed to havm

enough power to iceep the Chamber view one of a pro-area (city and county)

as opposed to a pro-city view.

Party orientation seems to have little effect on tiie structure

and functioning of the city government. The groupings tend to be fac-

tional, i.e., "liberal and "conservative" rather than Democratic and
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Republican. The retired farmer clique and the doimtown merchant clique

to an oveni4ielroing degree are Republican and also are conservative."

The "liberal" faction and the "Young Turks" clique are a mixture of both

Democrats and Republicans, with each party r^resented In the leadership.

The formal party organizations, it appears, are not active participants

In elections, either formal )y or informally.

The first manager of Feldstone during the case'-study period was

John Little. Little was an elderly man when he took the post as manager.

He was selected as manager by the downtown merchant clique which con*

trolled the council at that time. His experience In the field of govern-

ment was very limited. The present researcher could elicit <mly indlf*

ferent comments aiiout him as to his managerial capabilities. Little re-

tired in 19^ due to very poor health. No evidence exists to Indicate

that any pressure was placed on him to leave. Also, no factional change

took place at this time.

Dave Hoore replaced Little as city manager In ]Si^» Moore mar-

ried a local girl and, after receiving a degree In political science,

applied for the position vacated by Little as manager. He ww given the

Job. Quite young and without previous experience as a manager when he

took the position, Moore was not very active as manager, either In ad-

ministration or policy. He had held the office for less than one year

when he resigned. While there was no overt pressure placed upon him to

resign, the evidence Indicates that the council was unhappy with soma

aspects of his personal life. No one articulated precisely what those

aspects were, but most Interviewees agreed that Moore left because of
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than and the conflict th«y had causad betviaon him and tho council. Ha

accaptad a hlghar paying Job in anothar city aftar leaving Faldstona.

Gaorga Norton vias selactad as tha raplacanant for Noora in \9k7»

Norton, an older man Mhosa experience tMS at a practicing lawyer* ««• an

"outsider" Mho had served as city solicitor under Hoore. He was very

inactive as city manager. Actually, he was a part-time" manager In that

ha had an agreement with the council that he could continue his law prac*

tice while serving as manager. It %«as difficult to determine when he

was on the job as manager and whan ha was in private practice. Norton

had no previous experience as a manager and did not really talte the job

seriously. Norton resigned from the managership In 1952 after the "lib*

eral" faction assumed the majority on the council. The "liberals" had

made it clear that they wanted a "full -time professional" man for manager

and that Norton would not fulfill those qualifications. There is no

doubt that Norton realized he would have been fired; therefore he re-

signed and went bactc to full-time law practice.

The "liberal" majority then (1952) selected Hal Orange to succeed

Norton. Orange was an elderly man who had been a city manager in Ohio

and other states and wanted to return to Ohio for a few more years in

order to qualify for retirement benefits in the state. Orange was a

capable administrator and woriiad hard to organize and administer the city

along rational lines. He devoted himself to building up city services

and to improving public facilities. He was not aggressive in attracting

industry* however. On the matter of industrialization it appears that

he followed the view of the "liberals" in not actively seeking industry.

Orenge had no problems with the council or with the people of Feldstona.
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The interview data Indicate that he could have stayed on n fflanager as

long as he desired. HoMever* Mhen Orange reached retirement age In i958»

he believed he had achieved the personal goal he had set for hioself in

coming to Feldstone. There had i>een ik> move against him, wtd no factional

changes had occurred*

After Orange retired, the "liberals" looiced for and found another

professional, Joe Peters, to taice his place. Peters was an outsider who

had professional training, tntt who had not managed in any city before

coming to Feldstone. Peters woriced intimately with the "liberals" and

with the Chamber of Conmarce on all matters. Hany decisions concerning

the city were made in closad sessions attended only by thesa groups and

Peters. Peters was very active and capable but also very headstrong. He

had many "new ideas" and Mwld woric assiduously to get these inplenanted.

In the realm of administration he was given a rather free hand to do «4iat

he considered to be necessary. Even in policy matters, Peters was per-

mitted to recommend policy direction. In reference to industrialization,

however, Peters completely acquiesced in the attitude of the "liberals"

and the Chamber. He becaoHi Immersed in administrative matters and did

not worry about industry; that was left to the Chamber.

In 1961, on the recomaendatlon of Peters, the city began an at-

tempt to purchase the water plant from the private company which had

•tked for permission to raise its rates. The Issue eventually boiled

down to a liberal vs. conservative fight. The issue was placed on tho

ballot In the Fall of 1961, and a vote against the proposal for the city

purchase of the facilities was the outcome.
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P«ters also bacanw quite Involved in efforts to Msice the down*

town atfa more easily accessible for shopping. One of the progreas he

promoted called for the establishment of a city owned and operated paved

partdng lot. Some groups In the city believed that this program showed

favoritism toward the downtown merchant clique.

The "Young Turics" were successful In getting three men electad

to the council In the 1961 election. Although these man did not run as

a slate or through a coomon organization, thay thought very much allice

on governmental (natters* especially those concerning aggressive steps to

attract industry. They did not run In opposition to the manager, Peters»

but no doubt they were unfavorable to his closeness to the Chamber and

his lack of activity in procuring industry for Feldstone.

Peters resigned in 1963 and took a higher paying Job closer to

his own home town. Although no pressure to leave was applied to Peters

by the clique in control, little doubt exists that he would have been

asked to leave at the opportune moment. He did not fit In with the new

clique's aggressive attitude toward getting new industry for Feldstone.

Also, the "Young Turks" were very reluctant to rely on the Chamber of

Commerce for leadership as Peters had been prone to do.

Peters was replaced by Natt Qutncy in 1963. Quincy was similar

to Peters in background—another young man with professional education

but with no managerial experience. He was hired by a "Young Turk" ma-

jority which consisted of three "Young Turk" members and a dissident

"liberal." Soon after his appointment as manager Cutncy wc« directed by

the council to take an active role In administrative and policy matters

in Feldstone, especially in regard to industrial development. Although
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at th« ons«t of dulncy's terra as manager the remaining ''liberal" clique

HMbers of the council had some reluctance about the active pursuance of

industry for Feldstone, soon afterviard he had the full support of the en-

tire council. Apparently the remaining 'liberals" Mere successfully co-

opted into the "Young Turl^' movement, especially In regard to industry.

Quincy appears to be quite capable as an administrator and also

is very active in policy development. He has, by and large. Ignored the

Chamber of Comnerce faction since becoming manager. He has acted quiclcly

to bring about industrial development in Feldstone. In February of I96t(

an industrial parte tuas established there by the council, a move made pos-

sible by a state law v4iich provides state financial assistance for such

developments. The Chamber was not told anything about this action until

the press conference in ii^ich it Mas publicly announced.

Quincy has also tried to make the chairman of the council a more

effective policy leader and a focal point of attention for the people.

Prior to Quincy's managership the public tended to Unit tlw manager, es-

pecially Peters, with any policy decision made. Qjulncy considers this a

danger to the miiuiger, and he Is, therefore, attempting to encourage

leadership In the council, especially by the chairman. This is not to

say that Quincy Is shying away from policy initiation; rather, he Is try-

ing to make the council take a more active role before the public in

policy leadership and promotion.

It Is difficult to determine what Quincy's future will be In

Feldstone as manager. The full impact of the industrial park decision

cannot yet be gauged. The Chamber clearly is upset by being left out,

but still it has pledged to work with the council on the matter. It
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•vldttnt that* at laatt for the n««r future, there will be more minor

skirmishes on this issue of industrial expansion, and with these sitir-

ffllshes may also come some managerial changes. However, should the Cham-

ber decide not to fight the decision to seel<, industry actively and In**

stead to Join with the "Young Turks" In seeking industry, then perhaps

ti>e average tenure of mviagers in Feldstone will increase.

One other factor seems Important to note at this point. Notwith-

standing the factional changes in Feldstone, a principal reason for some

of the managers leaving has bean the fact that, as & small city Feldstone

pays a salary, insufficient to retain managers for a long period of time.

Nearly all respondents agreed that Feldstcme appears to be a city where

either young managart on the way up got their experience or where older

managers come to retire. Although It Is apparent tiMit tilery alone did

not cause the departure of many managers. It certainly must be consid-

ered as a significant contributing factor to most of the terminations

which have talcen place in Feldstone.

During the entire study period, from 19^5 to 1964, Feldstone has

been faced with only one Issue: '*«4iat kind of town should Feldstone be,"

The basic issue w*s 9.^ is between whether tlie city should be ess<uitia!*y

rural and agriculturally oriented or whetiier It slwuld be diversified

with a strong industrial base. All other Issues In the town during this

period revolve around this overriding conflict on destiny which the Uni-

versity of Florida political scientists have called "regimaf* in nature.

No real Issue appeared in Feldstone until around 1951 when the

Ironco Manufacturing Company came to the city to seek a site for a plant.

Ironco executives want to the Chamber of Commerce for advice and help.
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The Chamber showed then a few spots and then allowed the matter to drc^.

Ironco, dissatisfied either with the Chamber's attitude or with the

sites, decided to go elsewhere. At this point a local man, Sam White,

toolc it upon himself to go to the Ironco home office and to persuade tiie

company officials to return to Feldstone for a further locric. At his ln«

sistence, Ironco officials returned and finally did locate in Feldstone*

Clearly this location was In spite of and not because of the Chamber or

the city government attitudes. White subsequently started a housing de*

velopment In the surrounding area near the Ironco site, and many of the

people en^loyed at Ironco now reside in this development.

it was the Chamber's «id the city's apparent nondirection in this

matter which led to the movement by the "liberals" at least to give some

encouragement to Industry «4)tch voluntarily came to feldstone seeking a

plant site. The Ironco Incldmit also led the "liberals" to decide to

seek a full-time professional manager who would be able to cope with such

problems. Thus when the "liberals" gained a majority on the council In

1951* they made It clear that the manager at that time, Norton, was not

the man to fit this role. He left soon after the election*

Things ran smoothly until 1961, when two Issues arose which ^mrv

to bring far-reaching changes in the city* As previously discussed, the

city was faced with a request by the privately owned water plant for an

Increase In water rates* On the recomnendation of ilanager Peters, the

council passed an ordinance calling for city purchase of the water plant

facilities. Although this issue was resolved primarily on a "liberal vs.

conservative" basis, that is, government ownership vs. private ownership,

it also represented a bMtc change In the process of government in
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FeldstOfM. At no time M*r« th« "imw paoplef' consulted as to their retx-

tlon to this question. The decision to purchase the plant came from the

manager's office and, th« Interview data Indicate, Indirectly from the

Chamber of Commerce vnorlcing through the manager. The newer people wantad

more power in the making of governmental decisions in Feldstona. When

the "libarals" assumed power in 1951* the newer people t>elieved they had

won more voice In government, but their representatives on the council

appaar to have been virtually "coopted" Into the Chambar clique* Conta*

quant ly further political change was neecied.

The second Istua at this time concerned a cityH»utlt municipal

parking lot In the downtown area. Once again the newer people were not

consulted in this decision, and they believed that the downtOMi merchants

had received preferential treatment. Hare again the decision wm made by

the council and tha manager, with the Chambar of Conmerce active in the

background.

These two Issues led to tha election. In 1961, of a "Young Turk"

clique to the council: a group of individuals who thought alike about

how the city should be changed and how the changes should be brought

about, it should be ramambared that the proposal for the city to pur-

chase the water plant was defeated in that tame election. Although the

defeat of that proposal Is attributed more to the basic conservative

tendencies of the people in Feldstone, tiiere is no doubt that the elec-

tion of the "Young Turks" was a reaction of tha newer people toward be-

ing "left out" of governmental decisions.

Paters resigned in 1963 to take a higher paying Job, but that is

not the entire story. Ha was quite aware of the change in the attitudes
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of the newar people in the city toward Industry end the Chamber of Com-

merce. In feet, soon after the election In 196I» Peters began to look

around for another position. The "Young Turks" took a t^ile to consoli-

date their position, but this wa accomplished by 1963. Therefore, when

another job opened up for Peters, he took it.

The complete change in attitude of the council since 1961 is evi-

denced in the most recent Issue regarding the industrial park, dulncy,

the city manager, working with the council alone, and omitting the Cham-

ber of Coimerce completely, planned the program and put it into opera-

tion. So, while the newer people now have had their voices heard, the

older elements. Including the Chamber of Commerce, have been omitted.

What this bodes for the future Is hard to tell. But It seems certain

that some political reaction will be experienced over this recent turn

of events, and if so, it Is extremely possible that Quincy may not remain

In office for a long time. Should there be no great redaction in ^posi-

tion to the move, then possibly the issue of whether or not to have in-

dustry will have been solved and the tenure of managers In Feldstone may

increase,

ffl4iti9Qf Smff!>afY

I . Leadershl p C 1 1 ques
A. Retired farmers and rural Interests.

B. Downtown merchants.
C. Chamber of Coonerce.
0. ••Liberals."

E. "Young Turi^' liberals.

tl. Competitive Status
A. Pre-1945: monopolistic under retired farmers.
B. 19^5-1951: monopolistic under (k>wntown merchants.
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C. I95I--I90I: coMp*tUivtt b«t»re«n dommtown merchants and
liberals."

0. i9o]-pre8ent: conpacittve batwaan "libarais" and Young
Turk" liberals.

III. Power Exchanges
A. Around fflid>l9^'s: retired farmers to downtown merchants.
B. l95l'*i9S2: doMntown merchants to "liberals.
C. I963-I90U: "liberals to "Young Turk" libarais.

IV. Manager Terminations
A. Li itle: retired due to poor health, 19'fo.

B. Moore: resfgned under possible council pressure n "power
play." 19^7.

C. Norton: resigned aftar power exchange betwaan downtown
merchants and liberals," 19S2.

0. Orange: retired voiuntar.ly, 1958>

E. Paters: resigned aftar power exchange between 'liberals" and
"Young Turk" liberals for a higher paying job, but w. th the
realizat'On that his views did not co:ncide wi ih those of the
new faction. I963>

V. Method of Select. ion of Mayor
Selected by the counc I by a majority vote for a one-year term.

Straawford

Located in the southernmost section of ihe state, Streamford it

tha kind of c ty currently spoken of as a "depressed area. According

to tha I90O census, Streamford has a population of 33.^37 of which 1,605

are Negroes. Of importance to note here is tha fact chat from 1930 to

I9<>0 Lhe population of Streamford declined: in 1930 the city had well

over ^,000 persons. In the period between 1950 and I9o0, tha census

shows a population dec I iris of is.c p«r K9nt. It is entirely pos:>ibie

that tha total populat on mighi have fallen off even more rapidly had it

not been for the influx of impoverished migrants from Eastern Kentucky

and other Appalachian areas, who have coma to Streamford to take advan-

tage of the more liberal welfare payments which Ohio pays in comparison

to those in the neighboring states to tha south. These same newcomers
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account largely for the rather high unemployment rate of 8.3 per cent

found in Streamford. These people were unemployed In the area they came

from, and not hav>ng the basic skills needed for most jobs in modern in-

dustrial employment, they are generally unemployable.

The worK.ng force of Streamford is structured in the following

manner: 45.3 per cant find employment in white-collar occupations and

31.3 per cent are engaged in blue-collar manufacturing work. The median

income per fmii ly In Streamford is $5*123 ?*r year, but 26.2 per cent of

the families earn less than $3.^00 per year while 3.7 per cent earn more

than $10,000 per year.

The influx of the Appalachian migrant element is also reflected

in the educational background of the city's people. The median school

year completed in the city is 9.4 years, and only 35>l P^r cent of the

residents of the city have a high school education. These figures are

in marked contrast to the other five case-study cities, where the median

school year completed ranges from 10. 5 in Feidstone to 14.0 in Clover

Heights, and the percentage of pec^Ie with high school diplomas which

ranges from a low of 39*3 per cent in Feidstone to 84.0 per cent in Clover

Heights. Without a doubt, if the ^paiachian migrant etonenL could be

discounted, the figure? i^or Streamford would rise considerably.

Streamford has always been a manofactur ng town. Until the post-

World War M period it was a center for shoe manufacturing and was, be-

cause of the proximity of coal f elds, the central point of operation

for one of the larger national rail lines. However, with the advent of

d>esel power in rail transportation, the importance of Streamford's

proximicy to ihe coal fields was diminished, and this large industry, for
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the most part, i«ft th« city. Although th« railroad company still has

facllicies thara, its anploymant rata is qui ta low comparad lo that in

tha past. Shoe manufacturing still is the one large industry In Stream*

ford, but one of tha shoe manufacturers went oui of business in the pe-

riod of corporate consolidations since World War II, thereby causing mn'

other dr<^ in the Strearoford amploynant rata.

Two large employers remain in the Streamford economic area today:

the Black Manufacturing Conpany (shoe manufacturing), located within the

city proper, and tha River Steel Company, located in an adjoining town.

Although there are few chemical and skilled-labor type companies in the

general area, the dominant characteristic of industrial employment In

Streamford is that of a semisi^iled, btue-coiiar nature. No labor market

exists in Streamford for industries requiring highly skilled workers.

Obviously one of the significant reasons why Streamford has not been

able to attract new industry to the city is that the surplus of labor is

snstly of the unskilled variety. As automation increases in industry,

Streamford's competitive !>osition will worsen. This is probably the

reason why, in recent years, a drive has bean started to bring a branch

of a state university to Streamford.

Another apparent reason for the city's lack of success in getting

new industry to come to Streamford (a major problem during the antire

study period) ts the past record created by the labor movement in Stream-

ford. During the 1930's, Streamford was a "hotbed' of labor agitation,

according to interviewees. Violence was by no means a rttrB occurrence.

Labor is still very active in Streamford in encouraging union affilia-

tion. Efforts toward unionization had created problems even up to 1957
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when, during a telephone strike, v oience again broke out. Since 19S7>

however, labor has sought to create a more favorable image for itself in

Streamford, and to a large degrea this effori has been successful.

During the case-study period httle or no change has occurred in

the economic character of Streamford. There has been a noticeable and

notable lack of organization directed toward attracting now industry and

toward solving the problems which have ki^t the city from gaining new

industry. Sporadic and unsystematic atteinpts have been made in this di-

rection, but apparently as a result of the frequent turnover of polit'cal

control in Streamford and the concurrent lack of forceful and coordinated

leadership, most atteinpts have failed. More attention has bean givan to

isolated and relatively minor problems, it seams, than toward this cru-

cial and indeed, central, problem.

Another fact of iiqportance is that Streamford, like many of the

other "river towns," has always had some gambling activity. The influ-

ence of leaders in thiS industry" on government in Streamford has fluc-

tuated from time to time. Prior to 19^*5 there might have been some con-

nection between locai gangling and national vice synd.car.<9S, bur n^t such

connection was detected from 13^5 to the present.

Streamford has had co< h<; 1 -manager government since l<J30. Prior

to 1941, the ci ty operated wi th a five-man counci I elected to two-year

terms on an at-large basis. The city solicitor and finance director

were appointed by and under the control of the manager. However, in

19^1, a signif cant charter change was made, largely through the con-

certed efforts of the Democratic party and labor people, with some aid
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from certain Rspubl leant who rasented what thay daaiaad unfair rf>rm%»n'

tation of tha r "interests' on tha council.

The 19^1 charter changes established tha present system under

which Streamford government operates. There is now a six-man council

elected by wards for two-year terms. All council terms expire at the

same time, thereby structuring politics to permit a clean sMe^ m any

election. .The elections are nonpartisan in nature. There .s one un<que

factor concerning councilraanic elections which significantly affects the

political complexion of Streamford. in Hay of each odd numbered year, a

primary election is held. This election is also nonpartisan, and the

names of the two people receiving the highest vote tn each ward are

placed on the November ballot, it is at these nonpartisan primary elec-

tions that the poli lical parties, both Democratic and Republican, become

very active. The parties, acting behind the scenes, select the men they

want to be on the November ballot and "get the word out" to their forces.

Sometimes a man on the council who might desire to run again far his seat

wi II be defeated in the primary and will not be able to run in November,

in effect he spends eight months as a "iama duck" councilman. Thus is

outlined tha partisan political activity in Streamford as it is struc-

tured and carried out by the parties in municipal elections. Therefore,

this provision for a primary election and the partisan pol ticai activity

under which the election operates, also structures political decisions

in certain d sections. As might be expected, such partisan pol tical

activity does not and with the primary, but rather carries through to

the general election.



At the first meeting of the calendar year, the counc: I elects a

chairman from among i ts own members by a majori ty (4<i>man) vote. He

serves as the mayor ex'officio and presides over council meetings. The

chairman has no other real power and, as past history in Strearaford in-

dicates, holders of this position have seldom tried to wield any power.

The city manager is selected by the council by a four-man ma-

jority vote and may be removed by the same vote. The charter states

diet the manager is the administrative head of the city and should have

a free hand in administrative matters in the city. He has appointive

power in all cases not covered by either civil service regulations or

where the positions are filled by election, as in the case of the so* -^^

llcitor and finance director. These latter two officers were made elec-

tive by a 19^1 charter revision. Neither of these posts is responsible

directly to ei ther the council or the manager. These two officers are

directed, however, to wort( with the council and the manager, and coopera-

tion has been generally successful during the case-study years.

Streamford has had many factions during the case-study period.

In 19^5, the dominant faction in Stre«nford consisted of middle-class,

white-col ler types, operating mostly as individuals rather then as a

group, known as the "Silk Hatters." It was against this group that the

charter chenges of 1941 were directed. However, by end lerge, these

changes were not successful until the 19£>0's. While in power the "Silk

Hatters' faction was concerned more with its own problams and needs than

those of either the city or of other groups -n the comnMins ty.

Although the "Silk Hatters ' did not have complete control of ail

seats on ceunc 1 dur.ng the period between 19^5 and 1949. they did control
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th« majority. By IS'*?, however, after the economic War boom" had vir-

tually ended, a resurgence of group political activity took place in

Streamford. Some of the other upper-income people, not directly con-

nected with the 'Silk Hattars," became concerned about the apparent lack

of control over certain gambling interests in the city. Therefore, in

1949, a new faction emerged, consisting of the industrial firiM, espe-

cially the Black Manufacturing Company, allied with the Chamber of Com-

merce and including, through the Chamber, the retail merchants.

This industrialist-Chamber faction has remained in a position of

power from \Sk9-'\9iO up to the present. They had no trouble coopting

the "Silk Hatters" into their structure, for both included strongly

Republican-oriented persons, and this common party allegiance was the

cement which originally and still today binds them together.

As a political faction, labor put in an appearance during the

early i940's, but d d not make any concerted effort until the mid-ldS^^'s

toward influencing decision-making in c ty government, with the lone ex-

ception of the 19^1 charter revision. Around 1953-195^ several people

connected with the Democratic party became quite concerned about the way

the city was being run and brought labor into a mora active political

role. One man, John Brown, was particularly active in this effort. A

lawyer and "national Democrat," Brown was not a member of the labor move-

ment, but was quite sympathetic wi th labor's plight in a declining job

market. He wanted the ci ty to make more of an effort to increase em-

ployment to meet the neiBds of the local citizens.

It is difficult to differentiate between labor and the Democratic

party in Streamford. Not until Brown and other local Democrats beci
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sufficiently interested to organize the unions politically under the

Democratic party, did labor become a force influencing politics In the

ct ty. The Democratic party-labor faction has been In evidence stnce

around 195^ and is still important in Streamford.

Brown also has other apparently personal interests in mak ng the

Democratic party a voice in the city. He i s a very well i<nown "party

man" throughout the state. He has served on several commissions for the

state, havng been appointed to these by the immediate past Democratic

governor. He maintains close contact with the state and national Demo-

cratic party "inf luentials." By mai<ing his party a power in Strewnford.

he thereby can enhance his position in the party and also prepare others

for party posit ons.

Although the industrial -Chamber of Commerce-Republican faction

and the Democratic- labor faction are the two dominant groups vying for

power in Stre«nford, they are not the sole factions trying to influence

c: ty actions. Another faction which periodically becomes quite inter-

ested In the city's politics is that of indiv dual gamblers. While there

is no direct evidence that these two or three ind viduals have "passed

money around* to councilman or other off ciais, it is well known that

certain councilman,, from time to time, have been very friendly to these

individuals. Paul Percy, a prominent local gambler, can be linked in

this manner to uwo councilman, one of them a former chairman of the

council. Another gambler has been linked with a former police chief,

and both are now under grand jury indictment for their collusion.

Another faction in the city consists of the older people, mostly

retired persons. Many of these people own their own homes in Streamford.
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It it this faction which primarily, although not solely, leads the fight

against avary attempt by the ci cy to enact any operating levy which would

increase their property taxes. This group was instrumental in electing

to the council in 1961 a threa-roan Oemocratic bloc who ran on an anti-

garbage tax platform. However, the only time the retirees appear as a

significant political group is on fiscal issues. Otherwise, they are

not a vocal or active faction.

While not a faction in the sense in which that word is used in

this study, the local paper should be mentioned as an influence on other

factions. The Straamford Ny >^ is strongly pro-industrial-Chamber of

Commerce-Republican oriented. Without doubt the pa?mr gives greater and

better coverage to th)S faction than to the Oemocratic- labor faction.

During elections and whenever an important issue has arisen, the paper

is quicic to taice sides and to emphasize that side for the duration of

the contest. Therefore, while not baci(;ng candidates individually but

nevertheless woric ng cooperatively wi th the Republican faction, the news-

paper influences the affairs of the city greatly.

The first city manager in Straamford during the case-study pe-

riod was Carl Read. He had served in another larger ci ty as an assistant

manager. Read was described as a very headstrong and stubborn person.

He was quite capdt>le in the handling of routine administrative duties,

but when faced with an emergency, he could not rise to the demands of

the job. This deficiency showed up during a flood the city suffered.

He was not a policy leader and did not actively participate in policy

initiation. He did merely what the council directed him to do. Read

left in \9kS after conflict with the council chairman and other councilmen
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over flood defenses during the 1945 flood. Reed had believed thet noth-

ing more could be done to save the ci ty. The chairman and the Corp of

Army Engineers cons dered that the city could be $aved by beginning a

sandbagging operat'on atop the levee. The chairman overruled the man-

ager and by-!jassed htm. Reed resigned soon afterward, clearly knowing

that he would have been fired had he stayed on. There was no evidence

that any other problems had caused h s resignation, and there certainly

was no factonal change at this tima.

Read was succeeded by Burt Shell, a local attorney who had been

ci ty solicitor. Shell took the position only to provide the city with a

temporary stc^-gap. Although generally cons dered to be an able person.

Shell did not remain as manager very long, in 19^*7 He resigned to re-

sume his laM practice. He had no evident trouble with the council or

with any groups or individuals in the city. However, in addition to the

main purpose for h. s leaving, that is, to return to private law practice

and its more lucrative income, there was a secondary reason, which by

and large lluminates the plight of all city managers in Streanford dur-

ing the case-study period, it was Shell's conclusion that he could not

tolerate the many petty pressures and influences which plagued him, pres-

sures coming from individual counci Imen who wanted a street paved or a

sidewalk fixed in their ward. He also remarked that he received more

deference from the counc 1 when he was solicitor than he ever had as

manager.

George Tut tie, an outsider, became manager after Shell. Tut tie

had the education requisite for a ci ty manager but no experience for such
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• post. Tuttla's straightforwardness and zealous activity as an admin-

istrator soon brought his trouble. For one thing he attempted to crack

down on the gangling interests in the city. Also, when approached by

counci ifluin Ben Lord lo hire a certain person as a policeman, Tuttle re-

fused. Lord was a close friend of a major gambler in town, Paul Parey,

and to thjs friendship and the policeman-hiring incident is attributed

the reason for pressure that was applied by the council on Tuttle to re-

sign. Lord, In fact, made it l<nown that he intended to press for the

firing of Tuttle. Tuttle, therefore, resigned in I9^>

It was immediately after this incident that the industrial*

Chamber of Connterce-Republican faction organized and began to baci< peo-

ple for counci I. They also hoped to bring Tuttle baci< as manager, but

were not successful because he had already taicen another position.

After Tuttle's resignation Streamford had an acting manager for

a period of shortly over one year. Then Sam Utt was appointed manager

in I9S0. Utt had previous experience as a manager and presented a fa-

vorable "first impression" upon coming to Streamford. He tended to lilce

the political and publicity dimensions of his job, trying to be in the

public eye as much as possible, but thereby neglecting much of the ad-

ministrative Side of his job. Utt also had undertaicen the Job of hospi-

tal administrator while the city sought another man for that post. It

was this last matter which ultimately led to his downfall as manager,

for he was accused of taking either money or si^olies, or both, from the

hospital. The charges were never proved, but Utt resigned soon after-

ward (1953) to take another position elsewhere. Once again, as in the

case of Reed earlier, there is little doubt that had he stayed, he would
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have been fired. No faction«i changes or pressures other than this were

in ev dence.

The council soon afterward selected another outsider-professional.

Bill Victor, to take Utt's place. Victor had been a manager prior to

hs appointment tn Streamford and was considered a very capable adminis-

trator. Like aii previous managers and/or their supporters, Victor

claimed that he did not "meddle with policy matters." He became involved,

however, in two matters which were to affect his stay in Streamford. The

frst dealt with a proposed charter revision in 1955 wh ch would have

brought in a mayor-council form of government. This proposed revision

was bacl<ed by the Democratic- labor faction. Victor was quite ready to

tal<e a stand favorable to the counci i -manager form of government and

spoi^ on the subject for the pro-counci 1 -manager forces in the city.

This certainly did not endear him to the labor group.

Even more important, however, was the second matter which con-

cerned a telephone strike that took place in 195'> and 1957* Victor tried

to be neutral in this matter, but as violence and vandalism spread, he

had to call for the National Guard. Also, during this time his home had

been fired on wi th some property damage resulting, but without any per-

sonal injury. The labor people defin tely tied Victor in with the pro-

industry forces, and their feeling against htm was running quite high.

Victor decided to resign and seek a job elsewhere. No doubt he knew that

things would have been quite "touchy" for him had he tried to stay.

Therefore, although no overt pressure was evidenced against him, he re-

signed before any could have been brought to bear, in 1957>
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Victor was replaced by Botr Webster, a retired state police offi-

cer. Mho was brought in specifically to help reorganize the police de-

partment, which had not been very effective during the telephone strii<e

of the previous year. Webster did improve tlie police department merlt-

ediy. Victor had suspended the previous chief of police for his \&ck of

action during the striice, and Webster appointed as chief of police, Jim

Grant, a local police officer who had worked his way up through the de-

partment. Webster concentrated on police matters, to the neglect of his

general administrative duties. Ite was not prepared to care for the lat-

ter and did not attempt to get them done; the city, in effect, ran itself.

In 1959, the Democratic- labor faction ran a state of council can-

didates and elected two of them. One of the "planks" of the temocratlc-

labor faction was that a "local" man should be hired as manager, a man

who could and would understand the needs of the city, especially the

needs of the labor people. Up to this point there is no doubt that labor

as a group had been rather systematically ignored and had no effective

voice in government.

Grant, the new police chief, at the same time began to "crack

down' on the gambling element but particularly so on one person, Percy,

rather than on another major gMibler, Bill Moon. Percy was a good friend

of one of the newly elected Democratic- labor faction councilman, Pete

Warner. In addition, Warner was reputed to have had emotionet problems,

which he reportedly ellowed to condition his feelings toward Webster, the

city menager. Webster was continually harassed by Warner during this pe-

riod, end finally, in I960, Webster decided to resign. Webster's wife

had been i 1 1 and the harassment of frequent night phone calls at all
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hours h«d gr««tly unnerved her. Webster knew that if he stayed and the

Oeraocratic- labor faction was able to get a majority on the council, he

Mould probably be fired in order for them to implenent their pledge to

appoint a "local" as manager. Therefore, Webster's resignation can be

directly traced to a factional upheaval and factional pressures with

strong gambling undertones.

Webster was succeeded by Ron Yancy. Yancy was brought in pri*

mari ly for his success with labor groups as determined by a committee

which had interviewed Yancy and had investigated him in the town which

he managed at the time. Yancy concentrated on administrative matters

when he first tooi< over the managership in Streamford. His greatest con-

cern was the lacic of operating funds, which he proposwi to provide through

a garbage tax. Yancy was very young and had many new and progressive"

ideas regarding industry and growth in the city. He instituted a program

to bring a state university branch to Streamford and initiated a public

worths program, including some public housing for elderly people.

Labor was much more pleased with him than It had been with any

previous manager. They believed that they could be heard by him. in the

I96I election, however, the Democratic- labor faction ran candidates who

opposed Yancy 's garbage tax. By seizing on this issue the Oemocratic-

labor faction had an opportunity to win the older people's votes and

therefore gain a position of power on the council.

They were successful and elected three Democratic- labor people to

the council in that election. These three Democrats were Joined by a

liberal Republican on many issues to give them a majority vote. Upon the

seating of the new council, Ben Lord was elected chairman. Lord had been
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a counci I mamber whan Tuttia was manaser, in \9^$, and, it will ba re-

nwfflbered, was a ciosa friand of tha ganblar. Parcy, who was baing rigor*

ously suparvisad by Polica Chiaf Grant. Lord, with a counci I -major i ty

vota. ordarad Yancy to invasti^ate tha activities of Polica Chiaf Grant.

Yancy did this and, upon gathering and checking the data, suspended and

later fired Grant. Tha situation t>ecama quite complex in the conduct of

the investigation, during which the council hteld many open meetings.

Percy and other gwiyblers made public statements, some of which were In

open session in city council chambers and which many people believed

placed the city in a bad light. Also, tha Indus trial -Chamber of Cornmarce-

Republican faction considered that Grant had done a good job: gambling

was limited and the crime rata had gone down. In their jud^nent. Grant

should have been fined but then reinstated.

As a result of the public resentment against him growing out of

the police chief case, and what he termed the indifference of the com-

munity toward solving its financial problems, Yancy resigned In 1962 and

tooic a hi^er paying job in an administrative field other than city man-

agership. Undoubtedly he foresaw from past experience that there would

probably be a great change in the council conposition as a result of the

police chief matter and that he would probably be fired if the industrial-

Chambar-Rapublican faction regained power (which they did in 1963).

Furthermore, Yancy had had some controversy with the city so-

licitor. Bob Olson, who has been in that office for many years. Olson

is a Republican and has received much support from his party, although

he has been a good vote getter from all sources. Olson sided wi th Grant

in tha police chief matter and tried to persuade Yancy to pursue a less
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aggressive policy toward Grant. Although no pressure was applied by

Olson against Yancy, Olson's view was shared by the lndustrial<-Chamber

of Conmerce-Republican faction* and apparently this only further rein-

forced Yancy's belief that he would be removed if that faction ever re-

gained power*

Yancy was replaced by Ray Zl nn In 1962. Zinn. a local man who

had obtained a college degree* had been what amounted to an assistant to

Yancy before Yancy left. His appointment was by the vote of three Re-

publicans and one Democrat, Ben Lord. The latter voted to endorse ZInn

apparently as a result of influence placed upon him by Bro%iMn. Brown was

involved In a fight for power with the county engineer, who was also a

Democrat and who wanted the Job of manager. This drive by the county

engineer constituted a threat to Brown's (wwer, and he impressed this

fact on Lord. Thus there was a split among Democratic forces at this

point, and in consequence, a man favored by the Republican faction was

chosen, it must be noted, however, that Zinn was a local," and this

fact at least coincided with fhe cuinmisment of the Democratic-labor fac-

tion controlled by Brown*

ZInn has not had much trouble to date as manager. He has tried

to concentrate on the administrative duties of his position. At present

woricing under a 6-0 Republican-controlled council elected in 1963, he

Is continuing the projects started by Yancy and teens to have had little

trouble on this score. Although apparently not very aggressive, he ap-

pears able to carry out the routine and technical duties of manager* The

history of laclt of continuity on the council and sharp differences of

view between the Democrats and Republicans both contribute to the
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speculation th«t his will not be a very long tenure, dependent as Str4

f6rd Managers are on the vagaries of council changes.

Several prominent Issues »«ere visible during the case-study pe-

riod, all occurring after the Oenocratic-labor faction began to taice an

active interest In city government. The first issue of importance is

the charter revision attempt made in 1955 to bring about a mayor-council

system of government. The Donocratic-labor faction initiated this move-

ment and brought it to tlie council. The council tried to put It off»

but after seeing the sentimant of the mass of tite labor people, decided

to place the Issue on the ballot. Although BroMn did not himself ini-

tiate this drive, he soon assumed the leadership and was personally

identified with tfie Democratic-labor faction by most people in town* For

the most part, that faction was the only group which favored the change

which would have installed a strong mayor-council government and rein-

stated partisan politics.

The Republican faction, the newspaper, the city government in

general, and the manager in particular, ail opposed the proposed charter

changes and were outspoicen against them. There is little doubt that the

labor people began at this time to conclude that Victor, the manager, mm

not favorable to their views generally, regardless of the fact that in

this Instance Victor was, in effect, protecting his Job as well as de-

fending the counci I -manager system.

The proposed changes lost by a narrow margin, primarily as a re-

sult of the heavy coverage given In the paper to support of the council-

manager form of government and the above-average turnout at the polls of
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the white-collar people, predoroinantly Republican. In contrast, the re-

sponse by labor was below average.

Victor later became Involved in another vital issue affecting

the labor people. The local telepttone corapany was purchased by a larger,

national firm. The local coapanY had an agreement with the local union

that it would Iceep the local company 100 per cent unionized. The new

owners claimed that, due to conditions at their other brjmches, they

could not malce the same promise. Soon after acquisition of the local

company by the national firm, a stril^e brotce out and vandalism and vio-

lence occurred in the city. When the police force did not succeed in

controlling the situation, Victor suspended the police chief and, soon

afterward, called for the National Guard to come in and restore order.

Victor's home was shot at and damaged, and the labor people placed

Victor in the same "canp^' as management. This conflict, then, between

labor and management, and correspondingly between Democrats and Republi-

cans, also was a critical factor in Victor's leaving.

In 1962-1963 a third issue appeared: the firing of the police

chief for his alleged connections with a certain gambler. Grant, the

police chief had craclted dovm on what appeared to be all prominent gam-

blers in Streamford except one. This process had begun under the man-

agership of Webster. When Yancy became manager he was pressed by the

council chairman, Ben Lord, as well as by the other Democratic members

of the council, to investigate the activities of Grant. Lord was reputed

to be a good friend of Percy, one of the prominent gamblers who had been

brought under police scrutiny. Evidence was lacicing which could directly

tie together the gangling element in Streamford and the entire
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OMK>cratic-l«bor faction. It should b« pointed out, hovwver, that th«

laadars of th« Democratic-labor faction, on the whole, and Brown, in

particular, find nothing morally wrong with a little gambling so long as

it Is not on a large scale and syndicated in nature. Thereby they are

probably reflecting woricing-class values.

The Rapublican faction, on the other hand, was satisfied with

the Job Grant was doing. They concluded that gambling and crime had

been marlcedly reduced and that for the over-all good of the conmunity. If

Grant was involved, he should be dealt with lightly so that he could con-

tinue to do a good Job. They admitted that perhaps Grant might have been

a little biased in pursuing his Job, but they claimed that this had hap-

pened before Grant had Joined the cluirch and "got religion." After his

conversion, they argued. Grant tried to act less biased and the Republi-

can faction Judged that he had succeeded. Another point they brought out

was that by the time Grant had reformed, the man he was said to have fa-

vored had already left gambling activities* Prominent among those with

these views was the city sc^'^itor, Olson. This faction's views on gam-

bling and spiritual reform could be said to reflect middle-class values

which tend to be more puritanical.

Yancy carried out the orders of the council majority which wanted

the chief to be fully prosecuted. Olson, as city solicitor, played an

important part In the case, but given his view about Grant, reputedly did

not actively pursue the case.

Of utmor-^ iO^rcance to the political situation in Streamford in

regard to the police chief case was the conduct of the council in obtain-

ing information. After the council had paraded a number of people who
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denounced Grant tn public meeting, Yancy perceived that the townspeople

Mere becomins Increasingly upsat over the council's behavior. Sentiment

ran high against those individuals on the council who had conducted the

Investigation. Yancy concluded that he might also be tied tn with this

affair and therefore decided to accept a position in corporation manage*

ment which was offered to him elsewhere. His speculation was correct

because In the 1963 election five new man were elected to the council*

the sixth running unopposed, giving the Republicans a 6«0 majority.

Currently, two issues ar9 beginning to be discussed In Stream-

ford. Prior to the present titm, Straamford has not had ouch trouble

with zoning matters. Recently, however, a request for a zoning change

was brought to the planning board. The planning board, in the Summer of

1963t while under the control of RepubllcMts, voted against the requested

change from residential to commercial -shopping center. Lord, the coun-

cil chairman, pressed the council to pass the rezoning request over the

planning board's recommendation against changing the s>nlng. The coun-

cil voted to mal<e the requested change by a 4-2 vote. Zinn, the city

manager and also a maffli>er of the planning board, voted against the ch«>ge

in the board vote, but did not taice any open stand during the council

debate.

Following this voce by the council, however, Olson, the city so-

licitor, ruled that the counct 1 -ordered change was not valid since the

city charter called for a three-fourths majority vote of the council to

override the reconmandation of the planning board. At present, the Is-

sue Is in the courts. Olson's view, vtt^We legally correct, also repre-

sented the dominant view of the Republican faction. The fact that Zinn
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voted against th« changa Mhlla serving on the planning board may place

hin In a more favorable position with the Republican faction, but, at

the same time, may have hurt any support he might have mustered from the

Democratic-labor faction.

The second current Issue Is that concerning finwices for the

city. During March, 1964, the council approved placing a proposal for a

city income tax on the May ballot. It appears that this move, backed

tt^leheartedly by ZInn, has the support of some of the members of both

factions In town, although there is some reluctance on the part of the

Democratic faction to endorse the move since they believe it Mill possi*

bly harm the working man somewhat more than the business man. How the

retirees will react to such an attempt to raise money for the city Is

difficult to measure at this time, if they should feel that a city In-

come tax hurts them financially, there may once again be a protest vote,

as In the garbage tax issue.

The referendum on this proposal, held in May, 1964, was defeated

badly with only 36 per cent of the voters expressing approval of It. In

the final analysis, both business and labor came out in opposition to

the measure and this opposition alone %«as enough to bring about the de-

feat. It also appears evident that the people of Streamford had no In-

tention of af^roving a measure which would take any additional money

from them, since the financial status of most of the populace is not very

secure to begin with. Therefore, the combination of business and labor

opposition and the apparent belief of the public generally that the tax

would harm them financially, defeated the measure.
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How these two issues will affect the future of Streamford's gov-

ernment and Manager Zinn's ability to stay in office is not altogether

clear. Since the vote in 1963 Mas not really a vote on issues or par-

ties but rather one on personalities, certainly a possibility exists that

the majority faction on the council will shift. The end of manager turn-

over, therefore, is not in sight so long as factional control shifts so

frequently in Streamford.

1 . Leadersh i p C 1 1 ques
A. "Silk Hatters."
B. Republicans—consisting of industrial and downtown merchant

persons as well as Republican party members.

C. Oenocrats—consisting of labor people at well as Democratic

party members.
0. Gambling elements.
C. Retirees.

11. Con^^etitive Status
A. Pre-19l»9: monopolistic under "SiU Hatters."

B. 1949-1954: monopolistic under Chamber of Cotanerce and Repub-

lican control.
C. 1954-1964: competitive between Republicans and Democrats.

III. Power Exchanges
A. 1949: from Si lie Hatters" to Chamber of Comaerce and

Republicans.
B. 1961-1962: Republicwis to Democrats.

C. 1963-1964: Democrats to Republicans.

IV. Hwtager Terminations
A. Reed: resigned in a "power plan, ' 1945.

B. Shell: resigned to return to \mn practice, 1947*

C. Tuttle: resigned or fired" after run-in with gamblers and

some council opposition, 1949*

0. Utt: resigned in "power plan," 1953.

E. Victor: resigned after trouble and harassment by labor ele-

misnts after a telephone strike, 1957.

F. Webster: resigned after harassment by minority group on coun-

cil possibly pertaining to gambling matters, I960.

6. Yancy: resigned after trouble with council minority pertain-

ing to the police chief, 1962.
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V. N«thod of S«l«ctIon of Mayor
S«l«ct*d from the counci 1 by a four-iaan vota*

%Wfr^} 0by^rva^l9ni,

This concluding saction deals with certain generalizations which

•pp—r in the preceding profiles of competitive counci 1 -manager cities*

First of all, in all three competitive communities, evidence indicates

that a class cleavage Is present in each community which is reflected In

the political style of each city* In two of the competitive cities,

Astor and Streamford, the cleavage between classes is between the middle-

class wid the lower-class groups* In Feldstone, the other competitive

town, the conflict Is between a lower middle-class and an upper middle-

class group* The three profiles of competitive conmunities also show

that either

1. Little or no attempt Is made by the usually dominant
middle-class faction—or in Feldstone the lower middle-
class faction—to accommodate the emerging lower social
classes (in the case of Astor and Streamford) or the
relatively higher social class (in the case of Feld-
stone) within the political power structure, or

2. As In the case of Streamford, the dominant middle-
class faction can not accommodate the lower-class
group because the dominants lacic the effective leader-
ship necessary to cure the economic problems within the
city which underly the conflict*

Secondly, all three competitive communities mf Involved In try-

ing to determine what type of town^' they should be. There Is no con-

sensus among competing groups in these three cities as to the direction

in which the community should move in the future. Therefore, city man-

agers In these towns are faced with the enormous political problem of

luwwing which particular view to take on any particular subject which
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might arlstt. The manager fully realizes th«t» regardless of what stand

he taices, an organized opposition group is vMltlng to contest such a de-

cision. In some cases the manager is terminated because of his policy

views after a power exchange, as was the case in Feldstone and Strewn-

ford. But» perhaps more significantly, the usual result of the class

cleavage in these communities appears to be stalemated action, especially

in policy leadership, on the part of the manager, as Streamford vividly

attests. Rather than incurring the wrath of any faction, the managar

tries to follow the council's directives, to "l(eep the lid on" adminis-

tratively, and not to talce any position of policy leadership which might

tend to place him on the 'wrong" side should a power exchange occur.

However, evon this does not protect the manager in conpetltlve tOMis.

Due to his lacl( of any effective political base, the manager finds that

any type of action he may talce, be It in administration or policy lead-

ership, sets up countermoves by opponents to that particular action.

Lactcing any political base of support, the manager, once he sees that the

pressure is becoming critical, resigns and moves to another position

rather than to wait to be fired.

Finally, the city manager in competitive communities attempts to

Mori( In accordance with the desires of the council. While this method

of operation sitould Insure the success of the manager under counctl-

manager doctrine, in competitive communities this is not the case. Due

to the rather frequent factional fights within the community and the oc-

casional upheavals in tlie majority control of the council, the manager

is continually having either to revise his views to coincide with the in-

coming majority, or to Iceep the same views he had under the previous
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Majority faction and run tha rltk of baing taminatad. Evan In tha caaa

of no actual poMar axchMige taking placa, tha prof I las of compatitlva

communttlat Indlcata that tha managar is not safa dua to the appaaranca

of "personal" conflicts which amarga with tha coming of new individuals

to tha council, in affect* tha profiles of competitive coMnunitles

vividly point out the complete political isolation of the manager and

lack of any defense nachanism from which he may preserve his position.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

The accumilatfon and testing of all the relevant data dealing

with variables In the tenure and termination of city managers In Ohio

council-manager cities lead naturally to an analysis of and comparison

of the several findings of fact from these data with those from the Florida

study. The Ohio study may be viewed as an extension and broadening of the

Florida study. In addition, the Ohio study provides valuable contrasts.

The Florida study Indicated that certain Institutional-structural, per-

sonal, nonpolltlcal community, and political factors affect manager tenure

and termination. By reviewing these findings of the Florida study we can

first establish the extent to which the Ohio data substantiate or refute

the Florida findings. Then we are In a position to consider additional

facts produced by the Ohio study.

The Florida study establishes that the separate popular election

of the mayor has some effect on manager tenure. The effect noted by the

Florida study Is that the average tenure of managers Is shortened by this

built-in structural factor. The Ohio study, on the contrary, shows that

the method of selection of the mayor has no effect on the termination or

tenure of Ohio managers. However, the authors of the Florida study point

out that the separate election of mayors does not Invariably cause a short-

ening of manager tenure, a proposition which the Ohio study tends to sus-

tain. The critical difference between the Florida study and the Ohio study

231
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In this regard It th« fact that very few Ohio council -manager cities

elect their mayors separately by popular vote. As a result, Ohio mayors

rarely appear to have a separate political base apart from that occupied

by the council.

The Ohio data also show that the manager, rather than the mayor,

is regarded as the policy leader in the community and Is expected to ful*

fill his obligations as leader. The leadership roles thus expected of

the Ohio manager are in line with the roles outlined for him by the franers

of the councll-manac^r plan. These originators of council -manager govern-

ment were Progressive Era reformers who drew upon the values of the middle

class In American society, and it has been among this class that the man-

ager plan has always received greater acceptance. Due to the prevalence

of a middle class, business, and Republican-oriented philosophy in Ohio

council -manager cities, the manager as policy leader Is seldom in conflict

with the desires and values of the dominant leadership clique.

The Ohio study confirms the finding of the Florida study that a

high rate of population growth alone does not adversely affect manager

tenure. The Ohio study concurs In the finding of the Florida study that

population growth must be considered in conjunction with a number of secu-

lar factors that change the social, economic, political, and demographic

composition of the city. The crucial Influencing factor In Ohio council-

manager cities, as shown In the case studies. Is the class conflict which

occurs with the onrush of "new" people Into the community. It Is the con-

flict which occurs between two divergent social classes, such as that be-

tween the blue-collar working class and the middle class or bett«een the

latter and the upper middle class, which gives impetus to changing the
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poUtfcal complexfon of the community. Where the newcoiRers represent

cssentfally the same social class as the earlier residents, as In Clover

Heights, conflict does not occur. But, when such an Influx brings In a

new social class, as In Astor and Feldstone, the groups representing this

new class, whether they are labor groups, political parties, Chambers of

Commerce, or others, provide the Ingredients for political instability to

a far greater extent than does gross population growth In and of Itself.

This becomes evident as soon as the groups contest for ?t "voice" In policy-

making.

The Florida town of Westbourne furnishes a good parallel to the

Ohio town of Clover Heights, ss both are upper middle class and both have

been subjected to marked population grc**th from an influx of the same

socio-economic group. Neither experienced a shift In the factional con-

trol of the city. But the Ohio cities of Astor and Feldstone which have

experienced a class change might be likened to the Florida cities of Estiva

and HIberna, which also experienced changes In the class structure pre-

ceding long periods of political factional struggle over control of city

government and which also experienced real regime conflict centering around

2
the destiny of the town Itself. One of the Ohio towns, Feldstone, re-

sembled the Florida towns in being caught In regime conflict.

In Ohio's counci l-manager cities evidence sustains the Florida-

study finding that local and amateur managers have a better chance than

professional city managers to ac<;ulre longer average tenure as managers.

Kammerer et al .. The Urban . . . , pp. 99-108.

^Ibld.. pp. 140-191.
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All local managers who answered the mall questionnaire hold the only

managerial position that they have ever held. In the ttiK> case-study

cities where local -amateurs are managers, they have had longer average

tenure as managers than outsider-professionals. However, the usefulness

of this evidence tends to be lessened by the fact that there are rela-

tively few local and amateur managers In the state. At the saate time,

what does appear to be the critical determining factor Is that the vast

majority of Ohio managers are outsider-professionals. Of kk question-

naires returned by incumbent managers, only 5 Indicate a local-amateur

as manager, 7 Indicate a local -professional, and 32 indicate an outsider-

professional. Undoubtedly outsider-professionals are much more readily

accepted in Ohio council -manager cities than In similar cities In Florida.

Whereas In Florida many of the outsider-professionals do not have what

could be considered a power base In the community, <n Ohio they possess

such a position due to the dominance of the middle-class, business, and

Republican-oriented leadership factions which often desire and usually

readily accept such a manager. Certainly the Ohio case-study city of

Westburg bears this out.

Data on the other two monopolistic cities under middle-class or

upper-ffllddle-class dominance. Clover Heights and Meadwood, affirm the find*

ing of the Florida study that "local boys" tend to be managers of towns

that have long community tenure. In tiiese t%iK> cities the local manager

Is intimately tied to or is a part of the major leadership cli<^ie of the

community. Although the post of manager was held for many years by a lo-

cal in a competitive community, Astor, this fact does not contradict the

conclusions drawn from Clover Heights and Meadwood because Astor had a
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peculiar Institutional reciu I rement of more tlian a simple majority vote

by the council to fire the manager. (This stipulation has since i>een

changed.) The latter city now has a manager who is an outsider-professional

as a result of the demands of "new" people In the city for Increased gov-

ernmental services.

As compared with their counterparts In Florida, outsider-

professional managers In Ohio have a somewhat higher average personal

tenure, but in neither state does that tenure appear Impressive in length.

Many outsider-professionals use Ohio counc 1
1 -manager cities as stepping

stones in their careers. Interviewees in Feldstone and Streamford, upon

being <|ues;:{oned about 'Vhy (their city) had so many managers", answered

that the low salary offered to the manager was not enough to retain a good

manager thore and that many of the managers were younger men who used

their city as a stepping stone to better-paying jobs.

Even more significant In explaining the tenure of outsider-

professional managers In Ohio are the political factors. In this respect,

the Florida study found the power exchange to be the primary causal factor

In manager tenure and termination, in Ohio, however, the power play Is

more significant than the power exchange in the causal relationship to

manager tenure and termination. This contrast raises two questions:

1. Why does the power play not avert a manager firing in Florida
but succeed in its preventive purpose in Ohio?

2. Why do power exchanges result In firing In Florida but not
In Ohio?

The first question which deals with the power play requires that

«<• go back to the basic reason for the use In the two states. Here we see

a difference. Opposition to majority clique policies In Florida led to
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th« use of th« powtr play against tha manager In the hope that a critical

electorate would blatoe the dlsnlssed manager and not the clique for the

policies. Nevertheless the public did Identify the policies with the

clique and public opposition persisted Into the next election. But In

Ohio the dominant clique used the power play not to avert wrath because

of opposition to policies, but because of poor performances by the manager

which might prove "embarrassing" to the clique In the next election. Be-

cause the firing related to performance and not policy the firing accom-

plished Its purpose and the clique retained Its control.

The second question must receive a speculative answer rather than

one grounded In hard fact. The competitive towns In Florida that had

frequent power exchanges and rather frequent manager dismissals following

such exchanges Have undergone considerable socio-economic change and In

some cases regime conflict as a result of this change. Therefore, the

power struggles tend to be rather sharp and no stable firmly established

class values can be found. But In Ohio In the two competitive towns where

power exchanges occurred, middle-class values were still predominant dur-

ing almost all of the study period, and these values uphold respect for

professionalism 9tid the myth of political neutrality of the manager. As

a result, the professional manager is much less likely to be fired than

In Florida and much more lilcely to be Judged on a performance standard.

Evidence In the Ohio study sustains the finding of the Florida

study that manager tenure tends to be longer In monopolistic cities with

a low level of Interest conflict then in etcher competitive communities

or monopolistic towns with a high level of interest conflict. In Ohio,

the interest conflict between different social classes appears to be the
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crucial factor determining monopoly or competition as characteristic of

the politics of the city. As in the Florida study, towns In which con-

sensus has not been reached by the various groups about the "kind of town"

they should have, are the most intensely competitive in their politics.

Feldstone and Streamford are good examples of this. However, this "reglmt

conflict" is due In part to a conflict between two different classes In

each of the comtnunltles, each class with a different perspective of town

destiny. Astor's political competition, however. Is not "regime" In

nature. Tlie Ohio study rather clearly points out that it Is the class

conflict and cleavage which seems to be the "real" causal factor of com-

petition in Ohio counci I -manager cities. The case studies of Ohio manager

towns Indicate that it Is possible to have a competitive style of poli-

tics without "regime" conflict, but no competitive case-study city Is

without a class conflict between two significant segments of the popula-

tion. At the same time, this class conflict Is absent in the three nranop-

oltstlc communities, not solely because of the absence of different classes

of people (as in the case in Clover Heights), but, in general, because

the lower-class groups or middle- or upper-class people who might oppose

the leadership structure are either accommodated by the political system

(Vfestburg) or so completely disorganized that they have no real power base

from which to organize for political activity (Headwood).

Finally, while the Florida study states that managers In Florida

tend to play major policy roles In the making of the principal decisions

of the city, and, therefore, they tend to Incur political hazards, the

Ohio study does not wholly sustain this finding. Although It Is true that

Ohio managers play major pol Icy-inltlatlng roles In the making of the
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principal decisions of their cities, they do not tend to endanger them«

selves politically because of this activity. Only one reason appears to

explain this: the dominance of a middle-class, business, and Republican-

oriented philosophy in most of the council -manager towns which, by and

large, approves of an active pollcy-inltlating role for the manager.

Since most managers In Ohio are professionals, they tend to fit the roles

outlined for managers by the framers of the counci l-manager plan; that Is,

they usually attempt to define problems and propose possible courses of

action for the council and then adhere to policies establistted by ^ >«f.

council, controlled by the dominant middle-class faction. Apparently

they attempt to pursue the fulfillment of council policies to the best

of their professional and technical abilities. The lilcellhood of a man-

ager being dismissed for presenting policy views under such an environ-

ment Is relatively low. Rather, he Is more likely to be terminated for

his laclc of "professionalism" or mastery of technique in execution of

policy. Such deficiencies will be regariied as "embarrassing" to the

dominant clique.

This Is not to say, however, that all managers In Ohio council-

manager cities need not fear for their Jobs except on the basis of their

professional and technical activities. In competitive communities, where

the interest clash and class conflict are substantial, there Is a good

chance that the manager will lose his Job due to his activity in pollcy-

making. However, this Is due to the fact that the Intensity of political

competition and alternation of control between factions compels the man-

ager to 'Walk a tightrope" between two competing cliques as to policy

matters. He knows full well that a 'Virong" policy proposal or decision
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can mean loss of his Job. In this situation the manager has no ready-

made base of power such as he would have in a inlddle-class monopolistic

cOMRunlty, and he, therefore, has nothing within his control to manipulate

in order to save himself.

What insights into causal factors have been derived from the

additional hypotheses of the Ohio study? in essence, the Ohio study has

supplemented the Florida study with regard to two significant variables:

the social-class structure of the community and partisan political activ-

ity in relation to socio-economic conflict, Melther of these is a sepa-

rate, discrete factor; both are related to each other and to other inter-

vening factors in the community.

in regard to situational factors Ohio provides a complete contrast

with Florida as to the types of communities in the state which have council-

manager government and the types of dominant forces In these communities.

The dominance of a middle-class, business, and Republican-oriented philos-

ophy is clearly noted In Ohio's counci 1 -manager cities. It seems apparent

that Ohio, having turned the corner and moved into the Industrial 9r»

many years ago, has overwhelmingly accepted the dominance of middle-class

and business Interests In the state. This Is reflected by the location

of most manager cities in heavily Republican areas of the state and the

high number of outsider-professionals who are found as managers in Ohio

counci 1 -manager cities. Certainly, business and Industry »rn as Important

to the state of Ohio and Its population as tourism Is to the state of

Florida and its inhabitants. The dominance of this middle-class, business,

and Republican-oriented philosophy on the local level as seen in many

counci I -manager cities in Ohio appears to be thie reason for the relatively
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hfgh average-community tenure of council -manager cities In the state.

The three case-study cities which are classified as monopolistic and

which are dominated by this middle-class philosophy give evidence of this,

for their average community tenure Is 4.3 years (Clover Heights, 4.0;

Meadwood, 6.0; and Westburg, 4.6). The average tenure of managers In the

three competitive case-study cities cannot be used In this connection be-

cause one of the cities, Astor, represents a special case because of Its

institutional-structure Impediment to firing a manager. The other com-

petitive towns show a much lower community tenure for managers than the

average shown for monopolistic cities. In Feldstone the average Is 3.2

years, and In Streamford 2.3 years.

Closer examination of the three competitive communities, however.

Illuminates the critical relationship of class conflict to Ohio's manager

tenure and termination. In all three of these cities, Astor, Feldstone,

and Streamford, it Is class conflict which brtMight about the competitive

situation in the community, in two cases the dominant middle-class fac-

tion Is under fire by a lower-class segment of the population. In each

of these tv«o towns the middle-class leadership is not able to accommodate

the demands of the lower-class population, either because these demands

are antithetical to the way that the middle-class dominants believe

council -manager government should operate (Astor), or because the middle-

class dominants arm not able to provide the leadership needed for the

solution of the economic problems of the lower-class population (Stream-

ford). In the third competitive city (Feldstone), the conflict is between

a lower middle-class, downtown merchant, and Republican-oriented faction

and a middle- or upper-mlddle-class. Industrialist, and Democratic and
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Republican-oriented faction who believe that the future destiny of the

comnunity should be other than that which the lower middle-class faction

desires.

The eleinents of labor, race, ethnic background, and/or political

party affiliation, originally hypothesized as crucial to an explanation

of manager tenure and termination In Ohio, appear to have significance

only in cases where there Is a class cleavage of significant proportion

and where these groups represent the views of different sides of the class

problem. In communities of this nature, such as Astor and Streamford,

political psrty affiliation becomes an intervening variable for the dom-

inant class conflict, representing not only class differences, however,

but also economic and ethnic differences as well. At the same time. In

communities where class conflict Is not present, as In Clover Heights, or

Is accommodated, as In Westburg, or Is relatively unorganized, as In Mead-

wood, political party affiliation has no Impact on counci 1 -manager govern-

ment. In fact, In communities of this type, political party activity Is

usually kept beneath the surface and Is usually monopolized by the middle-

class, business, and Republican-oriented people. This would explain the

statistic set forth In Chapter IV that community tenure tends to be higher

In communities with political party activity; the explanation clearly

being that, for the most part, such activity Is carried on by the middle-

class, business, and Republican-oriented people whose beliefs about local

government are In accord with the counci 1 -manager plan. However, In com-

munities where political party affiliation represents a confllctual class

view about government at the local level, more likely than not those polit-

ical parties will actively attempt to make the government more representative
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of and responsive to the desires of the class which is dominant in the

party membership. This activity thus leads to a politically competitive

situation In the community and to lower community tenure.

In conclusion, therefore, the Ohio study sustains the finding of

the Florida study that political factors are the critical causal factors

regarding manager tenure and termination. What the Ohio study presents

Is an insight Into the relationship between class and political party

activity on the one hand, and support for counci l-manager government and

of the manager himself on the other. The political climate envisaged by

the framers of the counci l-manager plan was active political participation

by the middle-class and business interests of the community In local gov-

ernment and a dominance by that social class. The Ohio data Indicate

that counci l-manager government succeeds In providing stable government

and active leadership In community affairs when It operates in the climate

envisaged by the framers. Where such a middle-class and business domi-

nance Is lacking or vrfiere such a class cannot or will not accommodate

diverse groups in the community, the middle-class dominants come under

fire, with the result that community stability and community tenure of

managers tend to be lower.

Finally, It is clear that while this study of counci l-manager

government In Ohio adds to and embellishes the findings of the Florida

study, the search for "truth" at the local government level has only be-

gun. Certainly further study must be carried out In other locallttet

which would add additional variables to the complex political situations

found at the local level of government in both the Florida and Ohio

studies. Only by such scientific replication can political scientists
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hope to unlock the door whfch will take them from the land of "fantasy"

and Into the "real world of politics". It is toward this end that this

study has been directed.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

QMestlonnaire for Study of the Profession of City Manager ?n Oh?o

1.

2.

3.

5.

Presently employed as City Manager of

Date of birth

Birthplace

Education:

High School

City

Years Attended
Located at

State

Yr. of Grad.

Tech, or

Bus. School: Located at

Years Attended
Yr. of Grad.

Col lege:

Kind of degree

Graduate School
Kind of degree

Located at

Year of degree

Located at

Year of degree

Any specialized training In city management?

If so, what?

6, Employment Record Listed From Present Position Back

Starting Last Dates of
Pos 1 1 1 on Location Salary Salary Employment

Reason for
Leav I nq

21*6
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7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

13.

What Is the present population of your city?

For how many years has your city had council -manager form of
government? _______...,_____^

How many managers has your city had since adoption of the plan?

Does the city charter require non-partisan elections In your city?

Yes No

II. How Is the mayor In your coframinlty selected? By council

By voters separately By highest vote at council election

Are there any city department heads not under the Jurisdiction of
the city manager?

Yes
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h. Conflict with council majority In oth«r city.

_c. Rejection of budget by city council in other city,

jd. Failure by council to support my program.

jB. Conflict with mayor.

J, Conflict Mith departmental heads,

g. Other reasons which were:

15. I entered the city manager profession for the following reason:

CHECK ALL APPROPRIATE ANSWERS ;

a . Higher salary than I could earn in private entploytnent.

b . Higher potential pay in future positions.

c . More security than In private business.

^d. More opportunity as a city manager to develop my own Ideas.

e . Preference for the public service over private business.

f. Preference for managerial worit to elective public office.

q. Desire to be an active community leader.

h. Other reasons:

16. My present relationship with my city council can be described as
fol lows:

CHECK ALL APPROPRIATE ANSWERS :

^a. Full confidence of city council.

^b. Support from council on major issues.

^c. interference by council with city personnel and adminis-
tration.

d . Rejection of major recommendations by city council.

e . Rejection of budget by city council.

f. Conflict with minority group on council.

g. Conflict with majority group on council.
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_h. Conflict with mayor,

f. Other relationship which I«:

W?th reference to C0(nwun?ty attitudes, Is there a movement In your
city to abandon the councl l-manager plan of government?

Yes No

^, If so, how strong would you say this movement lB?_

b. What groups are behind It?

c. Can any of these groups be fairly described as local political
parties?

Yes No Vi/hlch ones?

d. Do they have any ties with state or national parties?

Yes
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19. Would you say most major policy questions are settled In the way you

checked above?

DYes No If not. In what way? Describe:

20. The Initiation of policy In my city can best be described as

vested In:

CHECK APPROPRIATE ANSWERS :

^a. The mayor who tries to lead In all policy proposals and

attempts to act like a strong mayor.

b. The council and mayor who Jointly propose almost all major

pol ley decisions.

c. The mayor and me.

^d. Me, as I propose major policy which Is usually adopted

by counci 1

.

^e. The council and myself; we usually propose major policy

Jointly or alternatively.

f. The council which proposes almost all major policy.

g. The heads of departments not under my control who have strong

Influence with the council.

21, The greatest Influence on policy Initiation comes from:

CHECK ONE ;
-^ t^ *>»«».•

a . Business organl7at Ions In town, whose proposals usually get

adopted.

^b. A few strong political personalities who do not hold office,

but who originate most policy proposals on major questions

which actually get adopted by the council.

c. Certain department heads under me who have great Influence

with the council and by-pass me In making major policy pro-

posals which usually get adopted.

d. Civic and good government groups who make most of the major

policy proposals which are adopted by the council.

_e. The press which originates most of the major policy proposals

which ^r^. adopted by the council.
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f , "Pol It leal -type" groups (such as those refarrad to In 17 c,

and d.) tiad in with national and/or stata parties.

22. During my tenure as manager, the politics of my city can best be

described as:

CHECK ONE ;

a . Very stable, with very few controversial policy questions
that divide the community.

b. Stable despite a few controversial questions that divide
the community.

c. Subject to marked chanqes in groups controlling city govern-
ment from one election to another as a result of major con-
troversies.

d. Subject to change of control from one election to another
based upon personalities of candidates and not related to
policy disagreeaients.

23. Under counci l-nana'^er doctrine the separation of the offices of city
manager and mayor was supposed to forestall conflict between the two,
tt>ereby ensuring efficient government. Has this held true in the
city in which you now work?

Yes
1 I

Mo

If no, on which of the following areas did conflict arise:

a . Difference in policy.

b . Differences in the role the mayor and the manager believe
the other should play In regard to policy-making.

c « Differences between the two based on differences between
the supporters of each.

d « Attempts by the mayor to take over certain administrative
responsibilities of the manager.

e. insistence of the mayor that he have complete charge of all

dealings with the press and public.

f . Other. Please specify:

24. In your city which public utilities ar^ publicly owned? Which of
these are under the general administrative authority of the manager?
Check In appropriate box.
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25.

26.

Publicly Owned
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• . Some of the department heads are separately elected and not
under my direct administrative control, but must go through
me with their budgetary requests to the council.

f. Some of the department heads are separately elected and are
not under either my administrative or budgetary control.

g . The department heads channel all budgetary requests through
the mayor, regardless of v&tere the final fiscal authority
lies.

27. in matters concerning control over police, the following situation is

the case:

CHECK OWE ;

a . An administrative officer, under my supervision, co-ordinates
all policy relating to police matters.

b . Law enforcement policy is directly under my control.

_c. The police chief has complete responsibility to the council
on such matters.

jd. The police chief and i woric together to establish such policy,

jB. A •'board" or other type of co-ordinating body, under the con-
trol of council, assumes these responsibilities.

_f. Police policy here seems to have no visible base, but rather
seems to be dictated or controlled by other forces within
the city.

Other. I^lease specify:.

28. What kind of an attitude have you taken In your present position In
regard to policy-making In the community? Please explain.

29. Why did your predecessor as city manager leave his position In your
city?

CHECK ALL APPROPRIATE ANSWERS :

a . Decided to enter private employment.

b . Moved into another type of position In the public management
field.

c . Opposltlmi by city council minority.
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_d. Opposition by city council majority.

je. Rejection of budget by city council.

J, Conflict between him and mayor,

g. Dismissed by council.

h. Other. Please describe:

30. My predecessor had the fol lowing relationship with the council;

CHECK ALL APPROPRIATE ANSWERS ;

a . Full confidence of the city council.

b . Support from council on major issues.

jc. interference by council with city personnel and adminis-
tration.

jd. Rejection of major recommendations by council.

_e. Rejection of budget by city council.

J, Conflict with minority group on council.

_g. Conflict with majority group on council.

_h. Conflict with the mayor.

_l. Other relationship which was

31. Is there discussion in your city today concerning the future develop*
ment of your city? _»-_ r-~—

Y*»
I I

Mo
I I

If yes, does this discussion center on one or more of the following:

a . Heavy industry as the basic industry,

b . Light industry employing skilled technicians and profession*
ally trained people.

c . Retirement community.

d . Residential or dormitory suburb type.

e. Tourist based.
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f, Oth«r. PUaM comMnt:

32. Is th«r« •videnc* of an aiwakcning or groMlng political strength and

organization among economic, ethnic, or racial groups in your city?

Yes No

a. If so, please name these organizations:

_b. What issues of city politics particularly interest them?
Please describe:

jc. Oo they slate candidates or actually support candidates for

city council:

YesD HoD
33* Are the traditional political parties, that Is Democratic and Repub*

lican, active in council elections in your city?

YesD N.n
3^. Are there any local organizations or local political parties which

endorse or slate candidates for the council?

Yesn HoD
If yes, tell the names of such organizations and hoM long each has
been active in your city's council politics.

liAVING ASKED YOU MANY QUESTIONS ABOUT YOURSELF IN REFERENCE TO YOUR
WORK AND YOUR CITY, WE WISH TO ASK YOU SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR
PHILOSOPHY OF COUNCIL-MANAGER GOVERNMENT.

35. Do you thinic it wise for a city manager to remain in one city for a

long time or is it better policy for him to move to a new city peri-

odically?

V««
I I

No
I I

Reason : ._____._____.____„..__.___.,___._._______________.,__._^____.^^

36. Do you thinl( a city manager should play a leading role in policy-
malcing In his community?

n ^nYes I I No I I Give reason for your answer.
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37. it ts often said that continuity for a<bnlnlstratlon Is achieved
under the manager plan. Do you think this is true In view of the
fact that managers change their positions frequently?

n HoDYes
I I

No
I I

Why?_

38. Do you think city managers should belong to the International City
Managers Association?

I I
Mo

I I
Yes

I I
No

I I
Why?

39. In presenting recommendations to city councils, v^Ich of the following
approaches do you consider most desirable?

CHECK AU APPROPRIATE ANSWERS ;

a . Present the major alternatives with facts supporting each,
with no specific recommendation from the manager.

b . Present the major alternatives v/?th facts supporting each,
with the manager's choice as to the best solution Indicated.

c . Present only the manager's recommended solution with sup-
porting facts, because the Inclusion of alternative solutions
simply confuses the councils.

d . Present the manager's recommended solution with little or no
supporting facts.

kO, Which of the following educational backgrounds do you consider most
valuable for a manager?

CHECK ONE ;

a . Engineering

b. Architecture

c. Business a<^lnlstratlon

jd. General political science

je. Political science with major emphasis on public adnlnistra-
tion with courses In politics

_f. Specialized curriculum in city management

_g. Other
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I, issues - Genera!

General probe. Let reSi>ondent exhaust his oinm stock of comm"
unity Issues before producing our check list.

1. What have been the major problems faced by the city of

.
since the end of World War M? Any others?

2. How has the town been changing In the last IS years? (New

population. Industry; same kind of people elected to council?)

3. Here are sotne Issues that many Ohio towns have faced In

the last 13 years. How many of these have ccjwe up In ___________

a. Land-use and planning J. Negroes vs. under-
prlvlledged whites

b. Urban renewal and public
housing k. Retired people

c. Tax sources 1. Shopping centers

d. Reassessment m. Race or ethnic

e. Annexation n. Recreation facilities

f. Public works o. Democrats vs. Republicans

g. Religion p. Form of government

h. Labor q. Liquor, gambling, etc.

1. Industrialization r. Trying to get manager fired

s. What kind of town it should be

k. Which five of those mentioned by you or from the list would
you say have been the most important five?

II. Issues - Specific

1. All right, you mentioned as an Issue. What

groups (people) were interested in that?

a. Do any particular Individuals lead that group? What individ-

uals? What occupations?

2S8
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b. What stand(s) did they take on th« tS8ue(s)?

c. Any othar groups (peopla) take a stand? Who were they?

What stands? Any connection between these people (bus., soc.

,

etc.)

2. HOM did the city council decide the Issue?

a. (If settled outside council, or not settled) Who won?

b. By the way, what line of work Is each councilman In?

3. How about the mayor - did he take a stand?

a. What stand?

b. Who was the mayor at that time?

k. How about the manager - did he take a stand?

a. What stand?

b. Who was the manager then?

c. Old this have anything to do with the manager's leaving?
(only where appropriate)

5. Has this Issue finally been settled, or does It still arise?

6. OK. The next Issue you mentioned was .

III. Manager Turn-over

1. (If high turn-over) Why has there been such a large number of
city managers In ?

(if low turn-over) In many Ohio cities, city managers don't
last long. ___________^ seems to be different. Why do you think
it has worked out that way here?

2. (Using list of managers)

Why did ._._._______ leave? (Repeat for all managers) (Also check
election data vs. manager turn-over)

a. What kind of person **as T

b. What kind of politician was he?
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c. What kfnd of manager was he?

d. Did he take sides on issues?

e. Did he have any dealings with parties?

3. Firing the present manager.

IV, Sroups

Ask each respondent the following questions concerning the
manager, the mayor, the council, and the department tiead(s).

1. Are there any people who follow closely the action of
the manager? (or the others)

a. Who are they? Occupation? What groups or organizations
do they belong to?

b. What sorts of people do they work with on local problems?

2. Are there any people whom the manager (or the others) prac-
tically r«ver listened to? Why is that?

3. is there free flow of information and interaction between
the manager and the CMjncil? (or others, etc.)

4. (If appropriate) What groups does the departnient head work
with?

5. Has it always been this way?

V. Institutional Relatfions

A. What part does the mayor play in deciding what needs to be done
in the city?

B. What part does the mayor play in the day-to-day administration
of the city?

C. What part does the council play In hiring and firing? As a matter
of courtesy, do you ordinarily consult councilman before hiring a
department head? (Probe this deeply)

D. What part does the council play In the preparation of the budget?
What part do you think tt should play? (Probe deeply)

E. Is there any trouble between you and the independent department
heads?
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E., Continued

I. in particular, do you find any trouble concerning the police
chief and his office? (Probe deeply)

F. What docs the council expect out of you In regard to decisions
about what needs to be done In the city? What do you expect of them?

6* (For managers only) Have you ever encouraged qualified people to
run for the council?

VI. Structure

A. From what we have been saying, would it be fair to say that any
one individual or group runs this town?

1. if yes, who?

2. If no, how does the town run, then?

B. Are there any groups or people In __^_____ who are interested
In almost all the Issues?

1. Who are they?

2. Do they usually win?

C. (If no to B) Would you say that different groups or people are
Interested In different Issues? Could you give ine some examples?

0. In your judgment, is the outcome of an Issue dependent upon which
group Is Interested in It? Could you give me some examples?

E. Does political party affiliation, either statewide or national,
affect the way groups feel toward Issues?

1. If yes, which groups are affected by which parties?

2. Could you show me sotne exaaiplet of the effect of such
Interaction?
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